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OPEN LETTER TO PARENTS
Dear Sir or Madam, --When your children first arrived they brought with them a wonderful lot of sunshine. Later you became proud of
the intelligence they displayed, but still later you became anxious as to what would become of them in the future. Perhaps you ware

anxious when you visualised them as grown men and women. Even with plenty of money it is not always easy to select the right career,
and a parent is sometimes inclined to ask advice of some relative, and in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred that relative knows nothing
at all about the possibilities of employment. Why not let me relieve you of some of your anxieties? In fact, why not let me be their
Father ? We do not profess to act as an employment agency, but the nature of our business compels us to keep an eye upon the class
of men and women that are wanted and who wants them. There are some people who manufacture an article and put it on the market
to sell. We do not do that ; we work in exactly the opposite direction. We find out what employers want and we train our students
to fill those jobs. We have to be experts in the matter of employment, progress and prosperity. If you have any anxieties at all as
to what your sons or daughters should be, write to me, or better still, let them write to me personally -
Fatherly Advice Department --and tell me their likes and dislikes, and I will give sound, practical advice
as to the possibilities of a vocation and how to succeed in it. Yours sincerely,

CAN YOU
CHANGE MY
EXPRESSION?

IF SO, YOU MAY BE THE ARTIST
THAT COMMERCE IS WAITING FOR.
Just try it for yourself, trace or draw the out-
line and then put in the features.
There are hundreds of openings in connection
with Humorous Papers, Advertisement
Drawing, Posters, Calendars, Catalogues,
Textile Designs, Book Illustrations, etc.
60% of Commercial Art Work is done by
" Free Lance Artists," who do their work
at home and sell it to the highest bidders.
Many Commercial Artists draw " retaining
fees" from various sources, others prefer
to work full-time employment or partner-
ship arrangement. We teach you not only
how to draw what is wanted, but how to
make buyers want what you draw. Many
of our students who originally took up
Commercial Art as a hobby have since
turned it into a full-time paying profession
with studio and staff of assistant artists;
there is no limit to the possibilities. Let
us sen.l full particulars for a FREE TRIAL
and details of our course for your inspection.
You will be under no obligation whatever.

Art Dept. 76.

TO STUDENTS
LIVING ABROAD
or on the high seas, a good supply of lessons
is given, so that they may be done in their
order, and despatched to us for examination and
correction. 1hw are then sent back with more
wol k, and in this way a continuous stream of work
is always in transit from the Student to us and
from us to the Student.

LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
Unless you are
in touch with
all branches of
industry, you
cannot see the
possibilities of
employment,
but with our
gigantic or-
ganisation ViS

are in touch
with every
sphere of
activity, and
we know that
in many trades
and profes-
sions there are
more vacancies
than there are
trained men to
fill them.

O

Accountancy
Examinations

Advertising and Sales
Management

A.M.I. Fire E. Exam.
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering
Banking. Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy

& Modern Business Methods
B.Sc. (Eng.)
B.Sc. (Estate Management)
Building, Architecture

and Clerk of Works
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Concrete and Structural

Engineering
Draughtsmanship. All

branches
Engineering. All branches,

subjects & examinations
General Education
G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
Heating and Ventilating
Industrial Chemistry
Insurance. Mathematics Works Managers
if you do not see your own requirements above. write

to us on any subject.

We do not pro-
fess to act as

an employment

agency, but we

certainly are in

a position to give
fatherly advice

on all careers and

the possibility

of employment

therein.

We
teach by

Post in all parts of
the world and specialise

in all Examinations.
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining, all subjects
Mining, Electrical

Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Trade
Municipal and County

Engineers
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Police, Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Pumps and Pumping

Machinery
Radio Service Engineering
Road -Making & Maintenance
Salesmanship. Sanitation
Secretarial Exams.
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Transport Inst. Exams.
Weights and Measures

Inspector
Welding
Wireless Telegraphy and

Telephony

IT IS THE PERSONAL TOUCH WHICH COUNTS

HOW TO STUDY
In your spare time when it suits YOU.
You fix your own time, you do not
GO to your studies ; the postman
brings THEM TO YOU.
There is nothing that a class-roDm
teacher can show on a blackboard
that we cannot show on a white
paper. The lesson on a blackboard
will be cleaned off, but our lessons are
PERMANENT. A class -room teacher
cannot give you a private word of
encouragement, but a Correspondence
Tutor can do so whenever your work
deserves it. On the other hand, he
can, where necessary, point out your
mistakes PRIVATELY.

PRESENT DAY REQUIREMENTS
2,000 Teachers of Handicrafts wanted
in Boys' Schools, experience with

wood or metal is essential.

MATRICULATION
There are many ways of commencing a
career, but Matriculation is the jump-
ing-off board for all the best ones.

CIVIL SERVICE
Suitable to both sexes. Ages 15i to 24.

GP0 ENG. DEPT. CUSTOMS
 AND EXCISE; INSP.

OF TAXES, Etc. NO EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED. OPEN EXAMS.

We prepare candidates for all

INSTITUTE EXAMS.
TECHNICAL, ACCOUNTANCY,
SECRETARIAL, INSURANCE, Etc.

ENGINEERS and
DRAUGHTSMEN

All Branches, Employers are advertis-
ing for them.

TELEPHONY, RADIO and MOTOR
ENGINEERING are expanding rapidly.
There are lots of vacancies. Our postal
courses will make you eligible. Advice

on all careers Free.

IN POSTAL TUITION
YOUNG MEN
Young men physic-
ally fit and whose
careers are not defin-
itely fixed should join
the Police Force. We
have Special Courses
for Entrance and
Promotion.

per week brings
success. Full

particulars free.
Address: Police Dept.70

TELEPHONE 61070. TELEGRAMS:
BENETCOL. 61070. SHEFFIELD. -

FOUNDED 1900

Dept. 76, THE BENNETT COLLEGE, SHEFFIELD.

EVERY
DEPARTMENT IS
A COMPLETE
COLLEGE.

EVERY
STUDENT IS
A CLASS TO

HIMSELF.

All applications respecting Advertising in this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, GEORGE NEWNES Ltd.,
8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Telephone : Temple Bar 7780.
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Notes, News and Views
New Air Speed Record
AT Istres, recently, M. Raymond Del-

motte, flying a Caudron racing mono-
plane with a 380 h.p. Renault engine, broke
the world's speed record for land machines
over a 3 -kilometre course, at an average
speed of 504 kilometres an hour (315
m.p,h.). The machine was of the well-known
" Rafale " type, and was fitted with a
retractable under -carriage, and a new in-
verted air-cooled six -cylinder engine of
9.5 litres capacity.

Britain's Latest " Pocket " Submarine
M.S. SHARK, the new 20 -ft. sub -
marine, which was completed at Chat-

ham in October last, was recently put
through her paces in the Channel. She has
a breadth of only 24 ft. and displaces 670
tons, yet she can " taxi" over 2,000 miles
on the surface, or at full power, can travel
at nearly 16 miles per hour. The com-
paratively small, craft has rapid driving
qUalities which are probably unequalled
by any other submarine. It can perform a
" crash dive " in thirty seconds, and once
under water is extraordinarily simple to
handle. In the forward part of the sub-
marine are mounted six tubes for dis-
charging the powerful 21 -in. torpedoes. The
pressure of a button in the control room
would send one or more of these deadly
" tin fish " racing towards the target at
45 knots. On deck two small quick -firing
guns are mounted for use against hostile
aircraft. The Shark is also equipped with
high -power radio, many safety devices,
including an escape tube, a control tower
divided into two watertight sections, and
submarine signalling apparatus.

Talkies Above the Clouds
I UDGING by a successful demonstration
J recently by Gaumont British Equip-
ment Ltd., the time may not be far off
when passengers in long-distance air -liners
may be provided with talkie programmes to
while away the time when rushing through
space above the clouds at over two miles a
minute. The demonstration took place in
a Hillman " Rapide " six -seater mail plane,
and the instrument used was a 16 mm.
portable standard projector, with batteries
and a screen 2 ft. x 1 ft. 6 in., erected just
behind the pilot's cabin, 10 ft. from the
projector. The films used were non-
inflammable.

Plastic " Glass "
ACCORDING to a recent report, British

scientists have succeeded, after years
of research work, in producing an amazing
new plastic material which has the appear-
ance of the finest glass. It is stated that the
new substance, which is derived from coal
tar, can be moulded to any shape ; is only
half the weight of glass ; is almost un-

THE MONTH'S SCIENCE
SIFTINGS

A new Parsons' turbine engine, known
as the " Simplex Unit," was recently
completed for use in low -powered cargo
vessels. The new engine, which should
prove a great boon to " tramp" shipping,
is designed for 1,500 to 2,000 horse-
power, and is claimed to be lighter than a
reciprocating engine of the same power.

A remarkable American locomotive,.
streamlined throughout its entire length
so as to diminish air resistance by about..
35 per cent. at high speeds, was recently
tested on the New York Central Railroad.
The engine, which is of 4,075 horse-
power, is of the 4-6-4 type, and the tender
is carried on two six -wheeled bogies.

A new type of helicopter, specially
designed for air transport in cities, is
being built by the Blackburn Aeroplane
and Motor Coy. The new machine has a
fuselage like a normal aeroplane, with
seats for passenger and pilot. There are
no wings, but a normal tail unit is pro-
vided.

The Air Ministry have prepared two
new wireless stations at Lympne (Kent)
and Pulham (Norfolk) to relieve the
pressure on the control tower staff at Croy-
don, and thus increase the safety margin
of air travel.

breakable ; and is a far more efficient
transmitter of light than optical glass. In
its original form it is a liquid which solidifies
into a tough, transparent substance,
which in its properties is a mixture of ivory
and glass. The fact that it is practically
unbreakable, and so light, will make it
invaluable for the windows of cars, and
especially for aircraft. Another important
quality of the new substance is the ease
with which it can be cut and machined.
When raised to a temperature of about

120° F. it softens and can be worked with
ease.

The New " Blue Bird "
SIR MALCOLM CAMPBELL'S new car,

" Blue Bird," with which he hopes to
reach a speed of 300 m.p.h. at Daytona
Beach, is indeed a remarkable machine.
In its new shape the great car is stream-
lined, so that it somewhat resembles a
whale or large dolphin. There is a huge
finned tail at the rear, its tip rising above
the head of the driver as he sits at the wheel.
The huge flattened bonnet, covering the
engine's double bank of cylinders, has a
wide slit in front resembling a mouth, the
purpose of which is to admit cooling air to
the radiator and engine. The engine,
which is the same one that raised the world's
record to 272.46 m.p.h. at Daytona two
years ago, is a 12 -cylinder Rolls-Royce,
developing about 2,500 h.p. The car is
28i ft. in length, and weighs 41 tons. The
capacity of the petrol tank is 40 gallons,
and the engine consumes it at the rate of
2.9 gallons a minute.
A New Low-priced Piano
THE fact that the piano has not been able

to maintain its old prominent position
in home music in recent years cannot
reasonably be ascribed solely to the popu-
larisation of radio or a .whim of fashion in
music, but rather to the comparatively high
price at which pianos were sold and bought
in the past. Confronted with this trend,
the German piano industry made the most
strenuous efforts to evolve and produce
some really cheap and yet good instruments
for use by the broadest masses of the
population. The new pianos now placed on
the market as a result of years of experi-
mental work in applied acoustics constitute
a truly wonderful achievement. For some
years past now small house pianos have
been widely used in the Scandinavian
countries, and were traded there as piano -
chords, and have, as a matter of fact, grown
more popular from year to year. The new
German popular piano is now produced and
sold at about half the price of the ordinary
upright, and some wonderful models are,
according to our information, to be exhi-
bited at the coming Leipzig Spring Fair in
1935, which opens in March, and will in all
probability prove the centre of attraction
at the Musical Instrument Fair there.
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UNUSUAL RAILWAYS
Railways which have been Adapted to Suit Unusual Geographical Conditions are Often of Unfamiliar Types. It is by

Means of These that Otherwise Inaccessible Places are Reached. Several Good Examples Exist in Great Britain.

(Left) This mountain suspension railway, which was the first ever built of this type, is 280 yd. long. The most delicate part of this railway is the cable, which consists of
100 cast -steel wires 35 mm. thick.' (Right) A striking view of the Northern Pacific's North Coast Limited crossing the Marent Viaduct, which is about fourteen miles
w2st of Missoula, Mont., in the Rocky Mountains. This piece of modem engineering is 797 ft. long and 226 ft. high, the highest on the Northern Pacific system and

in the north-west.

TRAINS in Britain have few
violent gradients to nego-
tiate ; they keep to the

plains. Should a range of hills
appear to threaten their ad-
vance, they pass unceremoni-
ously through some tunnel ;
minor ravines gape in their
path, and they merely take to
their bridges. However much
our railways may show an
example to the world in other
respects, elements are lacking

The Bavarian Alp Railway which was opened quite recently. The new line is joining the cities of
Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Eibsel, in South Bavaria ; and (inset) The " Oberland" Canal, from
Elbing (West Prussia) to Deutsch-Eylau (East Prussia). A little way behind Elbing the boat leaves
the water to climb a mountain. It is a singular experience to travel on terra firma by boat. This
is repeated four times before all mountains are taken, and the small boat can return to its familiar
element. This unique canal trip is the outcome of a great technical feat. Twenty locks would be
required if the mountains had to be negotiated by lock -system. The problem has been solved in a
technically most interesting way, which also draws visitors to the otherwise monotonous, deserted

district.

from the point of view of those who
might like to take up for a time the cult of
the unusual where methods of travel are
concerned.

Before severing attention on our own
island, however, we may glance at the
illustration of the George Binnie " Rail -
plane," which plays its part in a system of
transport that has been erected at Miln-
gavie, near Glasgow. This system is con-
sidered safe and rapid, and may prove to be
a great advantage as a secondary line of
communication in industrial areas. The
system is intended to be built over existing
railways of more conventional type, and its
main object is to mitigate against conges-
tion on the ground -level track by diverting
a proportion of passengers and goods along
the auxiliary route thus provided.

The Shortest Railway
The shortest railway in the world is at

Los Angeles in California, and is perhaps
more in the nature of an open-air lift than
a train. At all events, it climbs as many
feet as it travels laterally. Extending
merely along one side of a single block of
buildings built on land that slopes steeply
at an angle of about 45 degrees, it employs
two cars inter -connected by a cable which
passes over a pulley at the top in such a
way that one car, ascending, passes the
other one, descending at exactly the half-
way mark. Thus the weight of the descend-
ing car assists the ascent of the other.
The principle is fairly common, and (though
this does not apply to the railway in
question, which is electrically driven) may
be used to operate a similar system entirely
by means of what is called " potential '
energy, that is to say, the energy which a
mass of substance possesses simply by
virtue of its position, or height. A heavy
load of water is allowed to flow into a suit-
able tank in the topmost car, while a corre-
sponding load is allowed to drain away to
waste from a similar tank in the lower car.
The consequent difference in weight between
the two cars, as soon as the brakes are
released, allows the heavier car, in descend-
ing under its own weight, also to draw its
counterpart up the slope. At the com-
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pletion of the run the process is repeated,
in a reversed sense, so that the car which
was the lighter as it ascended now becomes
in turn the heavier, in readiness for
the next journey. The name of the Los
Angeles railway is " Angels' Flight," and
the fare is only five cents, or twopence
halfpenny, single.

" Amphibian " Travel
Unique " amphibian " craft ply between

the East Prussian towns of Elbing and
Deutsch-Eylau. A stranger embarking on
a canal boat might be surprised to find it
suddenly taking to the land, and climbing
a mountain ! Yet that is what happens.
Twenty locks would be required if the
mountains had to be negotiated by lock
system, and the time taken in so doing
would be nearly double. In the forty -mile
journey, four mountains are crossed by
rail. To see this strange means of com-
munication, visitors are drawn to the
otherwise monotonous and deserted district.
For a boat to take to rails is rather
a reversal of the principle where in
some parts of the world, notably
between Italy and Sicily, railway
trains take to the water. That is
to say, trains proceed from the
mainland on to ferries, and without
disembarking their passengers, pro-
ceed to the other shore.
Suspension Railways

There is something particularly
attractive about suspension rail-
ways, which, in the more mountain-
ous parts of Europe, are not un-
common. In an accompanying
illustration is shown the first
mountain -suspension -railway of the
world to be constructed. It was
opened at Loschwitz, near Dresden,
on May 6th, 1901. This railway is
280 yd. long, one terminus being
240 ft. higher than the other. As
in the Los Angeles " Angels'
Flight," the weight of the descend-
iag car assists the ascent of the
other, the two being joined together
by a cable which encircles a power -
driven pulley at the upper end of
the system. The cable consists of
a hundred steel strands, each of a
diameter of 35 mm., and is fre-
quently renewed. Safety brakes
are also fitted.

Most suspension railways of this
kind are built purely for the benefit

of tourists, or perhaps we should include
the various hotel proprietors in their neigh-
bourhood ! At Engelberg, in Switzerland,
there is a suspension railway, or tile-
fgrique, to use the French -coined word, a
view of which
is illustrated on
this page. Oper-
ating at a
height of 6,000
ft., the cabin is
made entirely
of aluminium,
and carries fif-
teen passen,-
gers.Another
illustration
shows the
Nebelhorn
cable railway
in Southern
Germany. Its
terminus is at

(Above) At Engel -
berg, in Switzer-
land, a marvellous
suspension railway
carries one along
mountainous
country at a height
of 6,000 ft. The
cabin constructed en-
tirely of aluminium,
can carry fifteen
people; and (Left)
The Nebelhom
cable -railway, the
terminus of which is
the village Oberst-
dorf. in South Ger-

many.

the village Oberstdorf, and a means is thus
provided for tourists to avail themselves
of magnificent views of some of the most
beautiful mountain scendry in Bavaria.

A railway of similar purpose, if of

The George Bennie Railplane system of
transport that has been erected at Miln-
gavie, near Glasgow. This system is con-
sidered safe and rapid and is of necessity
required in industrial centres owing to con-
gestion of roads. The transport by this
method of mails, perishable goods, etc., is

cheap and is essential for the opening up
of new and undeveloped countries. The
system is built over existing railways and
the Railplane takes all passenger traffic, and
thereby relieves the railways for high-speed
goods traffic.

different construction, is the
Bavarian Alp Railway. The illus-
tration of it shows the first train,
suitably decorated, proceeding on
its way after the official opening.

There are several other suspen-
sion railways worthy of interest,
notably the " Teleffirique du
Saleve," at Veyrier, in Haute -
Savoy. Again two cabins are
used, one ascending as the other
descends. They run along steeply -
sloping cables, over -hanging the
countryside far below, in gigantic
spans of no less than 4,000 ft. In
Harzburg, in Germany, there is
another example of a similar sys-
tem by which it is possible to pro-
ject oneself to a height of 1,600 ft.
in the short space of four minutes.

Mono -rail Systems
The various mono -rail systems, either

experimental or otherwise, which have come
into being are worth more than passing
reference. The " Railplane " mentioned
earlier in this article is of mono -rail con-
struction, in this case the car hanging
suspended from the rail above. In these
conditions the car is in a state of stable
equilibrium ; if, in other words, it were
swung to one side it would tend to return
under the force of gravity to its former
position. Far more interesting are cars
which run on a single track placed vertically
below their centre of gravity. With such
conditions they would be in a state of
unstable equilibrium, that is to say, that
though they might remain upright for a
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time, the slightest side force deflecting
them would cause them to fall. It is
interesting to note that there is a third
state of equilibrium, namely, neutral
equilibrium, bodies subject to which will
neither fall nor return to their original
position after having been deflected. A
billiard ball on a horizontal flat surface is
an examples of this. Low -rail monorail
systems have been constructed in which
their state of unstable equilibrium is
counteracted by light supplementary rails
to resist the comparatively slight side
forces.

By far the most interesting means of
maintaining equilibrium in such cases, how-
ever, is mechanically, by gyroscopic action.
Just as a spinning top tends, to remain
upright, so a monorail car, having a heavy
enough spinning flywheel suitably incor-
porated in its construction, will tend to
remain upright also. Complications occur,
however, when the car is in motion. With
but one gyroscope the car could only pro-
ceed in a straight path or take either left-
handed or right-handed turns (not both)
according to thq direction of rotation of the
gyroscope. Brennan, inventor of the
world's most famous monorail car, over-
came this difficulty by incorporating two
gyroscopes rotating in opposite directions.

The principles of the Brennan monorail
car are sound enough in their way, but they
have not been developed commercially.
The chief advantage is that of speed, while
the chief disadvantage is that of decreased
reliability. A mechanical breakdown is
always possible with any system, and
whereas a normal train in such circum-
stances would merely come to a halt,
a monorail car on the other hand would fall
over, perhaps when travelling at speed, and
the consequences would be serious. In the
Brennan system, however, this disadvantage
was eliminated.

Interesting Bridges

Returning again to the railways which
c irry fare -paying passengers, two interest-
ing photographs are reproduced in these
pages of bridges in America. The first
shows the Marent Viaduct in the Rocky

This cross-section at Richmond, Va., is the only place in the world where three trunk lines going in different direc-
tions meet each other in the same place. The three lines are the Chesapeake and Ohio, Seaboard Air Line, and

Southern Railroad.

Mountains. It is 797 ft. long and 226 ft.
high, and is the highest bridge in the
Northern Pacific Railway system. The
other shows a cross-section at Richmond,
Virginia, the only place in the world where
three trunk lines going in different direc-
tions interesect at the same place, though
on three levels. The three lines are the
Chesapeake and Ohio, the Seaboard Air
Line, and the Southern Railroad.

Who can tell what future surprises rail -

that the march of aviation will force them
to the wall, and that in time they will be
left to deteriorate and die altogether, but
with an atmosphere congested with air-
craft, many will probablystill prefer surface -
transport to the more modern type, and
if any there be who are averse to travelling
in " a predestinate groove," they may soon
find that aircraft, adhering in paths rigidly
laid out for them by automatic- direction -
compelling contrivances, will find their

ways have in store for us ? Some will say journeyings no less circumscribed.

THE fifth official British Master -Pilot's
Certificate has just been issued to
Captain A. B. H. Youell, of Imperial

Airways. The Master -Pilot's Certificate
was instituted by the Air Ministry five years
ago, but it was not until early in 1934 that
the first award was actually made, the
requirements for the certificate being such
that only pilots of exceptional air experience
both by night and day, can hope to obtain
one. Applicants must, for example, hold a
current licence as issued to pilots flying for
hire or reward ; also a licence as an aircraft
navigator ; and both these licences must
have been in force for at least five years.
The applicant must also have flown at least
1,000 hours as a pilot of civil aircraft during
the five years prior to his application ; and,
in addition, a considerable night -flying
experience is called for, including a mini-
mum of twenty night flights above land and
sea, each beginning and ending during the
hours of darkness, and lasting for at least
an hour. The four previous holders of the
Master -Pilot's Certificate are all airmen of
Imperial Airways, viz., Captain L. A.
Walters, Captain J. Spafford, Captain F. D.
Travers, and Captain E. S. Alcock.

Regular Air Services
It was at the early age of sixteen that the

latest recipient of this much -coveted
distinction, Captain youell, entered the

MASTER PILOTS
OF THE AIR

field of aviation, his first task being the
distinctly humble one of mending punctures
in the tyres of aeroplane wheels. That,
however, did not satisfy him for long, and
within a year he was flying One of the
biplanes at the flying school where he was
employed ; while not long afterwards he
found himself a war pilot on the Western
Front, flying fighting -planes in combat with
the enemy. Surviving the perils of active
service, Captain Youell became associated
when peace came with an aeroplane joy-
riding organisation, touring Europe with this
concern, and giving exhibition flights as far
north as Sweden.

Then, with the development of regular air
services between London and the Continent,
Captain Youell became an air -line pilot,
and has been flying big passenger air liners
ever since. Altogether, since he first
became a pilot seventeen years ago, Captain
Youell has flown approximately 1,000,000
miles, and has carried 40,000 passengers.
The distinction of having gained Master -
Pilot's Certificate No. 1 is held by Captain

Walters, who began flying in 1918, and who,
prior to joining Imperial Airways just over
ten years ago, already had 1,000 hours of
flying to his credit. According to the latest
figures available, Captain Walters has now
completed 8,398 flying hours, mostly over

-the European air routes.
Captain Dudley Travers, holder of

Master -Pilot's Certificate No. 2, learned to
fly in 1917, and afterwards saw war service
in Macedonia, Egypt and South Russia.
After the war he became a pilot on the
Salonika -Constantinople air -mail ; subse-
quently operating for a time his own private
air -taxi service, and joining Imperial Air-
ways in 1926.

Continental Air Routes
Another of the holders of a Master -Pilot's

Certificate, Captain Spafford, was flying on
the Continental air routes until the end of
1931, when he was posted to the Near East
Division of Imperial Airways at Cairo.

Captain Alcock, who succeeded in obtain-
ing his Master -Pilot's Certificate not long
ago, is a younger brother of the late Sir John
Alcock, who made the first non-stop
Atlantic aeroplane flight in 1919. Captain
Alcock, after a period of service in the
Royal Air Force, joined Imperial Airways
in 1929, and is now piloting four-engined
air liners on the Empire route between
Egypt and India,
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117 wo photographs shorting the recorder in use.

A CHEAP HOME RECORDER
T0 commence, turn up the track rod

from fin. mild -steel rod with a thread
of 50 to the inch. The ends are also

turned down to iir in. for distances of 1 in.
along from one end, and I in. along from
the other (see Fig. 1). Care should be
taken when turning this to, see that it is
being done in the right direction. That is,
when the gramophone turntable is revolving
in a clockwise direction the thread must
travel from right to left, looking from the
front of the gramophone.

The next parts to be made are the
bearings for the rod, and also the supporting
strip ; these being made from mild steel.
The bearings are made with fin. by -in.
mild steel, while for the supporting strip,
1 by Arin. mild steel is used, although the
same size metal could be used for both.
The sketches explain the construction of
these parts.

Next make the tracker, which is the part
that forces the sound -box over the record
blank. This is a piece of fin. mild steel
rod ( fi in. or 186- in. could be used here) bent
to shape as shown. This fits into a length
of brass tubing which is flattened out at one
end, and drilled in two places to take
8 B.A. screws. A loop of thin strip iron is
then attached by means of the two screws
(see Fig. 3). This is for fastening to the
tone -arm of the gramophone.

The other parts of the tracker consist of
a piece of phosphor -bronze bent to shape
and fastened, by means, of a screw, a
washer, and a spring -washer, to a piece of
brass rod threaded both ends and drilled
through at right -angles to the threads.
This hole accommodates the shaped rod
which is set with a grub -screw at the other
end of the brass rod.

Ballasting the Tracker
To hold the tracker down on to the track

rod a weight must be fastened to the rod.
This weight is made with a cocoa -tin lid
filled with lead. Before pouring in the
molten lead, an electrical terminal with a
projecting thread must be placed through
the side of the tin, which is cut to receive
this. When the lead has cooled, the rough
edges may be filed off with a smooth file and
the whole painted if desired (omitting the
thread). If the terminal has a tendency
to move about in the lead it must be
soldered into position until it is perfectly
rigid.

The next thing to be made is the gearing,
which consists of two plain gears of 1 in.
and lig in. diameter, 21 tz in. thick, and having
99 teeth, this being the number of teeth on
the gears used in the recorder described in

The following is a description of a recorder
made almost entirely from scrap, the only
component needing a lathe being the track -rod.

this article, although any number of teeth
will do providing they are not less than 40
in number. The larger the teeth, the more

SAW4N/VECK

Z2e4c4-erJ'aven,
4.oliusrHyc SCREW

SOUND BOX.

Fig. 2.-Details of the adjusting screw fitted to the tone arm.

" back -lash " there will be, with a conse-
quent movement of the tone arm.

One of the gears is drilled out to make a
perfect fit on the gramophone centre-

6-J/6"

spindle, and a cycle -tyre valve collar is
soldered over the hole, this being to steady
the gear when on the spindle. The other
gear -wheel is fitted with .a flanged bush
of brass made to the dimensions shown
and wedged on to the fin. end of the
track -rod.

The sketches show how the whole thing
is assembled. Although the
gears are straight -cut, they
will " bite " when placed at
right -angles to each other.
They will be found to run
quite smoothly even when
placed at 45 degrees to each
other.

The reason why the
tracker itself is not soldered
or otherwise fastened solidly
to the piece of brass rod is
that, while the tracker is
at the beginning of its arc,
it is slightly on the skew,
but when at the centre or

" peak " of the arc it is dead in line with
the track -rod. The sound -box could easily
be exchanged for an electrical recorder
which would not inconvenience the recorder
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Fig. 1.-A plan and side view of the tracking rod.
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Fig. 3 and 4.-(Top) constructional details of
the tracking rod, weight, etc., and (below) a

sectional view of the spindle gear.

in any way. If a sound -box is used the
adjusting screws which regulate the dia-
phragm should be slightly loosened, this
making it easier to vibrate.

Adjustment
Before fixing the track -rod supporting

strip to the gramophone (by removing the
turntable and driving two short wood -
screws through the strip and into the
cabinet top, or, if it is not wanted to deface

FELT
Z/AVAIG

6/6qo
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this being carried out in the following
manner :-

Swing the tone arm over to the opposite
side to the customary position and hold the
support down on to the cabinet top with
your hand. With the sound -box set at
45 degrees, the needle should be the same
distance from the centre of the track -rod on
one side of it as it is at both ends on the
other side. A glance at Fig. 5 will
explain this. The turntable should turn
over at about 60 r.p.m., and the voice or
musical instrument sung or played into the
existing horn.

Aluminium discs are used with an ordinary
needle, and they give surprisingly good
results when replayed with a fibre needle.
Plastic " blanks " were not tried, but if
used, an addition to the mechanism of the
recorder will be needed in the form of an
adjustable " lift " for the sound -box or
electrical recorder. This could be made as
shown in Fig. 2. Another point that may
be noticed when recording is that the
tracker arm is rather unstable. This can be
overcome by the addition of a piece of strip

TONE ,4,941

79.4areR ARM

TONE .4.ec.

.044,11ETER ACCoROWG
To ...P,rE OF TONE ARM

TURN TABLE

Fig. 5.-The method of adjusting the track rod.
this, by employing clamps for this purpose), I or square metal spanning the arm and the
it should be adjusted to its correct position, I tone arm.

Plastic Compound for Stopping Leaks
APLASTIC compound known as Pluvex,

which is now available in handy,
collapsible 8 -oz. tubes, is intended for use
in filling cracks in slates, tiles, and asphalt
or concrete roofs, or leaks in zinc and lead
roofs and gutters, t reenhouse lights, or in
other places where water percolates. It is
pointed out that repairs are easy to carry
out with the plastic material, which when
squeezed out from the tube is spread with a
knife or small trowel. When in place, the
strip of Pluvex compound, it is claimed, is
waterproof in all conditions, remains un-
affected by water, frost, the heat of the sun,

and never becomes brittle. The compound
is marketed by The Ruberoid Co. Ltd.,
Lincoln House, 296-302 High Holborn,
London, W.C.1.

A Novel Fire Engine
ANEW type of motor fire engine, in the

form of an enclosed car, and possessing
several novel features, has been constructed
for the Lancaster Fire Brigade by Merry -
weather & Sons, of Greenwich. The body,
which is streamlined, affords complete
protection for ten firemen. There are two
doors on each side, and all windows are
arranged to slide down, All the seats are

arranged as hose lockers. In addition to a
five -lamp lighting set, there is also a spot-
light for fog, and a powerful searchlight,
which can be used on or off the car. A
double or triple -extension ladder can be
carried on the roof.

A New Air Port

AA
NEW air port is to be developed at
Hanworth to provide extra accommoda-

tion for aircraft. It is intended to build a
new hangar, with a floor space of
12,000 sq. ft., and extra equipment to be
installed will include lighting for night
flying.
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Fig. 3.T-An illustration of part of an actual picture telegraphy
apparatus, using the principles illustrated by Fig. 2.

NEWSPAPERS, Government officials,
army, navy, air force, civilian avia-
tion, etc., all find a particular use for

picture transmission either by wire or by
wireless, the various systems in use being
employed for the purpose of obtaining a
facsimile of any photograph or document
over great distances in a space of time mea-
sured only in minutes. The art is by no
means a new one, for various methods of
facsimile telegraphy have been in use for
nearly a century, and although, of course,
the early schemes were quite crude from
the point of view of the results obtained,
very close resemblance to modern methods
can be traced in many of the mechanisms.

Early Schemes
The first attempts, in which, of course,

radio did not figure, as the science was then
unknown, were directed towards the trans-
mission of visual messages, printed letters
or code signs being sent from point to point
by electro-mechanical, electro-optical and
electro-chemical machines. One of the
early inventors was Alexander Bain, who
used an electro-chemical telegraph, while
the name of Bakewell has also long been
associated with this pioneer work. It is
generally conceded that Bakewell's drum
or cylinder with its travelling stylus or
marker, bears a very intimate similarity to
present methods, except that his electro-
chemical methods have given way to more
accurate and greater detailed photographic
schemes.

A simple impression of his machine is
given in Fig. 1. The drum and screw thread

GEAR WHEEL

BATTERY

WIVLESS
TICTUGUS

By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE,
Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hons.).

So much attention has been given of late to the subject of
television that the developments in wireless pictures have
rather been overlooked. Picture telegraphy (to give it the
correct designation) has made considerable strides, how-
ever, and after all, if only the process of transmission could
be speeded up (a claim to which effect has already been
made in America) the result would be a farm of television.

along which the stylus travelled at a slow
rate were geared together and revolved by
a motor whose speed was accurately
governed. The machines were identical at
both transmitting and receiving ends, but
strapped round the transmitter drum was a
tin -foil cylinder on which the message or
picture was drawn with a non -conducting
ink. As the drum revolved, current passed

TRANSPARENT CYLINDER

PHOTO ELECTRIC CELL

nection with early picture -telegraphy efforts,
was 100 lines to the inch, and for ordinary
messages this gave a printed replica, on an
average, of twenty-five words to the minute.
As time progressed, and light sensitive
devices were developed, photo -electric cells
and modulated light sources found their
place in the transmitting and receiving ends
respectively.

LENSES
.0.

SOURCE OFUGHT

APERTURE GATE

Fig. 2.-Details of a more up-to-date apparatus, using a photo -electric cell.

into the single telegraph line, linking both
ends when the stylus made contact with the
foil, but ceased to flow at those moments
when it passed over the non -conducting ink
message. At the receiving end a sheet of
chemically prepared paper revolved syn-
chronously with the transmitter, reproducing
the message as a tracing on the paper surface.

Progress
The standard of " scanning," if one is

permitted to use that modern word in con -

STYLUS

-a_ Fig. 1.-A simple sketch to indicate
the principles of Bakewell's early

apparatus.

TO LINE

One modern scheme of this character is
shown in Fig. 2. As before, there is a rotat-
ing cylinder made, however, from trans-
parent material, and located inside this is
an efficient photo -electric cell connected up
to a multi -stage valve amplifier. The photo-
graph or message to be transmitted by wire
or wireless is stretched round this drum and
an intrinsically brilliant source of light is
focussed through a small diaphragm on to
the cylinder. Fig. 3 indicates an actual part
of the mechanism built up on these lines :
(1) being the message fixed to the drum ;
(2) the diaphragm and focussing lens ; and
(5) the source of light in a suitable screening
cover.

As the drum revolves, variations of light
corresponding to the typed or written
message, or the half -tone gradations of the
photograph, pass right through the drum
and influence the electrodes of the photo-
electric cell. The cell in turn converts the
light variations into equivalent terms of
voltage signals which are amplified and
transferred to the line, or modulate the
carrier -wave of the radio transmitter for
radiation to the receiving end.

Here, the varying signals are amplified
and made to modulate a source of light
either directly as, for example, a neon
lamp of special design ; or alternatively
by means of a light valve such as a Kerr
cell. The resultant light signals are
focussed on to another drum rotating in
synchronism and maintained in this con-
dition automatically by incoming syn-
chronising pulses. The drum is surrounded
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by photographically sensitised paper which,
of course, responds to the light signals and
in this way builds up a picture as a series
of closely formed lines of varying intensity.
Pictures transmitted in this way at a rela-
tively slow speed contain a large proportion
of the original detail of the transmitted
picture, evidence of this fact being available
by referring to the pictures seen in the daily
newspapers where the caption indicates that
they have been received in the editorial
offices by picture telegraphy methods.

Fultograph
No doubt many readers can recall the

Fultograph service of wireless pictures
which was sponsored by the B.B.C. three
or four years ago. The apparatus used was
the invention of Captain Otho Fulton,
and could be connected to a suitable type
of radio receiver. In appearance it re-
sembled somewhat an early phonograph
and the pictures which were received were
sepia coloured, being recorded on a revolv-
ing drum covered with a moistened and
chemically treated paper. Across the paper
moved a stylus and the pictures were pro-
duced by an electrolytic action, needing
washing and treatment after the record had
been made in order to secure a permanent
copy.

At the time the results achieved were very
promising, but after a trial period of
several months the B.B.C. service was
terminated, although several continental
stations continued to provide a daily ser-
vice. One of the machines used in the
home, together with examples of the pic-
tures obtained is shown in Fig. 4. The
system suffered a little from lack of syn-
chronisation while the vagaries of radio
reception, especially when interspersed
with atmospherics, sometimes resulted in
pictures which were distorted. Fulton,
however, is continuing his work in America
and has now produced a machine in which
the paper is used dry, a stylus electrode
freeing iodine in the paper in the form of dark
brown marks to give the required picture half
tones. The line analysis used has varied
in this apparatus from 60 to 120 per inch.

Other Methods
Also in America, Hogan has designed

what has been termed a radio pen " in
which blaek-and-white images are traced
by a magnetic pen on a continuous roll of
paper. This gives a 60 -line detail, the images
being some 3 in. wide. It is connected to
a modern type radio receiver and one of its
suggested applications is for the production
of messages and writing overnight, so that
at the breakfast table the user will have all
the latest news recorded both pictorially and
in type.

Fig. 4.-A wireless picture receiver with examples of
photographs obtained.

Another home facsimile system developed
in the same country is that due to Young,
of the R.C.A. The apparatus is one of the
most promising yet devised for home use
since no ink or paper preparation is neces-
sary, the " inking i being brought about by
the employment of carbon paper. It
appears that the roller is made with a single
spiral of piano wire embedded in it, but
raised above its surface very slightly. It is
the purpose of this wire to press through a

combined layer of carbon and recording
paper against a bar mounted parallel to the
drum axis. The double motion of cylinder
rotation and horizontal movement of con-
tact point between bar and drum produces
continuous closely spaced lines, and the
picture is impressed by magnetically varying
the pressure between the bar and the wire,
interposed between which is, of course, the
carbon and recording paper.

For synchronisation purposes in many of
the picture telegraphy methods, tempera-
ture -controlled tuning forks are used to
generate absolutely steady correcting or driv-
ing pulses, the signal at the transmitting end
controlling the receiving end by periodically
transmitted signals sent over a special line
or incorporated in the picture signal. It is
claimed that by methods of this character
an accuracy of one part in a hundred
thousand is possible. In the Young method
just described the process gives a gradation
of 100 lines to the inch, it being stated that
half tones of good detail are secured.

The apparatus installed for newspaper or
Government office work is far more elakorate
in character but the principles involved are
essentially similar. For commercial pur-
poses pictures are now regularly transmitted
across the Atlantic, while in connection with
the recent record -breaking aeroplane flight
from England to Australia, it will be
recalled that a series of pictures were trans-
mitted from Australia for several hours,
these being joined together eventually in
order to give a short length of topical film
for showing at cinemas up and down the
country.

Another very important application is in
connection with the transmission of weather
maps or charts for use -by ships at sea, or
aeroplanes. Then, again, for tracking
criminals the police make use of a service
to send photographs or fingerprints, and
doctors have consulted distant specialists
for assistance in diagnosing difficult medical
cases by transmitting X-ray photographs
of the patient. The point that has to be
stressed is that with the greatly improved
forms of still picture transmission using a
radio link together with the early promise
of a high definition television service, the
day of a very complete visual service for
home enjoyment is not far distant.

CHEMIST VERSUS CRIMINAL
The establishment of a crime laboratory by Lord Trenchard mobilises a powerful force of scientific criminologists
against the law -breaker. The scientist has many methods of detecting the hidden traces of crime. In some cases

the existence of a convicting clue could only be known to the saper-criminal, or the master -forger.

NFRA-RED photography is used for
detecting blood -stains. A murderer may
wash out every visible trace of blood from

his clothing. But an infra -red photograph
will show tell -tale ineradicable patches
wherever the cloth was wetted with
blood.

The Ultra -Violet Ray
The banknote forger has to fear the

ultra -violet ray. In a recent case an expert
on banknote forgeries was given two notes
of high denomination to examine. They
were exactly alike. But both had the same
series numbers. One must be a forgery.
The question was, which ? He examined
them under a microscope. They were
identical, stroke for stroke, and colour for
colour, even to the minutest irregularities
of the engraving. The watermarks were
both genuine. But in ultra -violet light one
note looked dead black, the other shone
with a blue phosphorescence. A reference
to the bank printers showed that the dead -
black note was a forgery.

An interesting thing in this case was that
the watermarks were genuine. All methods
of forging watermarks are detectable by one
test or another. It transpired that the
forgers were procuring genuine water-
marked paper from an accomplice at the
official paper mills.

Forging
Forging written documents by alterations

and erasures used to be common. Now a
Viennese chemist has discovered a method
of detecting the age of writing by a method
similar to the development of a photo-
graphic print. Thus he can almost give a
date to any forged insertion, whether on a
will, a cheque or bill of exchange. The
Gutteridge crime acquainted us with a
method of tracing a bullet to the revolver
which fired it. In a similar way currency
shows the signs of its parent press. Minted
coins can be readily distinguished from
counterfeit. The expert can tell in a
moment whether a counterfeit has been
stamped out or cast in a mould.

The recording of finger -prints is the routine
of all police forces. But the photography
of prints left on the scene of the crime is
often an expert matter, needing many
tricks only known to the trained scientist.
Pathological Methods

The pathological methods of which Sir
Bernard Spilsbury is the great exponent
-have been familiar features of many poison-
ing cases. The microscopic examination of
hairs, seeds, dust and the rest are the stock -
in -trade of every detective story writer.

The admissibility of expert evidence is
questioned by some. Often the expert
simply gives the police unmistakable
pointers to their man. The cast-iron con-
victing evidence is then left to routine
investigation. The laboratory work of the
scientist may never be mentioned in the
arraignment of evidence. Perhaps the
police intentionally withhold such infor-
mation. It is not always their policy to let
the criminal know the powerful weapons
which science can use to unmask him.
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THE principle of screw -cutting, that is
as understood by the term when
applied to centre -lathes, consists of

gearing the lead -screw to the headstock
mandrel in such a manner that by revolving
the mandrel one turn the lead -screw will
rotate sufficiently -to carry the saddle
forward a distance exactly equal to the
pitch of the thread to be cut.

For screw -cutting purposes the saddle is
generally connected to the lead -screw by
means of a lever -operated split -nut. It will
be apparent that to cut a thread of, say,
24 threads to the inch, the saddle and con-
sequently the tool must travel a distance of

th of an inch for each revolution of the
lathe. Thus, the factors governing the
gearing ratio are : number of threads per
inch required, and the number of threads
per inch of the leading screw.

Lead -screws are commonly cut either 8,
6, 4 or 2 threads per inch, but on the class
of lathe that the reader is likely to use will
not be finer than + in. pitch. To cut a
thread of 24 threads per inch on a lathe
with a screw of this pitch it will follow that,
while the mandrel is making one turn, the
lead -screw, in order to advance izth in.,
must revolve only ith of a turn ; in other
words, the mandrel must revolve six times
as fast as the lead -screw. Obviously, to do
this the gear train connecting the mandrel

Fig. 3.-Setting the screw -cutting tool for centre
height by means of a centre or screw -cutting gauge.

SCREW CUTTING
ij By W. H

to the screw must give a speed
reduction of 6 to 1.

Therefore, the first step in ascertain-
ing which change wheels to use, is to
find the ratio of the gearing to employ
by dividing the number of threads per
inch to be cut by the number of threads
per inch of the lead -screw.

Change Wheels
As supplied with the lathe a set of

change -wheels may consist of 22 wheels, all
identically bored and key-wayed, ranging
from 20 to 120 teeth, each wheel having
5 teeth more than the next smaller, one of
the smaller gears, usually a 40, being in
duplicate. With lathes having a lead -screw
of 6 or 8 threads per inch, the wheels may
run from 24 to 100 teeth in increasing stages
of 4 teeth.

Having found the ratio, all that needs to
be done is to select a pair of wheels having
numbers of teeth in the same ratio. As an
example, what wheels are required to cut
20 threads per inch on a lathe having

a lead -
screw of
4 threads
per inch ?20 di-
vided by
4 equals
5. The
wheel on
the lead -screw
therefore
requires
to have
five times
as many
teeth asthat of
the spin-
dle, or 100
and 20teeth
respec-

Fig.1.-Showing a simple gear train. tively. As
these two

gears run on centres that are fixed, some
means is necessary to transmit the drive
from one gear to the other. Provision is
made for this in the slotted quadrant plate
which is pivoted off the centre of the lead -
screw. Into the slot is fitted an adjustable
stud, working on which is a bush having a
key to suit the change -wheels. Any conve-
nient -sized wheel is selected as an inter-
mediate gear, and the stud is raised in the
slot sufficiently to allow the wheel to pass
on to the bush clear of the lead -screw wheel.
A smaller gear is put on in front as packing
and locked by the nut provided, the inter-
mediate wheel is then dropped into mesh
with the lead -screw wheel and the stud
locked in the slot, after which the quadrant
plate is swung over, until the gear engages
the one on the spindle, and locked. In Fig. 1
a simple gear train is illustrated. The top
left-hand wheel represents the spindle and
the lowest one the screw, the smaller wheels
on the screw and in front of the inter-
mediate or idler gear being used as
packing.

DELLER
Compound Trains

Obviously, with the standard wheels the
limits of a simple train of gears is repre-
sented by a ratio of 6 to 1, 20 being the
smallest gear available and 120 the largest ;
these, by the way, will cover all standard
Whitworth pitches from friths diameter, and
B.S.F. from -156-ths diameter up to the largest
size likely to be handled, without needing
a compound train.

For finer pitches than 24 threads pet inch,
use will
have to
be made
of com-
pounding
the gear
train, as,
for in-
stance, ascrew
having a
pitch of 30
threads
per inch
is r e -
quir ed.
30 ÷ 4 =
7; to 1
ratio. To
cut this
with a
simpletrain
would re-quir e
wheels of

Fig. 2.-A compound train. The gear 2 0 a n d
behind the lead -screw wheel is used as 150 teeth;

packing. as the
larger size is not available, recourse is made
to a compound train of gears. This consists
ci splitting the gearing up into two units as
It were : one gear on the spindle drives a
gear on the stud, a second gear having a
different number of teeth is also mounted

Fig. 4.-Cutting a thread.
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on the stud in front of the first and by
virtue of the key in the bush is driven at
the same speed. This front or second gear
meshes with the wheel on the screw.

Thus, by using a 20 -wheel on the spindle
to drive a 100 wheel on the stud, giving a
reduction of 5 to 1, and the second wheel on
the stud having 30 teeth driving a wheel
with 120 teeth on the screw, a total reduc-
tion of 20 to 1 would be obtained. In the

Fig. 6.-Showing the screw -pitch gauge in use.

case under review the gears 'could be split
up into two trains to give a first reduction
of 3I to 1 and a second of 2 to 1

'
or, a first

of 2i to 1 and a second of 3 to 1. To cut
30 threads then, the following gears could
be used : spindle 20, driving stud 75.
Stud 50, driving screw 100, or, in the same
order, 30, 75, 40, 120. This may be
expressed as follows :-
Lead -screw, thds. per in. = 4
Thds. required per in. = 30

4 x 1
- 15 x 2

4 x 5 1 x 50 20 50
or

4-15 x 5 2 x 50 - 75 x
100 30

2 x 2 2 x 20 2 x 15 40 30
6 x 5 6 x 20x 5 x 15 --120x75'

It will be seen that the numerator and
denominator in each factor are multiplied
by the same number to give suitable
wheels, and further, either of the wheels
indicated by the numerator may be used as
a driver to driven wheels with the same
result. Thus, in the last example, 40 could
drive the 75, giving a reduction of laths
to 1, and the 30 driving the 120 giving a
second reduction of 4 to 1, so that 1 iths
multiplied by 4 is equal to 7} to 1 required.
The examples instanced do not exhaust the
possible combinations that could be used,

and in selecting the gears the only point to
watch is that those selected will be large
enough to permit meshing when the
quadrant is swung into position.

A compound train is shown in Fig. 2 ; the
gear behind the lead -screw wheel is used as
packing. It is hoped that the explanation
has made it clear that the working out of
change wheels is only a question of
simple mental arithmetic. For the benefit

of those who have or may get a
lathe having a change wheel plate and
are unfamiliar with the terms thereon,
Spindle means the head -stock spindle
or shaft connected thereto by tumbler
gearing. Stud is the stud on the
quadrant plate, and Screw is the lead -
screw. Alternative markings meaning
the same things in the order named,
are Spindle -driven, Driver -screw, or
Driver -driven, Driver -driven. In both
cases where only the first and last
columns are marked, it means that only
a simple train is needed and, as before
stated, any wheel can be utilised as
an intermediate.

Cutting a Thread
Having turned the work ready for

threading and mounted the wheels, set
the screw -cutting tool for centre height
and the flanks of the tool square with

the work by means of a centre or
screw -cutting gauge, as shown in
Fig. 3, bring the saddle back so
that the tool is well clear with the
front of the work. The nut is
engaged with the lead -screw and
the tail -stock locked hard up
against the saddle to form a stop.
A cut is put on, noting the
position or reading on the cross -
slide index. When the tool has
travelled a distance along the
work equal to the length of
thread required, disengage the nut
and at the same time recede the
tool smartly. Return the saddle
up to the stop and put further
cuts on as before until the thread
fits the female part. Fig. 4
shows a thread being cut, and it will be
noticed that the tool is actually cutting and
not merely scraping. During the cutting,
particularly with deep threads, the tool is
advanced slightly several times during the
cutting operations, as seen in Fig. 5, but
allowing the tool to cut all over on the last
one or two cuts to obtain a thread of correct
form.

Where the thread washed out, as on a

stud, care must be taken not to allow the
tool to travel beyond the point of with-
drawal on the previous cut, or the nose. of
the tool will break. Aim at withdrawing
each succeeding cut slightly in advance of
the previous one to obtain a gradual wash-
out.

This procedure is adopted for all threads
per inch that are multiples of the thread on
the lead -screw. When threads such as 9,
10 or 11 are to be cut, the nut is not disen-
gaged, but the cut is withdrawn, and the
lathe reversed by pulling the belt back-
wards, or, when the saddle is first brought
back against the stop and the nut engaged,
a chalk is made on the face of the head-
stock cone or on the gear wheel and a
corresponding mark made on the front
bearing housing or gear guard. Similar
lines are made on the lead -screw and lead -
screw bracket. The nut is disengaged at
the end of the cut as before, and the saddle
returned to the stop, which in this case is
essential, and the lathe run until both sets
of lines coincide at the same time when the
nut is dropped in. It should be mentioned
that to cut left-hand threads, where the
lathe is not fitted with a tumbler gear, two
intermediate wheels will be required in a
simple train and one intermediate wheel in
a compound train. This is necessary to
reverse the direction of the lead -screw.

Fig. 3.-fhe tool should be advanced several times during
the cutting operation, as shown.

As distinct from the screw -cutting gauge
referred to is the screw -pitch gauge illus-
trated in use in Fig. 6. Such gauges are
made with serrated blades covering various
screw pitches. The blades represent sec-
tions of threads of different pitches and are
correctly formed according to the standard
represented, and on this account, apart
from finding pitches, are useful for checking
thread -form when cutting.

ENQUIRIES for the reservation of fair
stands at the Great Engineering and
Building Fair at Leipzig, taking place

from March 3rd to 10th, 1935, are being re-
ceived in considerably larger numbers than
in previous years. The space at disposal in
the Machine Tool Hall (Hall 9) has been
booked up completely. Of the twenty-eight
further entries of machine tool manu-
facturers not more than six at the utmost
can be suited. The remaining firms will
show their exhibits in Hall 11, so that the
machine tool group in this hall will show a
considerable enlargement. In the Electro-
technical House, too, all stands have been
booked. Also in the group of general
mechanical engineering the amount of space
rented for the Spring Fair is already
considerably in advance of that at the same
time in former years. The increase is
especially noticeable in the department of
Diesel Engines and Foundry Machinery.
The hall housing the Building Trade Fair
will have no free space left either. It should

one finger. The whole device is contained
GOOD PROSPECTS FOR THE
TECHNICAL SPRING FAIR

in a small tin casing, made to suit individual
tastes.

AT LEIPZIG An Ingenious Typewriter
Many people who cannot afford an

be noted that the manufacturers of gas
implements will be arranging a special
exhibition on a large scale in this hall.
Judging by the entries received up to date
the result may therefore be called an
especially gratifying one.

Automatic Needle for Gramophones
The Leipzig Fair is showing a new

patented device, the " Goldring Automatic
Needle," which should appeal to all users
of the gramophone. About 200 needles, i.e.,
about a standard packet, are filled in, and
by an ingenious mechanical device such
needles, filled in anyhow, are fed out singly
by simply pressing down the apparatus with

expensive typewriter because they use it
only occasionally, yet would like to type
their letters, etc., are well served by the
popular " Carissima " shown at the Leipzig
Fair, which is cheap, almost noiseless, and
may be operated by one or two fingers only
and yet with some considerable speed. It
is of the simple adjustable lever type, all
parts easily interchangeable, made of high-
grade pressed bakelite, the metal parts being
nickel plated. There are eighty-seven
letters and signs, and the machine can be
easily arranged for foreign languages, since
the keyboard is interchangeable. The
transport of the ribbon 156 in. wide is
automatic, and since the total weight of
the complete machine is only 4 lb. it can be
easily carried about in a brief case.
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Showing the neat and realistic appearance of the model, which is capable of the amazing speed of 8 knots.

OUR MODEL SPEEDBOAT
"STREAMLINIA" By THE CAPTAIN

Advance details of the special Metre Model Steam Boat designed for " Practical Mechanics" readers. Its
speed is in excess of 8 knots. The model bristles with novel features.

AFEW months ago I was told that
Messrs. Bassett-Lowke had been asked
by the Editor of PRACTICAL

MECHANICS to conduct a series of experi:
ments to try and put before his readers
something new in model steamboats,
something which had a good turn of speed
and was not in any way freakish, and which
was reasonably cheap to build.

Having acted in the capacity of unofficial
tester to this firm on several occasions, I
have put hundreds of good boats through
my hands at different times.

I was therefore more than pleased when
Mr. Bassett-Lowke put into my hands the
first of the approved boats and asked me to
try it out at the Boxing Day Regatta of the
Northampton Model Engineers.

Streamlinia is a metre boat, with a beam
of 8 in, and a maximum depth of 4 in.
In front view she is rather like the boat in
which Miss Betty Carstairs was to have
attempted a dash across the Atlantic.
The side view shows a snappy -looking launch
of the fast -cruiser type with aero-type super-
structure, which adds not only to her
appearance, but to her performance as
well.

Sound Construction.
On receiving her from Messrs. Bassett-

Lowke, I took the model home to my
workshop and examined her engine.

It is a queer fact that, although there are

,SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE
MOTOR BOAT " STREAMLINIA "

This motor boat is being designed and
built by an experienced craftsman in
Bassett-Lowke's ship model yard, Mr.
Percy Claydon, and full reports of the
tests and pictures of the finished model,
together with complete detailed drawings
will be published in the March issue.

A duplicate of this model will be built
in the Bassett-Lowke ship works at
Northampton, and will be described for
model makers by Captain Gordon Berry,
and illustrated with photographs taken
at different stages of progress.

The boat is metre size, 8 in. in the
beam, with slipper stern. Hull carved
from the solid. Deck -houses built up.
Two patterns will be described-Stream-
line deck houses and ordinary, the latter
being easier to construct.

The steam plant will be a water -tube
boiler, automatic spirit -feed lamp,
motor engine and Corinthian propeller.

You must build this boat for Easter.
A prize will be given by Bassett-Lowke
Ltd. for the best attempt, which will be
judged by the Editor and Mr. Bassett-
Lowke. Parts are available on easy
terms.tuf

The " Streamlinia" travelling under power. Despite the fact that the model carries a considerable load
of machinery, it floats as easily as a feather.

good hulls, engines and boilers on the
market in profusion, and at reasonable
prices, there are but few good completed
boats on the market. The truth is that the
art of putting the correct engine, boiler and
lamp into the right hull is one mastered
only by a few.

But whoever had built this model had
made an exceedingly good job of it.

The engine is a Stuart " Meteor " of
is in. bore and stroke. The boiler is a

NIT. P. Claydon, one of Bassett-Lowkis craftsmen,
who built the model.

new line by Messrs. Bassett-Lowke and the
lamp is the Harrison automatic methylated
spirit lamp of the larger size, as retailed by
Messrs. Bassett-Lowke. The propeller is
a " Remod."

On Boxing Day I took Streamlinia to the
pond at Abingdon Park, Northampton, and
set her afloat. My first impression was
pleasant surprise at the fact that she floated
like a feather, despite the fact that she was
carrying a considerable load of machinery.
The boiler is not light, nor is the engine cr
lamp.
Preliminary Operations.

The boiler was steamed up to 40 lb. per
(Continued on page 244.)
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THE DETELOTOVIENT
OVIACHINE

Edison, the creator of the talking machine. A portrait
taken towards the end of his life.

TALES of " speaking heads " crop up
here and there in the last thousand
years of history. Probably the most

famous of these legendary devices is that
which is supposed to have been constructed
by St. Albertus Magnus, the celebrated
Provincial of the Dominicans at Cologne, in
the thirteenth century. Roger Bacon, also,
at an earlier date, is credited with one of
these devices. Very possibly, if there is any
semblance of truth in these stories of
speaking heads the effect may be ascribed
to the ventriloquial powers of the operator
or to the construction of some form of reed
mechanism attached to a miniature bellows,
thereby enabling crude sounds and, per-
haps, simple syllables to be uttered.

There is no doubt that at the beginning
of the nineteenth century the notion of a
machine or an automaton which would
literally speak for itself was very much to
the fore in the minds of inventors. A
mechanician named Kempelin produced,
early in the nineteenth century, a machine
which was able to enunciate simple vocal
sounds. This was effected by blowing air
from a hidden bellows through a series of
small reeds and resonating cavities.
Kempelin's machine was publicly exhibited.
It so greatly attracted the attention of Sir
David Brewster, the inventor of the stereo-
scope and a foremost scientist of his day,
that in his " Letters on Natural Magic,"
published in 1834, Brewster most truly
prophesied that before the end of the
century a singing and talking machine
would be an accomplished fact.

Faber's Automaton
In 1860 a most elaborate " talking

machine " was exhibited. Its inventor was
named Faber. The model, constructed in
the shape of a human being, was provided
with a rubber tongue and with
rubber lips. It had artificial
lungs consisting of a pair of
bellows which directed
a stream of air up into

One of the
earliest gramo-

phones constructed
,44001"`. under Berliner's

Patent. It was hand -turned and took a 7-in.record.

Despite the fact that the talking machine is only a
music and speech-and especially speech-is by no
Chinese had some method of recording sound, whereby
this possible we are never likely to know.

the mouth. A miniature keyboard con-
cealed in the trunk of the automaton
enabled various sounds and even complete
sentences to be uttered by the model at the
will of the operator. Faber's automaton
was the last of its type. Although most
ingeniously contrived, it was cumbersome
and complicated and, of its very nature, it
could hardly ever have been anything other
than a mere mechanical,curiosity. Besides,
about this time, it was beginning to dawn
upon the minds of inventors that the lines
which they were working along in their -

endeavours to produce a talking machine
were fundamentally wrong. What was
required was not a machine which would
produce sounds, but rather one which
would reproduce sound.

In 1856 a certain M. L6on Scott invented
a device which he called a " Phonauto-

There has been some little dispute con-
cerning Edison's claim to the invention of
the phonograph, mainly on account of the
fact that in April, 1877, a M. Charles Cros,
of Paris, deposited with the French Academy
of Sciences a sealed description of an
apparatus which afterwards proved to be
very similar to that patented by Edison in
the following year. Edison's application
for his first talking machine patent was
made in the United States on December
24th, 1877. The patent was granted on
February 19th, 1878. Before this, for some
reason or other, Edison had filed an applica-
tion for an English patent on July 30th,
1877. Hence, although there is always the
possibility of two inventors arriving at the
same result unknown to each other, it seems
tolerably certain that to Edison belongs
the honour of having been the first to bring

out the world's first
sound -reproducing appara-
tus.

The first talking machine in the world. Edison's original phonograph.
The reproducing diaphragm (cracked) is seen to the right of the photograph.

graph." It was a device which was
undoubtedly the forerunner of the modern
sound -recording machine.

Scott's phonautograph comprised a dia-
phragm to the middle of which was attached
a short stubby hog's bristle. This was
made to traverse a revolving cylinder
covered with lampblack. A short trumpet
was attached to the diaphragm assembly.
When the lampblacked cylinder was
revolved and words were spoken down the
trumpet of the instrument the hog's bristle
was vibrated and it caused a wavy line to
be marked out on the cylinder.

That is as far as Scott went. He had
succeeded in recording sound, but;
apparently, he never thought about repro-
ducing it. The phonautograph was exhi-
bited to the British Association in 1859,
and we are told that a demonstration of it
was even given to Queen Victoria, who
expressed her interest in the machine. But
that is the last we hear of the phonauto-
graph. The next inventor is the renowned
Thomas A. Edison, and, with him, came the
world's first practical talking machine.
It should be noted that although Edison,
appropriately enough, termed his machine
a phonograph, the word itself is of earlier
date, having been applied to a sound -
producing device which was patented in
England in 1863 by an individual named
Fenby.

Edison's Discovery
Allow this famous in-

ventor to retail the story
of his invention in his own
words

" I discovered the prin-
ciple by merest accident,"
wrote Edison in one of his
earlier papers. " I was
singing to the mouthpiece
of a telephone when the
vibrations of the voice sent
the fine steel point into my
finger. That set me think-
ing. If I could record the
actions of the point and
send the point over the
same surface afterward, I
saw no reason why the
thing would' not talk. I

experiment first on a strip of
paper, and found that the point
alphabet. I shouted the words
Halloo ! ' into the mouthpiece,

tried the
telegraph
made an

Halloo !
ran the paper back over the steel point,
and heard a faint Halloo l Halloo ' in
return. I determined to make a 'machine
that would work accurately, and gave my
assistants instructions, telling them what I
had discovere I. They laughed at me.
That's the whole story. The phonograph is
the result of the pricking of a finger."

When Edison had properly conceived
the notion of his phonograph, he dwelt upon
the idea for a little time. Then he made a
rough sketch of the proposed machine, and

he requested one of his as-
sistants, John Krusei, to
make the machine. Edison

An early talking
machine driven by a

clockwork motor.
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OF THE TALKING
little more than fifty years old, the idea of a machine which would produce
means new. It has been asserted, and seriously, too, that the ancient
messages were conveyed to a distance, although to what extent they found

said that Krusei was the cleverest mechanic
that he ever had. Krusei certainly knew
the meaning of the word " hustle." He took
Edison's rough drawing and worked upon
it for thirty hours. Thus was produced the
first phonograph.

Krusei's first phonograph model was a
large clumsy instrument. The cylinder
consisted of a brass drum, 4 in. in length
and 34 in. in diameter. It was turned by
hand. The surface of the cylinder was
indented with a narrow groove, and it was
covered with tinfoil. At right angles to the
hand -revolved cylinder was a thin ferro-
type plate having a projecting stylus
attached to its centre. Sound vibrations
impinging upon the crude diaphragm caused
the stylus to indent the tinfoil on the
revolving cylinder, thus creating a more or
lass faithful sound record. On the opposite
side of the cylinder was another diaphragm,
this time made of paper. From its centre
projected a light rod carrying a short pin
rounded at the end. When the cylinder
was rotated the pin was brought into con-
tact with the indentations on the tinfoil,
and it thus reproduced very faintly the
original sounds which had been recorded by
the instrument.

For several years Edison's invention " lay
on the bench." It was a mere curiosity
and nothing more.

Graham Bell
Others, however, were slowly but surely

ferreting their way to the attainment of a
practical talking machine. Alexander
Graham Bell, the inventor of the telephone,
and Charles Sumner Tainter, unaware of
Edison's patent, which included wax as a
recording surface, brought out a machine
for recording upon surfaces of this material.
To such instruments they gave the name of
" Graphophone." Bell and Tainter became
opponents of Edison. A law -suit resulted,
each of the two parties accusing the other
of infringing their patents. Eventually
small damages were given to both sides.
Afterwards, Edison and Bell and Tainter
formed a company-Edison United-for the
commercial production of phonographs for
home use. In this manner the first phono-
graphs were introduced to the public.

Edison' earliest commercial phonographs
were not very successful. For one thing, he
was not able at first to duplicate his records.
Consequently, every record
sold was a master." That
is to say, it was the actual
wax record originally made
by the artist. When,
however, the dupli-
cation of cylinder

A very famous
model. The first

commercially
producedgramo-
phone. It was

spring -driven and it carried a 7 -in. turntable. This
is the model which enters into Frances Barraud's

painting "His Master's Voice."

records became possible,
Edison's phonographs in-
stantly became popular and
a world-wide demand arose
for them.

For many years Edison's
most popular machine was
his " Gem " phonograph,
which went through a long
series of " Editions," retail-
ing at two guineas, and
which was only finally dis-
placed from the market by
the increasing popularity of the " gramo-
phone," as the disc machine was termed.

The present-day disc gramophone was the
invention of Emil Berliner. Berliner's
" gramophon," as he originally called it,

The first idea of a phonograph. A reproduction of
Edison's original sketch of his invention.

was first patented in 1887-ten years after
Edison's original patent. For many years,
however, Berliner allowed his patent rights
to lie dormant. In the early 'nineties he

produced a few of
his machines. They
differed radically
from the Edison
phono graphs, in
that their records
carried a " lateral -
c u t " recording.
The sound - track

Edison's most
popular phono-

graph. The
Edison " Gem"
model which, for
many years, was
a music maker
in thousands of

homes.

on the Edison cylindrical record was of a
" hill and dale " formation. It was made
up of indentations of varying depths in the
record surface. In Berliner's " lateral -cut "
system of recording, which, incidentally,
is the system universally applied nowadays,
the sound grooves are of equal depth but of

An original Berliner gramophone record.

varying widths. Consequently, in this
latter system the reproducing stylus or
needle, instead of being set into an up-and-
down motion, as was the case with the
Edison phonographs, is moved from side to
side. Both these two sound -recording
systems have their own definite advantages,
although, owing largely to the more com-
pact and less fragile nature of the flat disc
record, the gramophone, and, of, course, its
immediate offspring, the radiogram, has
completely ousted the older Edison cylinder
phonograph from the market.

The earliest " gramophon " records made
under Berliner's original patents had a
diameter of 7 in. They carried about 2 in.
of recorded surface and their total " playing
time " was approximately one and a half
minutes. Berliner's original " gramophons "
were all turned by hand. They employed
a steel needle and instructions were given
that the needle should be removed and
carefully sharpened from time to time.
The First Spring Gramophones

In 1898 the first spring gramophones were
sold in this country. They were manufac-
tured by the Gramophone and Typewriter
Company, Ltd., a concern which has now
grown into the world-famous Gramophone
Company, Ltd., of " His Master's Voice "
renown. These early gramophones were,
indeed, the first really commercial machines
of this type to be put on the market. They
employed a single -spring motor, the spring -
box being set outside at the rear of the
machine. The spring was wound up with a
vertical handle. They turntable took the
7 -in. Berliner records. A very crude type of
mica soundbox was provided and attached
to the soundbox by means of a projecting

arm was a 14 -in. long
brass horn. These models
were retailed at £5 10s.
apiece. Very few of them
were made, however, for,
almost immediately, im-
provements in the

machines
and sound -
boxes began
to be made.

A continental type of phonograph which was marketed
in large quantities at the end of the last century.

(continued on page 246.)
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COMMON WIRE

SPINDLE

TEETH

PAWL

INDIVIDUAL
I NSULATED
WIRES

CHASSIS

INSULATOR BLOCK

CONTACT S

CARTRIDGE PAPER

SLOTS

BRASS BekFtREL

Fig. 3.-The operating end of a rotating -type switch
which is connected to the kite string.

HERE is a development of the ever -
popular kite -flying pastime. The
main idea is for the kite to carry a

number of small pocket -lamp bulbs and a
small battery, so that the kite can be flown
at night with interesting effect. No special
type of kite is required, nor are any
structural alterations necessary. The weight
of the lamps and the battery makes little
difference to flying qualities, although
much depends, of course, on the size of the
kite, and the adjusting of weight distribu-
tion may require some care. It is, therefore,
advisable to make flying adjustments in
daylight, as these cannot be easily carried
out in the dark. It is necessary to keep the
weight of the parts within reasonable limits,
but these are fairly wide. A single super-
power torch cell used with 1.5 -volt bulbs
are suitable equipment. The cell is stripped
of its paper covering and attached to the
main spar with a turn or two of black
insulating tape. The lamps are most easily
fitted by wiring them in the required
positions with one of the connecting wires.

A simple example is shown in Fig. 1.
Two bulbs are fitted to the cross spar,
sufficiently removed from the tips to pre-
vent damage in cases of crash. The connec-
tions between the lamps and the cell are
made with 24 S.W.G. bare copper wire,
soldered at the necessary points. The
switch, if it can be so called, is a pin, to the
head of which is soldered a flexible wire.
When the lamps are required alight, the pin
is inserted behind the insulating -tape
binding, thus making contact with the zinc
case of the cell. The connecting wires
should be drawn fairly tight and fixed to the
spars wherever possible to prevent them
vibrating in the wind, which would result in
broken soldered connections. Cotton, thin

SPINDLE
DRAW BAR

rtiK ITE STRING SLOTS
SPRING SLIDE

FIBRE

BRASS

SPACING COLLAR

CONTACT

BARE
WIRE
TO KITE

INSULATOR
BLOCK

FIBRE

EYELETS COVERED WIRE
TO KITE

Fig. 2.-This type of switch is operated by pulling the kite string.

KITE -FLYING BY
NIGHT

Ingenious Methods of Illuminating Kites with Ordinary Flashlamp
Enabling Them to be Seen when Flying by Night.

string, or sealing wax should be used for the
purpose. Although this is a very simple
arrangement, the effect at height is attrac-
tive, especially if the lamps are coloured
with the stains which can be purchased for
staining glass.

Changing Lights
Steady light soon palls, however, and to

get the greatest fun from night -flying kites,
some form of switch should be
fitted which turns the lights on
and off or changes the colours
at the will of the operator. Fig. 2
shows a type of switch operated
by pulling the kite
string. The switch
consists of a chassis
which may be of
iron, brass, or alu-
minium, formed to

LAMP
INSULATING

TAPE

Fig. 1.-A simple method of illuminating the
kite is that shown above.

the shape shown. The draw -bar, to which
the kite string is attached, passes through a
hole, drilled in the end of the chassis, to the
brass slide, which moves up and down in the
two slots cut in the side of the chassis. The
slide is returned to its forward position by
the spring, which must be strong enough to
do this when the kite is flying normally and
there is a steady pull on the string. When
the string is jerked against the kite, the
slide is pulled forward. The pawl is made
from a piece of springy brass, soldered to the
top of the slide so that when the slide
moves backwards or forwards the notched
brass -fibre contact wheel is rotated. This
wheel is made of brass and cut to the shape
shown in Fig. 2, and drilled through the

centre to take a
spindle which is
then soldered to
the brass shape.
Riveted to the

Bulbs, Thus

brass shape is a fibre shape of the same
dimensions, but in such a position that the
tips of the fibre shape are half -way between
the tips of the brass shape. This makes an
eight -toothed wheel, the alternate segments
of which are of metal and insulating
material. The wheel is located centrally in
the chassis by two small collars slipped on
each side of the spindle. Contact to the
wheel is made through the combination

brass -fibre strip secured to the
insulator block, which is in turn
secured by two screws to the
chassis. The contact also holds
the wheel in the position wher-

ever the pawl leaves
it. The switch must
be located as near
the kite as possible
to keep the resist-
ance of the leads

LAMP
PIN SWITCH

CELL

as low as possible. One of the leads
from the switch can be used as the string
between the switch and the kite. The
second connection is made with thin

flexible insulated wire, tied into the kite
lead in several places.
A Rotating Switch

The operating end of a rotating -type
switch which is connected to the kite string
and switches off or on different lamps is
shown in Fig. 3. It has a wider chassis than
the single switch, to take a brass barrel
which consists of a piece of brass tube,
with a core of wood, drilled to take a
spindle which is located in two holes in the

(Continued on page 244.)

Fig. 4.-A vane SWITCH
should be fitted to
the string to pre-
vent the switches
from twisting.

MERCURY

KITE
STRING

VANE

STARBOARD CONTACT

PORT CONTACT CENTRE
CONTACT

Fig. 5.-A mercury switch for indicating the movements of the kite.

GLASS TUBE
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MEASURING CANDLE POWER
ELECTRICALLY

The complete and
simple apparatus des-
cribed. The positions
of the wood screws on
the wooden arm can
clearly be seen.

THE little device shown in the photo -
graph has many uses, and gives
interesting and valuable information.

It depends for its action upon the use of one
of the modern types of " photronic " cells,
and while these are somewhat expensive,
they give the apparatus a very valuable
characteristic not possessed by the simpler
kinds of photometers, i.e., they permit of a
permanent calibration which dispenses with
the continual use of a standard light -source
for comparison purposes.

Indeed, if one requires results of only the
standard of accuracy demanded in most
practical work, for making comparisons,
etc., it is quite feasible to omit the initial
calibration operation altogether, and work
entirely on the basis of the figures given by
the makers of the cell for its output when
excited by a standard amount of light.
These figures are naturally averaged from
a number of examples, but can be taken as
applying to any individual specimen
sufficiently closely to meet ordinary needs.

The Weston Photronic cell gives an
average output of 0.14 milliamperes per
100 foot-candles, which, of course, is the
light which falls upon the cell when it is
placed at a distance of 1 ft. from a light
source of 100 candle -power.

A simple device for measuring the brilliance of
light sources.

at positions 1 ft. and 2 ft. from the cell
respectively.

If each bulb is set down on the heads of
the screws the filament will automatically
be located over the centre of the circle
around which the screws are placed,
regardless of the size of the bulb itself, so
long as the latter is of the usual spherical
shape. This arrangement suffices for most
routine tests, but, of course, special measure-
ments must be made when the lamp bulb
is of some other shape, or when it is seen
that the filament is located some way from
the centre of the globe.

The Cell Described
This type of cell has the property of

actually generating an electric current when
light falls upon it, and so long as that
current is drawn off through a suitable
external circuit it is proportional to the
intensity of the light. Hence, in its
simplest form a photometer using a cell of
this sort consists only of the cell itself and
an electrical measuring instrument of
appropriate type, whose readings can be
taken as an exact indication of the amount
of light falling upon the cell.

In practice it is convenient to mount the
cell up in such a way that it is easy to place
the lamp whose output is to be measured
at a standard distance from the face of the
cell, and properly facing the glass " window"
of the device. The photograph shows the
effective layout which is used, the cell being
mounted in a wireless valve holder
(American type, not European), its two pins
fitting into the " P " and " F " sockets.
Tae holder is screwed to the end of a strip
of wood a* little over 2 ft. long, which
enables the bulb to be tested at distances
of 6 in., 1 ft. or 2 ft. from the face of the cell.

At a distance of 6 in. from the cell draw
a 2 -in. diameter circle, and round the cir-
cumference of this insert three round-
head wood screws equally spaced out.
The screws should be fitted as shown, so
that the three heads provide a three-point
positioning device for the bulb of the lamp
to be tested. The operation is then repeated

Measurements of Light
In making measurements of light it is

best to take the 1 -ft. position as the stan-
dard, since it lends itself so readily to
estimation in terms of foot-candles. The
point is that since the distance is then
unity, the figure for foot-candles is the same
as that for actual candle power. Thus a
100 candle power lamp placed on the 1 ft.
mark gives an intensity of 100 foot-candles.

The reason for using other distances than
1 ft. is simply to get readings which suitably
come on to the scale of the electrical
measuring instrument, bearing in mind the;
wide range of light outputs of the different
sizes of lamps on which it may be desired to
make tests. It is well, however, to convert
all readings obtained at distances of ter
than 1 ft. into the figures which would have
been got at the standard distance, in order
to simplify the actual calculation of the
candle power of the lamp. Thus, when it is
necessary to place the bulb at 2 ft. to avoid
running off the top end of the meter scale,
the figure should be multiplied by four to
find the equivalent reading at 1 ft. (It will
be realised that the reason for multiplying
by four, although the distance has only been
doubled, is to be found in the fact that the
intensity of a given light varies inversely as
the square of the distance.)

In the case of small lamps which have to
be set at the 6 in. position in order to get a
clear reading, the figure should be divided
by four to find the equivalent intensity at a
foot. This position will be found desirable
in most cases (it actually depends upon the
nature of the scale of the measuring instru-
ment) for bulbs up to 100 watts, while those
over this size and up to about 500 watts
should be placed at a foot. Really large
lamps will require the 2 -ft. distance.
Completing the Apparatus

The electrical instrument which com-
pletes the apparatus consists of a low -read-
ing milliammeter, the one employed having

a- scale reading from 0-1.5 milliamperes.
An expensive " dead -beat " instrument is
scarcely necessary here, but a clear and
fully subdivided scale is important. The
connections are extremely simple : one
terminal of the meter is joined to one

side of the cell, and the
other terminal to the remaining
point on the cell.

The milliammeter is connect d
to a flex lead from the cell
holder, and this should be
joined to the meter whenever
the apparatus is to be used.

To make a measurement, one simply
places the lamp bulb down upon the three
screwheads, with the neck of the bulb
pointing horizontally away from the cell,
and notes the reading shown by the milli -
ammeter. For all general comparative
work it suffices in the case of the Weston
cell to convert this into candle power by
assuming that a reading of 0.14 milli-
amperes denotes a light intensity of 100
foot-candles. Thus, suppose that the read-
ing obtained is actually 0.28 milliampere at
the 6 -in. distance. This is equivalent to
0.07 milliampere at the standard 1 -ft.
position, and the candle power is therefore
0.07

x 100, which works out to 50 candle -
0.14
power. The general rule, therefore, is first
to convert the current reading into that
which would be got at the standard distance
of 1 ft., then divide this by 0.14 and
multiply by 100. Obviously, if the measure-
ment were actually made at a foot the pre-
liminary conversion would be unnecessary,
and one proceeds straight to the next step.
Accurate Readings

The results obtained by these methods
are sufficiently accurate for their main
purpose of making comparisons, checks on
condition after life tests, and so on, but it
may be objected that avoidable errors are
introduced by the rather primitive method
of positioning the bulbs for test. It is true
that this does not take account of possible
variations in the position of the filament
inside the bulb, and while the errors which
result may be small in most cases, it may
be of use to point out that they can be
averaged out when desired for a specially
accurate check.

The method is quite simple : first, a
measurement is made in the manner
previously described, then the bulb is set
in an inverted position, with the round
globe resting on the screwheads as before,
but with the neck and cap upwards,
whereupon another reading is taken.
Next, the bulb is turned through a quarter '
of a revolution, still in the same (cap -
uppermost) position, and the reading again
noted. A further quarter turn is then
given, the reading taken, another turn is
given, and so on until the bulb has been
turned right round. The result will be
five sets of figures, one for the normal
position with the bulb on its side, and four
for the cap -upwards settings. These read-
ings are then averaged, by the usual method
of adding them all together and dividing
by the total number of readings (five).
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A PERISCOPE
CONNING TOWER WITH
OPENING FOR
WINDING KEY

gegr,

BALANCE
WEIGHT

Fig. I. -A sketch of a commercial
type of model submarine.

IHE model with which it is proposed to
deal is fitted with a solid hull made
from any suitable wood, and derives

its motive power from an eldstic motor.
It is similar in principle to the commercial
model shown in Fig. 1, but whereas this
model travels through the water in a series
of short dives (see Fig. 2), the model about
to be described will travel a considerable

SURFACE OF WATER

B

Fig. 2.-A, B, C, D and E shows the path in the water of
the model submarine shown in Fig. 1.

distance under water, only coming to the
surface when the rubber motor is spent.

The Hull
The hulls of the large and small models

shown in the photograph are made of
mahogany and deal respectively. The
dimensions and shape of the larger model
are shown in the scale drawings (Fig. 3).

The upper deck for the large model con-
sists of a piece of wood 104 in. x 1 in. x 4 in.,
shaped as shown, but it must have a central

RUDDER
2

SMALL NUT
AND BOLT

METAL
SLIDER

LEFT
HANDED

PROPELLER

RUDDER

RUDDER
ARM

RIGHT, HANDED
PROPELLER

L.-

WEAK SPIRAL
SPRING

COPPER WIRE

FIN

PROPELLER
BRACKET

BRASS TUBING
FIN

WASHER /

WASHER
BRASS

TUBINGI

METAL SLIDER

LIGHT SPIRAL SPRING

FIN

2

ADJUSTABLE FIN

groove running right through from end to
end on the lower side. This is to enable a
piece of copper or brass wire of about 20
gauge to be passed through it.

Conning Tower and Periscope
This is made from a piece of wood
in. x 4 in. x 14 in. with rounded ends. The

periscope for the smaller model is a
piece of wire, and
in the case of the
larger a piece of
light tubing. It
is an advantage
to have a long
periscope from the

D experimenter's
point of view, but
a round periscope
offers considerable
resistance when

being driven through the water. Therefore
a flat or knife -edged periscope fore and aft
is a decided advantage. Do not forget
that the whole of the model has to be
driven through the water, and although
rubber, weight for weight, has some six times
the energy of a coiled steel
spring, you must cut down re-

.sistance as much as possible.

The Propulsion Apparatus
This naturally divides itself

WIRE

B

r H

UPPERDECK

METAL PLATE

UPRIGHT WIRE
OR NAIL

172FUSCOPE

341

METAL STRIP

METAL STRIP

MODEL
By

Model submarines of the
most interesting to use.
providing that proper pre -

them once they

into two parts : (1) the motive power,
(2) the propellers or screws.

The reason for using rubber as a pro-
pulsive power in this type of model is
because it is unaffected by water. Its
drawback, however, is the resistance set
up by the untwisting and vibration of the
rubber under the water. However its ad-
vantages far more than compensate for this,
and since the motive power is external, there
is no need to build a watertight boat.

It will be noted that both models, even
the smaller one, and the torpedo, are all
fitted with twin propellers.

It must be remembered that these models
travel at quite a good speed, and therefore
the elastic will run out very quickly. To
avoid the irksome task of continually
winding the motor by hand, a winder

I

HOLE FOR SPINDLE

Fig. 4.-Details of the propeller.

similar to that used for model aeroplanes
should be constructed. This can easily be
made from an egg beater.

For the small model only one skein of
in. strip rubber is used, but the larger

model requires three strands. When fully
wound the large model travels at least
30 to 40 yd., and the smaller model
15 to 20 ft.

Before joining the two ends of the
elastic, a small brass ring
should be slipped over the

CONNING
TOWER

BALANCING
WEIGHT

METAL. PLATFORM

PERISCOPE

FIN

2

COPPER
WIRE

C
METAL

/ TUBE
 PIVOT

-- WIRE
HOOKS

GIMP PIN FOR
RUBBER BAND

IRE
NOOKS

20*

Fig. 3.-A side and plan view of the model submarine described.
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SUBMARINES
V. E. JOHNSON, M.A.

type shown are both easy to construct and
Their working parts are of the simplest and,
cautions be taken, there is no danger of losing
are in the water.

rubber, which is in turn fitted over the
steel wire hooks attached to the prow.
When winding, these rings are slipped
over the hooks of the winder. It is an
advantage to slip a small piece of cycle
valve tubing over each steel wire hook to
prevent the rubber wearing.

The Propeller Bracket and Propeller
Obtain some lengths of 22

gauge bore brass tubing (copper
will do), and solder these pieces
of tubing to the ends of a strip
of brass or tin (i.e., sheet iron
tinned) bent as shown in Fig. 6.
The angles at B and C should
be such that the tips of the
propellers will just clear them.

The propellers can have two,
three or four blades, but the
two -bladed will be found the
simplest to construct. Cut
out two pieces of thin sheet
brass or tinned sheet iron to
the shape and dimensions
shown in Fig. 4. Drill a hole
as shown and solder the pro-
peller blank to the tube; the
length of the tubing being
s efficient to allow the blades
(when twisted) to clear the
bracket. Next solder to the
brass tubing a piece of steel
piano wire long enough to form
the axle and hooks for the
rubber. The propeller blanks must now be
turned into " screws " and given their proper
" pitch." They must, of course, haveopposite
" pitches," andshould be
twisted with
the fingers. In
every case the
blades should A
be given a con-
siderable twist
until they are
at an angle of
70 degrees to
one another.
This avoids too
much ' " slip-
ping" whenthe motor

4

starts at maxi-
mum power.

The Vanes
Diving Fins

As already stated, these and the balancing
weight, constitute the controlling part of
the mechanism. Cut out a piece of thin
sheet metal to the shape and dimensions

TWO Y8"
HOLES

Fig. 6.-
The

BRASS propeller

TUBING
bracket.

shown in Fig. 5. Next drill a in. hole as
shown, turn up at right angles the upper
part A.C.B. along the line A.B.

HOLE FOR FIXING SCREW

Fig. 8.-Details
of the driving

medninism.

Fig. 5.-
How the fins

are made.

o r A photograph of the models described in the text.

Four fins are required, and these are
fastened to the wooden hull with an
ordinary screw. Their positions can be
easily altered, but wherever fixed, each
pair must be symmetrically placed.

The balancing weight consists of a piece
of half -round iron (see Fig. 7). The ends
should be filed off at a sloping angle so as
to lessen resistance. When fitted, the flat
side of the weight is against the bottom of
the model and it is held in place by metal
bands. Its size and weight must be such
that the model just floats, the larger model
however, must sink up to the upper deck,
the stern being lower than the prow.

Adjust the weight and balance of the
model so that when the propellers revolve
and drive it through the water it will dive,
steeply or gradually, without the pro-
pellers and rudder coming out of the water.

The rudder bracket consists merely of a
piece of bicycle spoke bent at right angles,
one end of which has been heated, softened
and beaten out flat. Through this a hole
is drilled and the bracket is fastened to the
hull by means of a small nut and bolt.
The rudder is bent round and soldered to
the vertical portion of the bracket.
Dimensions of Smaller Model

Length, 71 in. ; maximum breadth,1 in. ;
maximum height or depth, in.

'
the

maximum breadth is about quarter dis-
tance from prow to stern. Depth of
upper deck t in. length, in. ; breadth
I in. Conning tower depth, 2 in. ; length,
1 in. ; breadth, I in. Periscope height,
11 in. Diameter of propellers nearly 1 in.
Length of fins 11 in. ; maximum breadth
(horizontal portion), 1 in. Dimensions of
propeller bracket, 1, I, in., total If in. ;
breadth fore and aft, 1 in.

The actual length of the model shown in
the photograph is 6t in., but another inch
is added so that the wire hooks for the
motor need not project in front.
How the Torpedo is Held and Released

Referring to the elevation drawing
(Continued on page 244.)

Fig. 7.-The balancing
weight should be made

as shown.
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A heavy object tied on the
end of a string and
whirled
round
tends to
fly off.

,-  ........

....... 

EVERYONE knows that a heavy
object tied to the end of a string and
whirled round tends to fly off, and if

suddenly released will do so. Suppose the
string to be 3 ft. long whirled round five
times per second. The linear velocity of
the weight is then slightly over 93 ft. a
second at any instant. The linear velocity
of an object on the earth's surface relative
to the earth's axis differs at different
latitudes between zero at the poles to some
1,400 ft. per second at the equator, yet an
object at the equator shows no tendency to
fly off. The rate of change of direction of
any moving part of the earth's circum-
ference, relative to the earth's axis, is only
360 degrees in twenty-four hours, while the
rate of change of direction of our object on
the end of the string is as high as 360 degrees
in one -fifth of a second. It is rate of change
of direction, not linear velocity, that counts,
but still it might be expected that objects on
the earth's surface, except at the poles,
would show some tendency to leave it,
rather than to seek contact with it if
removed.

Early Research
One of the first facts that we become

acquainted with in life-often very un-
pleasantly-is that all bodies, if unsup-
ported, fall to the ground. We do not,
perhaps, wonder at it, because it is so
universal. But we should wonder if it
ceased to be so, or rather we should not
wonder at it at all, because no opportunity
would be given us of so doing If gravity
ceased to act for the twinkling of an eye, it
would involve the end of all life so far as
this earth is concerned, and no one would
live to tell the tale.

As we study the stars we find that their
courses are regulated and governed by this
same law of gravity. What is this law ?
It is as follows : Every particle in the
universe attracts every other particle with a
force varying directly as the product of their
masses, and inversely as the squares of the
distance between them.

Mechanical Deductions
It is often stated that Sir Isaac Newton

discovered gravitation, but such a state-
ment is absurd. What he did was to
prove mathematically that the mechanical
deductions from this law did really explain

THE WONDERS OF
GRAVITY
observed phenomena. He first established
it in the case of the moon  the manner in
which he did so being as follows. He con-
sidered the moon as a body falling in one
sense towards the earth. Let us make this
a little clearer. Suppose the arc ADC
represents the path of the moon relative to
E, which is the earth. Were it not for the
attraction of the earth, the moon would
proceed along the straight line AB and
traverse AB in the same time that it would
have taken to go from A to C along the
curved line ADC under the earth's attrac-
tion. Suppose ADC be the distance the
moon goes in one second of time, BC is the
distance, so to speak, through which it has
fallen in that period, due to the earth's
attraction. Newton first computed from

t h e

A B known
velocity
of the
moon in
its orbit

n dfrom
the radius of that orbit,
the distance through
which the moon
actually fell towards
the earth in one second

A sketch of time. He next con -
illustrating sidered the distance
the path of through which a heavy
the moon body w a ld fall
(see text). tows s the earth's sur-

face if removed to the
distance of the moon.

These two worked
out to be the same and
therefore the truth of
the law was demon-
strated at any rate' so
far as the earth and
the moon were con-
cerned. He afterwards

demonstrated it for the whole solar system,
and thence was led to infer his grand theory
of universal gravitation stated above.

Powers of the Law of Gravity
Modern science has fully confirmed this

inference, and in so doing has infinitely
increased our
ideas of the
wonders and
powers of
this law. It
annihilates
both time
and space
and may be
said to be the
greatest of
all wonders.
the mightiest

OE

of all mar-
vels, either
ancient or
modern.

There arevarious
theories to
explain thevarious
pheno mena
but not one

If two
people hold
a rope and
set it vibrat-
ing they
are drawn

together.

The great mystery which,however much its effects
have been made clear, no modern invention

or discovery has done anything to solve.

to which exception cannot be taken. Le Sage
imagined interplanetary space to be filled
with very tiny corpuscles, travelling in all
directions at very high velocities. An
isolated body in space will not be affected
apparently by collisions with these cor-
puscles, since the collisions are distributed
equally in all directions. But if two bodies,
A and B, are in proximity, the body, B, will
act as a screen and intercept a portion of
the bombarding corpuscles, which but for
it would have struck A. Then the collisions
received by A from the side away from B
will have no counterpart or be only imper-
fectly compensated, and will drive A to-
wards B. Now these bombarding bodies
must be either inelastic, partially elastic or
perfectly elastic. If they are the last
named the effect is nil, because the
corpuscles intercepted by the body, B,
would be replaced by others which had
rebounded from B, and it can be proved
that the compensation would be perfect.
If they are not perfectly elastic, heat must
be generated, and according to Poincare
the temperature of the earth would be
raised 102 that is :

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
degrees a second or, in other words, would
receive 1020 times as much heat as the sun
emits in all directions !

Much the same results follow if we
imagine the ether traversed by waves
coming from all directions in space. We
know that when a material object (like the
earth) receives a luminous wave, this wave
exerts on it a mechanical action due to the
Maxwell-Batholi pressure, just as if it had
received a blow from a material projectile,
but this is not borne out by comparing the
velocity of light, 186,000 miles per second,
with the even far greater rate at which the
force of gravity begins to take effect.

Two Possibilities
If we replace the ordinary laws of

mechanics by what is often termed the
" New mechanics " and the principle of
relativity, we arrive at no more satisfactory
a result. For two impossibilities must be
pre-supposed-a very appreciable resist-
ance of the medium through which the
solar system and other heavenly bodies
travel (which we know
cannot exist) and a quite
inadmissible production of
heat.

There is no apparent
reason why gravitation
should not be a form of
energy akin to that of
electricity, but we cannot
connect it with the atom,

because gravity is the same
for all kinds of matter, and
does not give a different
result in the case of a
compound (such as water)
and an element (such as
oxygen or hydrogen).
Bjerkness proved that

,(Continued on page 246.)
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SKYBIRD
LEAGUE

MAKE
YOUR OWN

MODELS
IT IS SO EASY-AND SO CHEAP

The complete set of parts for this model
Hawker " Fury" costs 21-

SKY-BI1LDS
This spell -binding hobby grows and grows on
you! There's so much keen fun to be got
out of building these realistic model aeroplanes
(non -flying) with SKYBIRD components.
There are new models and accessories to
plan out schemes, and a wonderful range of
engineer - constructed, true - to - scale (1/72)
SKYBIRD parts for you. SKYBIRD parts
are metal, wood and celluloid, not cardboard.

If you are also interested in ships, you can
make accurate scale water -line models (1 in.
to loo ft.) from the SHIPSERIES range of
components. The cost of a set ranges from

2/- to 51-.

Post coupon below with 7d. in stamps and get the latest
number of the SKYBIRD-It will interest you.

SHIPSEMES

Messrs. A. J. HOLLADAY & CO. LTD. (Dept. P.M.),
3, Aldermanbury Avenue, LONDON, E.C.2.

Please send me latest copy of the SKYBIRD for which I enclose 7d. also send
me address of nearest agent.

Name

Address

I Use Them at .. Work & at Home

 N.

i r ea
1

L

1011.11agtek,itioi
In I

AjewiLptuGs.,; aligi.icnoe
rwu

Rawlplugs enable anyone to make firm fixtures in brick, con-
crete, stone, tile, plaster, etc. The old method of using
unsightly nails or ugly wood plugs is never satisfactory,
because they always work loose. The Rawlplug method is
far neater, stronger and firmer, and no damage is done to
walls or decorations. Complete Outfits 1/6, 3/6 and 5/6.
Rawlplug DUROFIX
The Heat & Waterproof Adhesive
Rawlplug Durofix is the most effective

11of all adhesives by reason of its great
strength. It will withstand boiling water
or the heat of an oven. Durofix is the (1(
ideal adhesive for Sportsmen, because VPonce dry it will not become tacky again. i.

Sold in big orange tubes, x/-. Smaller 9Lsize, 6d.
it. use The Rawlplug Co. Ltd., Cromwell Road, London, 8.W.7

GREAT NEW YEAR OFFER !
A limited number

of new B.T.H.
Motors, I /50 h.p.

2,000 R.P.M.
Fitted with Special
Bearings to allow

motor to run
horizontally or

vertically
Send to -day for the foremost Electrical List of 1935. 105 pages.

Over 1,000 illustrations. Post free 3d.
The Catalogue of the Educational and

Experimental World

GRAFTON ELECTRIC CO.
(Dept. P), 54 Grafton St.,

Tottenham Court Rd., London,W.1

Universal !
110-250v D.C. or
A.C. 50 or 100

cycles
complete with

resistance

30/ -
Carriage Free U.K.

`WIRELESS
TE L EVISION

Television is the coming
boom in wireless-it will
bring even greater pros-
perity to the industry and
create many more opportunities for a
career. Men who foresaw the broadcast-
ing boom made good-be trained and
prepar d for this television boom which
must follow as surely as night follows day.

At the WIRELESS
COLLEGE students
receive training in all the
latest developments in all

branches of the Wireless profession.
Marine, Aircraft, Manufacturing, Design.
ing, Experimenting, Sales and Service, etc.
College on sea front. Write )or free
prospectus.

STUDENTS ACCEPTED AS BOARDERS. TRAINING
FEE CAN BE PAID AFTER APPOINTMENT SECURED

The WIRELESS COLLEGE
COLWYN BAY

N.WALES
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ALL RADIO
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

FREE.

COST is one of the chief considerations
of every receiver, but it must always
be borne in mind that cost must be

considered as a collateral part of perform-
ance. It is possible to build a three -valve
set for a few shillings, but obviously it can-
not be expected to produce the results that
would be obtained with a similar circuit
constructed from parts bearing well-known
trade -marks. In the " Two -Guinea Three-
Valver," however, a low-priced receiver has
been produced incorporating high-class
components which will give results that
greatly exceed those obtained by many
receivers costing several pounds.

The accompanying photographs and
wiring plan will reveal that the design
follows certain new lines. The two coils
which are employed are not of the screened
variety, but are built up on simple lines,
although the method which has been
adopted in arranging the windings
renders them extremely efficient.

The Circuit
Three valves are employed in

the well -tried combination, S.G.,
detector, and output stage. The
H.F. valve is not of the vari-
able -mu type, and this enables cost
to be reduced quite considerably. Firstly,
there is the saving of a volume control
potentiometer ; secondly, the associated
voltage -dropping resistances are not
required, and the extra decoupling re-
quired for variable -mu working are not
necessary.

The aerial circuit is of the H.F.-trans-
former type, giving high selectivity with
good signal strength, and the coil which is
used to -couple the H.F. to the detector
valve is of a similar type, thus avoiding the
expense of an H.F. choke and coupling
condenser. Coupling between the detector
and output valves is by means of a directly -
fed L.F. transformer, and it will also be
seen that expense has been saved in this
stage by dispensing with the customary
H.F. choke used for reaction. The primary
of the particular L.F. transformer which has

-THE TWO -GUINEA THREE-
VALVER

An efficient low-priced three -valve
receiver of modern design

been employed provides ample choking
effect, and smooth reaction is obtainable
throughout the tuning range. Decoupling
has been incorporated in this stage, and the
necessary condenser is of the tubular type,

A three-quarter front view
of the receiver.

which is very much cheaper than the usual
type of condenser, and it is connected
directly to the appropriate points by means
of the wire ends.

The Controls
Although their are four controls on the

front panel, there are only two which are of
prime importance, namely, the main tuning
control (upper centre) and the reaction
control immediately below it. The remain-
ing two knobs control the wave -change and
the filament switching, and are therefore
only subsidiary. With regard to the
main tuning control, this operates on
the two -gang condenser, and it will
be seen from the illustrations that a
special slow-motion tuning' dial is

fitted to the condenser. An
Amplion loud -speaker has been
specified and this efficient unit
enables advantage to be taken of
the quality reproduction. This
loud -speaker in conjunction with
the particular output valve which

has been specified
will enable really
high-class repro-
duction to be ob-
tained, and there
will be no sugges-
tion, when the re-
ceiver is working,
that it cost such a
small sum.

The Wiring
A three-quarter rear view -of the set. With such a

Every Question
must be accom-
panied by the

Coupon on
page iii of Cover

limited number of components, construction
is naturally greatly simplified, and it reduces
itself to the mounting of the ganged con-
densers, the coils, the valveholders, and the
connecting of the separate contacts, in some
cases by means of ordinary wire, and in
others by means of the wire ends of resist-
ances or condensers. To accommodate the
valve -holders you must drill If in. holes, and
for each of the coils the holes must be 14 in.
On the rear of the chassis, drill small holes to
accommodate the socket strips, and on the

front of the chassis clearance
holes for the three controls. As-
semble the valveholders, the socket
strips, the two switches, and the
reaction condenser, and carry out
as much of the wiring as possible
with these parts only in position.
The advantage of this method of
construction is -to be found in
the ease with which the chassis
may be handled and turned about.
If you mount the coils and the
ganged condenser, not only is the
complete chassis more weighty,
but you have to exercise some
care to avoid damage to the coils.
When you have affixed all those
wires that are possible, add

the L.F. transformer and complete 'the
wiring to this. Now place the coil clips
beneath the chassis and lock them in
position. Attach the gang condenser, and
the chassis may then be inverted, as the
condenser is higher than the coils and will
prevent them from being damaged. Com-
plete the wiring and the receiver is ready
for a test.

Testing Out
When the aerial and earth are connected,

plug in the H.T. leads to the H.T. battery,
inserting H.T. 1 into the 60 -volt socket
and the H.T. 2 plug into the 120 -volt
socket. It may be found desirable at a
later stage to vary the voltage at H.T. + 1,
but for the preliminary testa 60 volts will

A plan view showing the neat layout at the top of the
baseboard.
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For Your Bookshelf

CIRCUIT
DUST

By BARRE- LYNDON
An exciting book which gives for the first
time a graphic account of the rise to fame of
the M.G. Racing Car, from the building of
the first car, through dangerous races on
the mountain tracks of the Continent, to
glorious achievement in the Soo Miles Race
at Brooklands.

James T. Skinner in The Morning Advertiser :
" . . . More enthralling than any novel . . .

packed with exciting, almost incredible incidents
. . . I actually found it of such appeal as to sit up
late three nights in bed in order to read it through".

296 pp. 31 plates and circuits. Coloured
frontispiece. 7s. 6d. net.

Of all Booksellers and Libraries
JOHN MILES LTD. Amen Corner, E.C.4

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC CO.
TWICKEN HAM, LON DON, S.W.

SMALL POWER
UNIVERSAL
a.c.-d.c. MOTORS
Runs from Mains
supply. just the
thing for model

driving.

15/6. Post 9d.

SUPER MICROPHONES.
Table Type on base, com-
plete with Transformer, 6/6.
Super pattern, as shown,

Prices 8/6, 5/6, 3/6.
Button Type, I/- post free.

MORSE WRITER
Complete with Tap-
per, Sounder, Tape
and key. Fitted with
well -made clockwork

motor.
Price 28/- Post 1/-

72 -pp. Illustrated List
Sent on receipt
of 3d. stamps.
Hundreds of in.
teresting items,
Do not fail to
secure a copy.

How many MILES
have I walked?

The PEDOMETER
will tell you if you carry one
in your pocket-it records

miles up to 100 miles and
can be set to zero at anytime.

18/6 Post free.
Catalogue No. P1570/255.

W. F. STANLEY & Co. Ltd
286 HIGH HOLBORN
LONDON-W.C.1

GREAT
" JUBILEE YEAR " CLEARANCE

SALE!
CAMERAS
CINE APPARATUS

ENLARGERS
AND EVERYTHING

PHOTOGRAPHIC

YOUR CHANCE TO GET A
CAMERA POUNDS BELOW COST
HERE ARE SPECIMENS OF THE GUARANTEED OFFERS:

34 x 24 Reitzschel Folding Pocket, f/7.5 anastigmat, Everset speeded
shutter, 1/25th to 1/100th sec., radial focussing, daylight -loading 'roll -
holder £1 9 6

V.P. Series III Kodak, 1/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to
1/300th sec., micrometer focussing, brilliant finder and leather case. £6 5 0

No. 1 Ensignette Roll Film, f/7.7 anastigmat, time and instantaneous
shutter 105.6d

No. 1 Ensignette Roll Film, f/5.8 Ensign anastigmat, time and instan-
taneous shutter, brilliant finder 16s. 6d.

V.P. Zeiss Icarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to 1/300th sec., focussing adjustment, reversible brilliant finder

£5 17 6
V.P. Kodak, 1/6.5 T.T. & H. Kodak anastigmat, Everset speeded shutter,

1/25th to 1/100th sec., brilliant finder, purse case £1 7 6
9.5 -mm. Coronet Cine Camera, 1/3.9 anastigmat. Splendid order 61 17 6
9.5 -mm. Model B Pathescope Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive,

footage indicator £4 17 6

BIG LIST POST FREE-NOW !
ANYTHING ON VERY EASY TERMS

(1929) LTD.

CITY SALE & EXCHANGE
59/60 C HEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

ENTIRELY BRITISH MANUFACTURE.
THE FINEST VALUE EVER OFFERED

OUR FAMOUS" B 99 " TELESCOPE

2i in. object glass, mounted in

portable 3 draw telescope,

with terrestrial eyepiece 26x.
Complete with stand and 50x

astronomical eyepiece.
2i in. OBJECT

GU...5 30 in. FOCUS

TO MAKE YOUR OWN TELESCOPE

ASTRONOMICAL
EYEPIECE FOR USE WITH ABOVE

LARGE SELECTION
OF LENSES, PRISMS, BRASS

ETC.TUBING,

Write for Lists of Telescopes,
Microscopes and Binoculars.

BROADHURST, CLARKSON1 & CO.

63 FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON,
England.

70/''
POST FREE

151 -

The" UNICORN" Electric Drill
IS INDISPENSABLE TO ALL MECHANICS

Efficient, a model of accuracy
and workmanship, and trouble -
free qualities are the features
of this drill. Its equipment
comprises a powerful A.C. or
D.C. Motor, voltages 100/120,
200/230, 230/250, with
Armature Shaft in ground
alloy steel. Hobbed gears in
metal housing. Hoffman ball
thrust. Keyless chuck,
capacity. Aluminium die cast

Please state voltage. handle. Current consumption
175 watts, using 4 -in. drill on

mild steel. 8 ft. Cab tyre flex with earth wire. Weight 5 lbs.
The drills are British Made and are designed for drilling up to diameter
and are guaranteed under these conditions for six months and are now in
constant use In many factories. Send for illustrated leaflet to :-

PRICE

£2. IS .0
Carriage Paid.

CORONA ENGINEERING CO., Leighton Place, Kentish Town, N.W.5
Tele.: GULLIVER 3739
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Books for the Handyman
NEWNES'

HOME MECHANIC
SERIES

Each 11- net
(by post 1/2 each)

THE HOME WOODWORKER
The various examples of woodwork described in
this Handbook have been designed by practical
craftsmen. They are modern in style, and their
construction is well within the powers of the average
home -worker who follows the instructions given.

MODEL BOAT BUILDING
All designs shown in this book have been actually
made and tested. All work well and each type is
quite simple to make, no elaborate equipment being
necessary. Both sailing and power -driven boats
are featured.

THE HANDYMAN'S ENQUIRE
WITHIN

Hundreds of Practical Ideas and Hints-many not
hitherto published. Classified according to the
subjects dealt with, an Index being provided to
facilitate speedy reference.

TOY MAKING FOR AMATEURS
Over 200 illustrations. Instructions and diagrams
are given for the construction of innumerable toys
of all kinds, from the simplest to the more compli-
cated mechanical sorts.

25 SIMPLE WORKING MODELS
All the models described in this book can be con-
structed from the simplest materials and with very
modest equipment. None requires lathe -work.
147 illustrations.

MOTOR CAR OVERHAUL AND
UPKEEP

There are many to -day who by undertaking their
own repairs can afford to run a car, and it is the
purpose of this generously illustrated handbook to
explain how the owner -driver may carry out most
of the adjustments and repairs which every car sooner
or later needs.

ACCUMULATORS
An accumulator (whether for Wireless or the Car),
if properly used and cared for, is an extremely
reliable piece of apparatus. Proper care and proper
use can only follow a possession of the knowledge
which study of this book will impart.

MODEL AEROPLANES AND
AIRSHIPS

This Handbook is intended as a guide to the beginner
in model aeronautics. It presents in clear language
the first principles of aviation and incorporates these
in various forms of simple flying models. Copiously
illustrated.

SIMPLE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
Interesting and useful apparatus, easily constructed,
with which the student is enabled to test for himself
the theory and practice of Electricity as laid down
in the text -books. 138 illustrations.

Note.-A complete List of subjects dealt with in this series will be forwarded on request.

From all Booksellers or by post, from

GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED
8-11 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Geo. Arewnes Ltd.
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be found quite satisfactory. The G.B.
plug should be inserted into the 6 -volt
socket, and the positive plug into the
socket so marked on the battery. Now
switch on the receiver with the right-hand
switch, set the reaction control to zero and
slowly turn the tuning control. The local
station should be heard at some point, and
it should be tuned in to its maximum
strength, without using the reaction if
possible. Should no station be heard, use
may be made of the reaction control in
order that some kind of signal may be
obtained for trimming purposes. Now
with a non-metallic screwdriver adjust the
trimmers on top of the ganged condenser,
slowly swinging the main tuning knob
whilst so doing in order to keep the signal
at the correct point. It should now be pos-
sible to turn the tuning knob throughout the
entire tuning range and find many stations
without the use of the reaction control. To
build up signal strength the latter should
be used, but in the interests of quality, keep
the reaction always at minimum. The
change to long waves is carried out by
rotating the left-hand knob, and a number
of long -wave stations should be heard,
Droitwich occupying only a small space on
the dial and enabling Radio -Paris to be
heard quite clearly without overlap. When
the receiver is functioning correctly, experi-
ments may be carried out with the H.T.
1 plug in order to find the most suitable
tapping point for your particular valve and
aerial system, but when once this has been
found it may be ignored until the battery
has run down.
The Coloured Leads

When the coils are purchased they will be
found to have lengths of coloured wire,
approximately 9 in. long, attached to all
points, with the exception of one. The
latter is the connection on top of the H.F.
transformer to which the anode of the S.G.
valve is joined. The other ends of the coils

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR THE
TWO -GUINEA THREE-VALVER

Two Hall -Mark Coils (B.T.S.).
One Midget 2 -gang Condenser (Polar).
One Micro -drive Arcuate Drive (Polar).
One .0003 mfd. Reaction Condenser

(Polar).
One 3 -point Wave -change Switch (Ward

& Goldstone).
One 2 -point On -off Switch (Ward &

Goldstone).
One L.F. Transformer, 5/1 (Niclet)

(Varley).
One Tubular -5 mfd. Condenser (T.M.C.).
One Tubular 1 mfd. Condenser (T.M.C.).
One Tubular .0003 mfd. Condenser

(T.M.C.).
One 2 meg. Grid Leak Type GI

(Ferranti).
One 30,000 Resistance Type G5

(Ferranti).
Three Four -pin Valveholders (Clix).
Two Terminal Strips A.E. and L.S.

(Clix.)
Five Wander Plugs (H.T. H.T. 1,

H.T. + 2, G.B. +, and G.B. -) (Clix).
Two Spade Terminals (L.T. -I- and

L.T. -) (Clix).
One Battery Lead (Ward & Goldstone).
One Metaplex Chassis, 8k x 6i, with

2 in. Runners (Pet -O Scott).
Three Valves, V.P.215, (four -pin) D210,

PP.220 (Hivac).
Two Batteries, 120 volt H.T., 9 volt

G.B. (Exide).
One " Lion " Loudspeaker (Amplion).

THE ABOVE-AND UNDERNEATH-CHASSIS
WIRING PLAN OF OUR TWO -GUINEA

THREE-VALVER

)2-- 7;vo 6:4/1/6 TUN/NC
CONDENSER

7Z,41,4iz--ps

H.T.

/1//8.=//,/srAzzisfogAseso,4R0 /Th
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LE Trornsformer

Coe/2

-X00 ,-

CS

0060

IMP

The circuit diagram of the " Two -Guinea Three -Valuer."

will have to be joined so that the coloured
wires are connected as follows :-

Coil No. 1 (aerial coil).
Aerial lead : Pale blue.
Earth lead : Black.
Wave -change switch : Yellow.
Grid and tuning condenser : Two white

leads.
Coil No. 2 (H.F. transformer).
Grid and tuning condenser : Two white

leads.
Detector anode : Dark blue.
H.T. plus : Red.

Receiver Design
It is interesting to compare this receiver

with other models which have been pub-
lished by us from time to time, and the
general overall dimensions will be one of
the first points which will strike the eye of
the older experimenter. This is in no small
measure due to the neatness of the particular
gang condenser which is specified, and this
represents a marked advance on the designs
of even last year. A single tuning con-
denser would have occupied at least as
much room a year ago, and yet to -day two
sections, each of 0005 mfd., have been
accommodated in an all -metal casing, com-
plete with a dust cover and trimming
condensers, with overall dimensions of
approximately the same size.

Using a Pick-up
A gramophone pick-up may be used with

the receiver, by joining it between the grid
of ,V2 and a tapping on the grid -bias
battery. Condenser C4 is joined to the
grid of V2 as well as to one side of the grid -
leak R1. Disconnect these two points from
the grid, but leave them joined together,
and connect them to one side of a single -pole
change -over switch. This may be of the
push-pull type, the Q.M.B. type, or any
other suitable variety, and may be mounted
on the front or rear chassis strip as desired.
The arm of the switch should then be joined
to the grid of V2, whilst the other contact
should be joined to one of the pick-up leads.
The other lead must now be provided with a
wander -plug and inserted into the 1.5 volt
tapping on the grid -bias battery. The
switch will enable the receiver to be
adapted for records or radio at will, and
this is more convenient than joining the
pick-up direct to the grid and setting the
tuning control at 0 when records are being
reproduced. If it is desired to provide the
pick-up as part of the actual make-up of the
receiver, the terminal strip on the rear-at
present used for the loud speaker-may he

0
L5

LT*

L T-

An underneath view of the receiver.

replaced by one having also pick-up sockets,
and thus the receiver will have greater
adaptability. Obviously these improve-
ments mean extra expense, and for that
reason they were not originally specified.
They are, however, permissible refinements
whic a will in no way mar the performance
of the receiver, but which will make
it even more valuable than its original
form.

Results
It will have been noticed on other occa-

sions that we do not give a list of the
stations which can be heard on any of our
receivers. This is, of course, a rather
dangerous practice, as conditions vary sro
much in various parts of the country. Thus,
the Londoner may expect to hear stations
which probably are inaudible to the listener
in Cornwall or Devon, and so on throughout
the country. This particular receiver, how-
ever, may be relied upon to give really good
reception of dozens of stations, naturally at
different strengths. Entertainment value

is the point which counts
when receiving a station,
and it is of little use
tuning into a station with
reaction adjusted to the
oscillating point, and with
the receiver in such a
condition that an atmo-
spheric or some other
disturbance sets the receiver
into oscillation. Conse-
quently we do not claim
100 stations on this
receiver, but in most
parts of the country it
should be possible to hear
all the English and
majority of the Con-
tinental high-powered
stations at comfortable
volume, with a judicious
use of the reaction
control.

28:

Dimensions for the knob layout.

"PRACTICAL TELEVISION." 6d. Every Month.
Full of the latest Information about the new hobby.

Published by Messrs. George Newnes Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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DID YOU SEE
PAGE 162

January issue of "Practical Mechanics"?
A complete test report on the Amplion " Radiolux " Superhet
Receiver, by the technical staff of "Practical Mechanics,"
appeared on page 162 of the January issue. This report was the
third unbiassed opinion expressed by technical experts, and we
quoted you 'extracts from those of the " Wireless Magazine"
and "Amateur Wireless " in our advertisement which appeared
on page 124 of the December issue of " Practical Mechanics."

NOW READ WHAT THE " WIRELESS WORLD " SAID.
" We were most impressed with the quality of reproduction,
which was much over the average for this type of receiver. A
very good balance of tone was obtained, and reproduction had a
solid foundation of bass with very clear-cut reproduction in the
middle and upper registers. No resonance could be detected
which would be in the least likely to be noticed even after one had
lived with the set for several weeks.
The range is adequate without being sufficient to accentuate back-
ground noise between stations.
An unusually attractive feature is the provision at the back of an
aerial trimming control which is fitted with a large -sized
instrument knob.
In the matter of second -channel interference the set was decidedly
above the average, and any whistles arising from this cause would
have to be searched for deliberately to be noticed."

AMPLION "RADIOLUX"
SUPERHET RECEIVER

19 in. High. I S in. Wide. 12 in. Deep.

D.C. MODEL 190,265 v.
H.P. Terms : L 1 8 0
Deposit and 12
Payments of £ I 2 9 GNS.

5 -Valve including rectifier. For
A.C. Mains 190,265 or 110 volts

40/100 Cycles.

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CON-
TROL, NEON LIGHT VISUAL
TUNING FULL VISION

SCALE ILLUMINATED, AND
CALIBRATED IN METRES

AND DEGREES, ENERGISED

MOVING COIL SPEAKER,

ALSO CONNECTIONS FOR
GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP

AND EXTERNAL SPEAKER.
CABINET IN TWO-TONE

WALNUT.

A.G. MODEL.

Deposit and I 2
H.P. Terms : LI 6 6 1
Payments of £I I 0 2 GNS.

Those desiring further technical details of this receiver or of the
Amplion " Radiolux " Superhet Radiogram, which is also wonderful
value for 21 guineas, should please write us for descriptive

literature (Ref. P.M.).

AMPLION " LION " SPEAKER AS SPECIFIED FOR
THE "TWO GUINEA THREE VALVER" - PRICE 47/6

pi 0 N

AMPLION (1932) LTD.
82-84 Rosoman Street, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.I

Telephone : Clerkenwell 5440-5441

IMPROVE QUALITY AND RANGE

MR. F. J. CAMM
Specifies

HIVAC
for the

"TWO GUINEA
THREE VALVER"

denotes the valves
required

Build this receiv-
er or revitalise
your present one
with these Bri-
tish made valves.
They have re-
ceived high
praise from all
the radio Press.

2 -VOLT BATTERY VALVES FROM 3,9
H 210 H.F. Amplifier 3/9
D 210 * Non-Microphonic Detector ... 3/9
DDT 220 Duo -Diode -Triode ... 7/-
L. 210 L.F. Amplifier 3/9
P 220 Small Power ... 5/8
PP 220* Medium Power ... 6/8
PX 230 Super Power
Y 220 Medium Power Output Pen.

Type
Super Power Output Pen. Type 10/6ZB 222300

Class " B " 10/6
D B 240 Driver Class " B " 15 /8
QP 240 Double Pen. Type for Q.P.P. 19/6
SG 215 Screen grid ... ... 10/6
SG 220 High Slope Screen Grid ... 10/6
VS 215 Variable -Mu Screen Grid ... 10/6
HP 215 H.F. Pentode Type ... ... 10,6
VP 215* Variable -Mu H.F. Pen. Type 10,6

4 -VOLT MAINS VALVES (A.C.) FROM 9/6
AC/HL Detector ... 9/6
AC/DDT Duo -Diode -Triode 12/6
AC/ Small Power ... ... 12/6
AC/Y Output Pentode Type ... 15/8
AC/Z High Slope Output Pen. Type 15/6
AC/SL Screen Grid Amplifier ... 13/6
AC/8H High Gain S.G. Amplifier ... 13/6
AC/VS Variable -Mu Screen Grid ... 13/6
AC/VH Variable -Mu High Gain S.G. 13/6
AC/HP H.F. Pentode Type ... ... 13/6
AC/VP Variable -Mu H.F. Pen. Type 13/6
UU120/350 Full Wave Rectifier (I.H.C.) 10/6
UU120/500 Full Wave Rectifier (I.H.C.) 15/ -

British made by :-

HIGH VACUUM VALVE
CO. LTD.,

113-117 Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.I

C
THE SCIENTIFIC

vaivE

FIT HIVAC AND HEAR MORE

FITS ANY
BATTERY

w, SOCKET

41BEIrli)

No need to close the prongs with
pliers, no need to open them with
a penknife. Clix are the only
" Master " plugs which are non -
collapsible and make perfect and
permanent contact with any bat-
tery socket. No amount of
vibration will move Clix plugs.
Change over to Clix now and
forget faulty contacts.

Clix " Master " Plugs for H.T. and lid
G.B. are supplied in Red and Black 2

engraved or 8 assorted colours. each.

CLIX HEAVY DUTY TYPE
AERIAL EARTH

Master Plugs and Spade Terminals
In the furtherance of our policy of supplying
the most perfect forms of contact, we have
recently produced these larger and more
robust types of Clix contact components.
Aerial and Earth leads can now be taken
direct to set sockets or terminals without
any breaks or joins, as the special
wiring device takes any insulated wire "1.
up to A" overall. each.

Descriptive Leaflet
"F" free on request.

LECTRO LINX LTD.
79a, Rochester Row, London, S.W. I
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Fig. 1. The dormant or resting stage of the spirogyra
during the winter. It is termed the " single -cell"

stage of the plant.

DURING the spring and summer
months of the year any pond, ditch,
brook or slowly -running stream will

almost certainly be found to contain, either
at the bottom of the water or floating upon
the surface, a bright green mass of material
of a fibrous or hair -like nature. If the
brook is a slowly -running one, the vivid
green mass may often be seen attached to
some submerged twig from which it will
throw out waving streamers in the direction
of the current of water. More frequently,
however, particularly if the water be more
or less stagnant, the green mass will appear
on the surface and, being entangled with

gelatinous nature. In this state it is often
referred to as " green slime," and, indeed,
the description is an accurate enough one,
for if the mass of green matter be taken up
in the palm of the hand it will pass through

Fig. 4.-Second;stage of the spirogyra's reproduction progress. The extended projections have now grown
firmly together, uniting the adjacent filaments in ladder -like formation.

Fig. 5.-Third stage of the reproduction. The spiral pattern of the cells is lost. The contents become dis-
organised and flow in a jelly -like mass from one cell to the opposite one through the newly -formed " bridges."

WHAT IS THE
The Interesting Story of a Lowly Organism and a

the fingers in a slimy and not very pleasant
manner.

If a small quantity of this green slime
be placed on a piece of white paper and
examined even under a low -powered hand
lens, it will at once be observed that the
mass is made up of an enormous number of
bright green filaments which have all
become matted up together. A higher -
powered lens will disclose the fact that these
filaments are jointed and that they carry
peculiar markings.

Such is the Spirogyra, one of the com-
monest of the lowly plant organisms which
flourish in ponds, ditches, pools, and, in
fact, in any patch of fresh water in which
the current flow is not too swift. Although
one of the commonest of microscopic
aquatic plants, the spirogyra is one of the
most remarkable subjects known to
botanical and biological science. The life -

cycle of the spirogyra never fails to fasci-
nate the beginner in botanical and micro-
scopical science, and even the " old hand "
at the game finds fresh interest in the
observation of the spirogyra every time he
redirects his attention to the subject.

The " Single -cell " Stage
Let us commence our acquaintance with

the spirogyra by observing it in the state
in which it is shown in the photomicro-
graph (Fig. 1). This is the " single -cell "
stage of this minute plant growth. It is
the condition in which the plant usually
exists during the cold winter months on the
bottom of the pond. As will be seen from
a glance at the illustration, the plant, in
this state, consists of single oblong cells.
Perhaps two or three of them may be linked
up together, but never more than this
number. It requires but a medium -

Fig. 3.-The spirogyra reproduces itself. First stage. Two adjacent filaments begin to put out small projec-
tions, each directed to the opposite cell of the adjacent filament. Note the characteristic spiral band formation
of the cells from which the plant organism derives its name. Each separate cell is actually no more than one

hundredth of an inch in length,

powered microscope to disclose the fact
that each plant cell has a very brilliant
green spiral band running round its interior
walls. This spiral' band is characteristic of
the spirogyra. Indeed, the organism takes
its name from this characteristic formation,
the word being derived from the Greek,
speira, a coil, and gyros, a ring.

The average length of the single cells of
the spirogyra is not more than a hundredth
of an inch. After the turn of the year, and
particularly when the frosts have departed,
the spirogyra casts off its dormant single -
celled state. Each spiral -lined cell begins
to grow rapidly in both directions. At each
end it adds on cell after cell, all the added
cells being exactly of the same pattern,
until, eventually, it develops into a filament
a yard or more in length. These are the
green filaments which are seen waving
gently below the surface of the water. If,
on the other hand, the filaments float
loosely on the water's surface, they generally
become matted together and entangled with
dirt and foreign matter, thus forming the
well-known green slime.

A Remarkable Change
During the early summer a remarkable

change comes over the spirogyra plant.
After its growing energy has become
exhausted it begins to think of reproducing
itself. And the high -power microscope
photographs which you see on this page
illustrate very clearly the manner in which
this extraordinary plant provides for its
next generation.

The tangled and matted filaments of the
plant first of all break away from their
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SPIROGYRA?
Fascinating Subject for Study under the Microscope

points of attachment if they are anchored
to any submerged object, and they drift
to some area of the pond or brook in which
a minimum of water is present. Then two
or more of the green filaments which happen
to be closely adjacent begin to grow Ainy
gelatinous " processes " or projections, each
projection being directed towards the
opposite filament. In time these projec-
tions meet one another and unite firmly
together, forming a sort of ladder -like
arrangement with the two adjacent fila-
ments. The spirogyra filaments are now
said to be " in conjugation."

Soon after arriving at this stage the fila-
ments lose their interior spiral pattern.
Their characteristic colour goes too. They
turn brown, and the contents of their cells
changes to a brown -green jelly which

by it when a pond is cleared, when cattle
happen to wade through the pond, or when
fishes and other aquatic creatures, some of
which are very partial to the bright green
filaments of the plant, devour portions of it.

A Super Oxygenator

And now, having perused this article
and examined the photomicrographs, you
will be wondering in your own mind what
is the exact use and purpose of this
unique plant organism. Nothing, it is often
asserted, is without its due uses in the
natural creation. The spirogyra certainly
has a very important use. It is an oxy-
genator of water. Sometimes it often works
as a super -oxygenator. In bright sunshine
the spirogyra filaments absorb the carbon

Fig. 6.-The completion of the process. Seeds or " zygospores" have now been formed in the spirogyra's cells.
These will give rise to new plants during the following spring.

passes freely from the cell of one filament
across the newly -grown bridge and into the
immediately opposite cell of the adjacent
filament.

A week or two elapses, and then another
remarkable change takes place. The jelly-
like mass in the cells of the filaments
gradually assumes an oval shape. It has,
in fact, formed itself into spores or seeds,
and very extraordinary seeds they are, too,
for they are covered with no less than three
protective coats which serve to preserve
them from injury until the following year's
germination time comes round again.
These seeds or spores are termed " zygo-
spores " (from the Greek, zygos, a yolk) and,
having been formed in each of the cells of
the spirogyra filament, the latter sinks to
the bottom of the pond towards the end of
the summer. There, during the winter-
time, the cellular material which composes
the filaments gradually rots away, thus
liberating the zygospores, each of which
forms a new filament in the following spring.

Very often conjugation takes place not
only between spirogyra filaments which
exist side by side, but also between those
which lie at right angles to each other.
Such is the " lateral conjugation " of this
tiny plant organism, and its effect is to
increase the entangling and matting of the

, filaments together.
During the warm months of the year the

spirogyra is able to reproduce itself without
going through the zygospores stage. If
a small portion of a single filament be taken
and placed in suitable water it will quickly
extend itself at both ends by the simple
process of adding on new cells. Indeed,
this is what the spirogyra is continually
doing all through the summer months. It
thus makes up for losses or injuries received

dioxide which is produced by the decom-
posing vegetation and other matter in the
water and, in return, give out pure oxygen.
Indeed, when the spirogyra is present in
ponds, the water frequently becomes
oxygenated beyond saturation. That is
why, when the green slime on the surface
of pond -water is examined it very often will
be observed to entangle countless small

Fig. 2.-Here the single cells of the plant have linked
themselves up together. Growing freely at both ends
and intertwining, they quickly become a matted mass

of green slimy material.

bubbles among it. They are all bubbles of
the purest oxygen.

Thus, by the operation of the spirogyra
and other similar oxygen -evolving plants,
Dame Nature keeps a constant and kindly
balance. She endeavours to prevent waters
from becoming foul and putrefactive, sour
and offensive. A natural area of water, if
left to itself, will never remain evil -smelling
for long. Nature will sooner or later
provide the cleaning -up agent, and one of
the efficient scavengers which she uses for
this purpose is the tiny bright -green fila-
mentous plant, the remarkable life -story of
which has formed the theme of this article.

A FASCINATING HANDBOOK!

POWER -DRIVE N
MODEL AIRCRAFT

By F. J. CAMM.

1 /- or 1/2 by post from
GEORGE NEWNES LTD.,

8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2.

Fig. 7.-Spirogyra filaments in " lateral conjunction." One filament, passing at right angles, has united to
them. In this manner the filaments become matted and entangled together.
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A streamlined hull, finished to shape and painted
priming coat.

Decking for same. Deck House complete.
Boiler complete with Casing, Safety Valve, Steam

Gauge, Funnel, etc., mounted on base.

1111111mmaimmem.e.--

A NEW
BASSETT-LOWKE

TRIUMPH
BUILD this magnificent fast motor boat " STREAMLINIA," now being described in PRACTICAL
MECHANICS. Entirely modern in design, efficient and reliable equipment, the first sample under
trials did over seven knots and ran continuously for nearly half an hour. It can be fitted with a
" Davis " Steam Turbine in place of reciprocating engine. Described and built by an experienced
and practical craftsman in Bassett-Lowke's model shipyard.
This complete Set of Parts for building this model of a Modern Speed Boat, 3 ft. 3 ins. long, includes

One Lamp for Boiler with Automatic Spirit Feed.

One " Meteor" Engine.

Propeller Shaft and Stern Tube.
Propeller.

the following :-
Complete Rudder.

Four Bollards.

Two Flagstaffs.

Two Flags.

With the above set you can build at home the beautiful Speed Boat as illustrated. You do not need to pay
for the complete set at once, but the whole of the parts will be delivered to you on a first payment of £1 1 0.

The balance is paid in seven equal instalments, and there is no extra charge for the deferred terms.

The price of the complete set as described above is L8 8 0

Send your order with El I 0 for the first payment, or apply for particulars of our Deferred
Payment system.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD. NORTHAMPTON
LONDON : 112 High Holborn, W.C.I MANCHESTER : 28 Corporation Street

WHICH OF THESE IS YOUR PET SUBJECT ?
CIVIL ENGINEERING GROUP

Specifications. Structural Design.
Road Engineering. Structural Engineering.
Hydraulics. Reinforced Concrete.
Municipal Engineering. Sanitary Engineering.
General Civil Engineering. Geology.

SURVEYING GROUP
Valuations. Surveying and Levelling.
Heating and Ventilating. Building Construction.
Clerk of Works.

COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING GROUP
Salesmanship. Commercial Engineering.
Advertising. Cost Accounts.
Languages.

One of these examinations
A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.Struct.E.
Sanitary Inspectors.
A.M.I.H. & V.E.
A.M.I.Mech.E.
A.M.I.P.E.

A.M.I.W.T.
A.Rad.A.
M.I.M.T.
A.F.R.Ae.S.
B.Sc. Degree.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
Works Management. Heat Engines.
Press Tool Work. Workshop Practice.
Maintenance Engineering. Fitting and Erecting.
Metallurgy. Inspection.
Sheet Metal Work. Ironfounding.
Welding. Pattern Making.
Diesel Engines. Draughtsmanship.
Refrigeration.

WIRELESS GROUP
General Wireless. Talking -Picture
Advanced Wireless. Engineering
Television. Radio Servicing.

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING GROUP
Garage Management. Claims Assessing.
Electrical Equipment. High-speed Diesels.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
Traction.
Electrical Supply.
Electrical Meters.
Electrical Design.
Installations.
Electrical Engineering.

Mains Engineering.
Telegraphy.
Telephony.
Alternating Currents.
Neon Lighting.
Power House Design.

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
Aerial Navigation. Aero Engines.
Aeroplane Design.

would multiply your earning power ! WHICH ONE?
G.P.O. Supt. of Traffic. Inst. Mun. & Cy. E. City & Guilds. London Matriculation.
Patent Office Examiner.
Handicrafts Instructor.

M.R.San.I.
F.S.I.
A.R.I.B.A.

A.M.I.Fire.E.
A.M.I.E.E.

G.P.O. Prob. Inspector.
Air Navigators'

Certificate.
Inspector of Factories. L.I.O.B. A.M.I.A.E. Ground Engineers'
Aircraft Apprentices. F.A.I. A.M.I.Ae.E. Certificate.

May we send you full particulars of our unique tutorial organisation ? Whatever your requirements,
whether you desire a complete course of instruction, or tuition in some specialised subject, our Organisation
is so planned that it will dovetail into your needs exactly.

As an indication of the strength of the B.I.E.T. Tutorial Organisation. it should be clearly noted
that we alone guarantee to return full fees to any student who does not pass his chosen
Examination successfully. In short, " If you do not pass, you do rot pay."

Send to -day for a free copy of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." This valuable 256 -page Guide
shows clearly and definitely the way in which you may carve out a successful career in your chosen branch
of Engineering, irrespective of your age, education or experience. Among a host of other things, it gives
details of all the above -mentioned Courses and shows the easiest way to prepare (in the privacy of your own
home) for any of the recognised Examinations we have listed.

" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " should most certainly be in your hands. Send for your
copy at once-free of cost or obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE of ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
410 SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 29-31 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1
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Fig. 1.-A pneumatic power hammer which can deliver
up to 200 blows per minute.

T the recent Machine Tool and Engi-
neering Exhibition at Olympia a
wonderful display of machine tools

and other appliances was seen. The Great
Hall of Olympia was transformed into a
huge engineering workshop, and resounded
with the familiar hum of machinery in
motion, huge power hammers at work, and
heavy duty metal saws cutting their way
through thick iron bars.

Some of the machines were no larger than
a small bench lathe, while others were over
15 ft. long and weighed over 20 tons. Pre-
cision machinery was seen working to very
fine limits, and there were small band -saws
cutting through mild steel plate 1< in. thick
with the ease of a fretsaw cutting through
a piece of plywood.

Automatic Machines
Automatic multiple gear - cutting

machines, which have done so much
towards cheapening motor -car chassis con-
struction, were much in evidence, together
with multi -spindle drilling machines. One

REMARKABLE
MODERN MACHINERY

British -made machine tools have long been recognised as
the finest in the world, and the examples illustrated in

this article are no exception to the rule.

of these machines, designed for valve hole
drilling and reamering on motor -car engines,
is 11 ft. 9 in. in height and weighs approxi-
mately 4 tons. It has eight drilling
spindles in a row, which are driven, through
reducing gears, by an electric motor
mounted on top of the supporting frame-
work.

Several heavy-duty lathes were at work,
and some were turning thick shavings from
mild steel with the ease of a knife cutting

wheels up to 3 ft. 9 in. diameter. This
machine is so arranged that the wheel
sets (two wheels and an axle) may be
rolled in from a track on one side, and
after being turned may be rolled out to
a track on the other side. In the centre
of the lathe bed an electric hoist lifts and
lowers the wheels from and to the rails.
This lathe is driven by a two -speed 20/40-
h.p. A.C. motor, and in a convenient
position for the operator is a board carrying

Fig. 2.-The Sciaky portable electric spot-welding machine largely used for
motor chassis and body construction.

cheep. One of these huge machines
admits 15 ft. between centres, and will turn
work up to 3 ft. diameter. It is powerful
enough for the heaviest roughing cuts, and
yet can turn work with the accuracy of a

fine finishing tool. The faceplate is
driven by a 50 h.p. motor through
the medium of suitable gears.

A Mammoth
Lathe

Another re-
markable lathe

was one
f o r
turning
railway

Fig. 3.-A general view of the Orcutt hydraulic gear -tooth grinder, used for the precision grinding
of gear wfeels for all kinds of machinery.

push -buttons for controlling all electrical
movements.

Another remarkable appliance which
' created a good deal of interest was a gas -jet
cutting machine which, by means of oxygen
and acetylene or coal -gas, and a suitable
torch, will cut through mild steel or wrought
iron plate at an astonishing rate. For
instance, a piece of mild steel plate, 1 in.
thick, can be cut through at the rate of
12 in. per minute. The machine has two
Compound slides, and will cut square or
oblong holes ; it has also a circular motion
which enables holes from 1 in. to 36 in.
diameter to be cut. For cutting irregular -
shaped holes a template is used for guiding
the path of the torch.

A very interesting machine was a self-
contained pneumatic power hammer made
by B. and S. Massey Ltd., of Manchester.
The accompanying illustration of this
machine, (Fig. 1) shows the power cylinder,
and behind this the pump cylinder, the
piston in which is actuated by a crankshaft
and connecting rod inside the casing. The
crankshaft is rotated by a heavy flywheel,
which in turn is driven by an electric motor
mounted on the bedplate. By manipu-
lating the controlling lever, the hammer will
strike either single strokes or a series of
blows, as required. Another movement of
the lever allows the ram slowly to descend
and grip the work on the anvil as in a vice.
This type of hammer will deliver from 100
to 200 blows per minute.

Welding by Electricity
Another remarkable appliance was the

Sciaky electric spot-welding machine
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designed for welding together all kinds of
metals, including aluminium, brass and
steel. In the illustration (Fig. 2) a portable
welder is shown, comprising a transformer
with its associated control apparatus
mounted in a steel casing. Water-cooled
flexible cables are taken from the trans-
former secondary terminals to the welding
pincer which grips the work during the
welding operation. The moving electrode
of the pincer is operated by a piston working
in a cylinder under hydraulic pressure up to
1,500 lbs. per square inch. This hydraulic
pressure is provided by compressed air
under the control of a hydro -pneumatic
relay fixed on the transformer case. The
machine is put into operation by means of
a small pneumatic push-button on the
welding pincer. These welding machines,
which are now largely used for motor
chassis and body construction, are capable
of welding up to 4,000 spots per hour, each
welded spot taking the place of a rivet. It
is claimed that spot welding is cheaper, and
gives more lasting results than ordinary
riveting.

A Mechanical Wood-carver
An ingenious machine which created a

good deal of attention was a semi -automatic
pattern -milling machine made by Wadkin
& Co., of Leicester. This machine, which
is illustrated in Fig. 4, carves out of wood
coreboxes and patterns for castings. The
block of wood to be machined is clamped to
a table, which can be moved in any direc-
tion like the slide -rest of a lathe. Imme-
diately above the work on the table is the
revolving cutter spindle, which is driven
by an electric motor through the medium of
belt -driven shafting and spiral gears. The
overhanging arm carrying the spindle head
is mounted on sliding ways on the main
frame, and can be raised and lowered either
by power or hand feed. There are many
different shapes and sizes of cutters which
fit into the end of the cutter spindle for
cutting the different kinds of grooves,
channels and profiles met with in pattern
work. On one of these machines it is
possible to make the two halves of a compli-
cated corebox, each measuring 3 ft. x 2 ft.,
out of solid blocks of wood in approximately
three hours. The time taken to do the
same job, without the aid of the machine,
would be about three days. This will give
an idea of the amazing speed and accuracy

with which the machine works, and inci-
dentally, it also shows what a high standard
of workmanship is displayed in British -
made machine tools.

An Ingenious Gear -tooth Grinder
Another wonderful machine was the

Orcutt Hydraulic Gear -tooth Grinder,

motor at the bottom right-hand corner
drives the main oil pump and suds pump.
A jet of suds is played on the work, during
grinding, for cooling and lubricating pur-
poses. The casing seen on the left-hand
side of the machine houses the index
mechanism, which is locked while the
grinding wheel is making its cutting stroke,

trI777.77

Fig. 4.-A semi -automatic pattern -milling machine made by Wadkin & Co., of Leicester. This
machine rapidly carves intricate patterns and coreboxes out of blocks of wood.

shown in Fig. 3, which is used for accurately
grinding the gear wheels used for motor-
cars, aeroplane engines, electric motors, and
many other kinds of machinery. The gear
blanks to be cut are mounted on a horizon-
tally reciprocating ram arranged imme-
diately below a special grinding wheel, the
edge of which is shaped to conform to the
contour of the teeth. The grinding wheel
is driven by the electric motor seen at the
top right-hand corner of the machine, the

but allows the gear wheel to be rotated one
tooth at a time as the grinding proceeds.

It is interesting to note that in some
of the world's speed -record flights the
engine reduction gearing used played an
important part. Without the accuracy of
form, pitch and quality of surface which
modern gear grinding alone can give, the
life of the gearing, under the enormous
stresses to which it is subjected, would have
been of very short duration.

AMORCES-or toy caps-consist of a
fulminating mixture enclosed between
two pieces of thin paper. The

mixture generally used in this country, at
any rate, is potassium chlorate and amor-
phous phosphorus in the proportions of five
of the former to one of the latter. Caps of
foreign manufacture formerly contained in
addition potassium nitrate, antimony sul-
phide and powdered sulphur. Mixtures of
sulphur and any chlorate in fireworks were,
however, made illegal in 1895, on account
of their sensitive nature.

Methods of Manufacture
The potassium chlorate is placed in a bowl

and thoroughly wetted, a weak solution of
gum is then stirred in and the phosphorus
added and stirred. The result is a solution
of about the consistency of thin treacle. A
portion of the mixture is then spread evenly
on a slate slab, and a tool known as a
" dotter " is then used to transfer dots of
composition to the paper sheets. This
implement consists of a square of wood in
which are fixed rows of metal pegs like
bristles in a brush, but farther apart. The
dotter is pressed on to the composition, then
on to the paper, leaving rows of dots

MAKING
AMORCES OR TOY CAPS

A. ST. HILL BROCK

corresponding with the pegs. The sheets
are next dried and blank sheets of paper are
pasted over them, covering the dots. The
double sheets are pinned between damp
pieces of felt to ensure complete cohesion
between the two layers of paper.

After being completely dried, the sheets
are cut or stamped out into individual
amorces and packed in boxes.
Serious Accidents

Although individually these toy caps are
harmless, in bulk they are capable of
exploding with extreme violence. The same
may also be said of the composition used.
Several serious accidents are attributable to
them : of these the earliest on record is that
which occurred in New York in 1864, when
one person was killed and another blinded
and otherwise injured. At Vincennes, in
1873, approximately a million and a quarter
caps exploded as the sheets were being cut
up, with the result that seven women were

killed and three injured. In 1878 at
Vannes, France, a boy of twelve, in order to
frighten his sister, fired an amorce between
the blades of his mother's scissors. Two
packets of 600 caps were detonated by the
initial explosion, killing and terribly
mutilating the boy and injuring his sister.
In May of the same year the most disastrous
explosion of the kind occurred at an amorce
factory in Paris. Fourteen women were
killed and sixteen more or less severely
injured, the building being practically
destroyed. In this country three girls were
killed and one severely injured when an
explosion took place at a toy cap factory at
Wandsworth in August, 1888. The small
building in which the girls worked being
blown literally to fragments.

" Toy Firework Factories "
Amorces, of course, may not be made

except in a licensed factory, and it is
interesting that although classified as fire-
works, they cannot be made in a small
firework factory as the composition is
classed as a fulminate. They are manu-
factured in " toy firework factories," which
are specially licensed to deal with small
quantities of fulminating composition.
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SCALE
MODEL

The photographs show (left) An underneath view, (centre)
a three-quarter front view, and (right) a side view of the

finished model.

IN the making of scale -model, non -flying
aircraft, some suitable scale should first
be decided upon, because one model

having been built, it is extremely likely
that, finding a really life -like model resulted
with just a few hours of interesting work,
one is tempted to build others until a col-
lection of well-known aircraft is built up.
If the scale is large, the resulting model may
be all right for a solo exhibit, but when one
becomes the owner of four or five large
machines their effective display becomes
rather a problem. If, on the other hand, a
very small scale, say 100 to 1 is used,
the model becomes so small that minute
accuracy is required to get even a pass-
able similarity, and, such being the case,
the work becomes tedious and difficult for
the ordinary worker. Let it therefore be
decided to employ a scale of approximately
50 to 1, which brings the size of most
general aircraft down to the 6 -in. length
mark, a reasonable size for a model. No
exceptionally intricate detail is needed to
get a correct effect, and the separate parts
are easy to handle and capable of easy
assembly and finishing.

Tools and Materials
Good-looking scale -model aircraft can be

built from the simplest of materials and
with a small kit of tools. A couple of
chisels (say, a fin. and an fin.), a sharp
knife, a safety -razor blade, a brass -backed
saw, a few household pins of different
lengths, a tube of fish -glue, a brush or two,
paint, sand -paper and some putty or plastic
wood, are the main essentials. Practically
any wood can be used. Most of the wood
in the model which appears in the photo-
graphs was once actually doing duty as a
garden fence ! However, satin walnut is a
very suitable wood, easily worked, usually
straight -grained, reasonably hard, and
taking a good finish. The quantities
required for each model are so small that
the cost becomes negligible. Three grades
of sand -paper are usually required-rough
for taking off radii and rounding curved
bodies, medium for general finishing, and
fine for rubbing down paint.

Colouring of the models can be carried
out with three types of paint, Japanese
lacquer being particularly good, covering

The first article of a series dealing with
the construction of scale -models of
most of the present-day aeroplanes.

well and having a clean bright surface.
It takes a day or two to dry, which may be
considered a disadvantage by some. The
second material is cellulose, which also gives
a good clean, bright surface, and can be
brushed or sprayed on, and the third method
is to use good -quality poster colour, which
dries quickly and with a perfectly flat sur-
face. Disadvantages of the last-named are
that it cannot be used at all well on metal,
and that it picks up dirt and finger -marks
easily. The appearance of the dull surface
on small detail is, however, particularly

Constructional details for making
the D.H. Comet shown in the
photographs at the top of this

page.

D.H.

COMET

good, and if models are made purely for
exhibition purposes its use is advised.
The Fuselage

The D.H. Comet shown in the photo-
graphs and in the drawings reproduced
below has a span of 71 in. and a length
of 6 in. The main dimensions are given,
whilst the others can be easily gauged
where necessary. Commence with the fuse-
lage. This requires a piece of wood in. x
/ in. and 5i in. long. Actually, -14- in. over
at both ends is advisable, the front end
being more easily rounded off to shape if
there is an ample length. The squared -up
block of wood is marked out from the
elevation given and the unwanted wood cut
away. In order to make sure of the correct
shape of the fuselage at various points
cardboard gauges can be cut and tried over.

The chisel marks are then
sand -papered away and the
whole job smoothed over.
The fuselage can then be
given its first coat of paint
and put aside whilst other
parts are being made.

The Wings
The wings, which are

made in one piece, require
a piece of wood 71in. long,
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11 in. wide and 1 in. thick. First put the
dihedral on the underside of the wings. The
angle is taken from the centre of the wood to
a depth of 116- in. at the ends and is the same
at the leading and trailing edges. Then
mark out a space 1 in. wide in the centre
of the top and lay out the upper surfaces,
of the wings from the front elevation. These
are in line and with the taper already cut
become * in. thicksin the centre and 116- in.
at the ends. The unwanted wood is then
removed, with the exception of the 1 -in.
centre piece, which must be left to form the
fairing between the wing and the fuselage.
The fairing can be partially formed, but it
is safer to leave the major portion until the
wings are fitted to the fuselage.

Then mark out tie wing plan. The
leading edge is straight and the taper is
found by marking a point 1 in. from the
leading edge at the extreme ends. A
straight line drawn from that point to the
fairing block will give the correct, slope.
The curved ends should also be marked out
and cut with a fretsaw. Do not cut the
ailerons at this stage. Then with a wide
chisel cut the camber, the thickest part
being about in. from the leading edge.
The ends of the wings are rounded off to
meet the flat surface of the underside.
Finish off with sand -paper.

The ailerons can then be cut out or the
positions merely marked with a deep score.
If they are intended to move, the new
trailing edge of the wing should be cut
back at the top and underside edges to a
flat " Vee " and the leading edge of the
aileron to a half round. The hinges to the
ailerons are made of tin, one end being
buried flush into the wing section in a
fretsaw slot and the other end protruding
into a slot cut in the aileron. A pin passes
through the end of the aileron and through
a hole in the tin. The inside pin has its
head cut off and is fitted into the aileron
before the hinge is pressed into the slot in
the wing. The hinges should not be fitted
until all the painting is finished. The
hinges which are similar to those fitted to
the rudder and the elevator are secured in
the slots with glue, which will prove satis-

factory providing that too much strain is
not placed on them.

Engine Nacelles
Now cut two square openings in the

leading edges of the wings, as shown in the
plan, to take a piece of wood which will
make the fairing of the tops of the nacelles
and the wing. The centre of these openings
is 11 in. from the centre line of the fuselage.
The engine nacelles can now be made, and
will be similar in shape whether the under-
carriages are incorporated or not. In the
real machine the under -carriage is retract-
able, and is drawn up whilst the machine
is flying into the nacelle behind the engine
(which is a 224-h.p. Gipsy VI.), the wheel
fairing, which reduces head resistance of
the wheels whilst taking off, acting as a
cover to the aperture.

The nacelles require pieces of wood
in. x -198- in. and 21 in. long and should be

made identically the same and, of course,
to pattern. The fairing piece, for which the
openings in the leading edges of the wings
have already been cut, is fitted to the top
of the nacelle, being pinned and glued
there. The propeller bearings and the
spinners are made separately, but if made
first act as a good guide for the shaping of
the nose. The rear top portion of the
nacelles are flat and fit flush on the under-
side of the wings. When these have been
fully sand -papered, they can be pinned and
glued into the wings and the glue allowed
to set hard before shaping away the
fairings.

The fin, the rudder, and the tail plane
and elevators can now be shaped and fitted,
the rear part of the fuselage being filed
flat in the required spots to accommodate
these parts which are glued and pinned to
the fuselage. The manner in which the
blind pins are fitted should be noted.
Insert a pin into the required spot in the
fuselage, withdraw it, cut off the head and
push it back again into the hole backwards.
This leaves the point of the pin protruding,
and the piece can then be pushed on to it.
The fixing of the pin and the rear plane to
the fuselage can be carried out with strips

of wood glued into the angle, or with plastic
wood or by making the plane and fin of
thick wood and cutting away as in the case
of the main planes.

Fitting the Wings
Now fit the wings to the fuselage. Cut a

slot across the underside to sink flush with
the 1 -in. wide platform on the centre of the
wings, and pin and glue in position. Then
with a round file and sand -paper go over
all the fairings. Those parts of the plane
which have so far remained unpainted can
now be touched up, any holes, accidental
or otherwise, being filled with putty or
plastic wood.

The under -carriages are constructed from
thinned -down match sticks, and are fitted
and glued into holes drilled in the under-
side of each nacelle. The wheels, which
are cut with a fretsaw and finished off with
sand -paper in a hand brace, are secured to
the carriages with a pin passed through the
vertical stay and the centre of the wheel,
the ends being cut off flush after insertion.

The cock -pit hood is made of three
pieces of celluloid formed to shape in hot
water and glued into position, a thin piece
of cane forming a head to hold them in
position additionally. The bars are pieces
of paper glued to the joints.

The propeller blades are cut from sheet
aluminium and have their inside ends
rolled into a tube. They are glued into
small holes drilled in the prop boss. The
spinners are secured with a pin, which
passes through the centre of the prop boss
and allows it to rotate.

The finishing coat of paint can now be
given and the lettering added. The letters
on the model shown in the photographs are
those of the winning Australian Air Race
Machine (G-ACSS), and the name whidh is
painted on either side of the nose is " Gros-
venor House." A race number -34 --can
be painted black on a white oval at the top
of the fin if so desired.

The nose of the machine can be painted
white or capped with a celluloid cover to
imitate the cover of the landing light which
is installed in this machine.

WIRELESS IN AFRICA

THE Marconi Company have installed
special radio equipment in the Junkers'
aircraft recently delivered to South

African Airways. Three of the larger air-
craft are fitted with transmitting and
receiving equipment, Type A.D. 37/38,
suitable for telephony and telegraphy on
both medium and short wavelengths, and
will link up with the present London -Cape
Town air route, while a number of smaller
aircraft, operating internal routes, are fitted
with the new -type Marconi medium -wave
sets, Type A.D. 41/42. All are to carry
Marconi directional receivers as an aid to

aBBEIBMINSEEPAVVLKW.P.M.,.?.XVI'

navigation. The Marconi Company pro-.
vided an experienced engineer and two
expert operators to accompany the aircraft
on their delivery flight from Europe to
South Africa, during which excellent wire-
less working was attained on all machines.

On the medium waves, they gave a
practically uniform performance of two-way
communication over 600 miles on con-
tinuous wave telegraphy, while on short
waves (with the A.D. 37/38 equipments),
good telegraph working was carried out
with Victoria West over 1,200 miles and
two-way telephony over 1,000 miles.
Ranges between the machines in flight were
up to 130 miles by telephony and 200 miles
by telegraphy. " Homing " was also
successfully used on most stages of the
flight.

(Left) Junkers' aircraft for South African Airways
photographed in flight. The photograph above

shows the medium- and short-wave transmitting and
receiving equipment.
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F

Fig. 1.-The effect of light striking a piece of glass
at different angles. Refraction occurs at D and E.

LIGHT, when passing through a homo-
geneous medium, travels in straight
lines, but when passing from one

medium to another it may bend to a greattr
or less degree, depending upon the materials
concerned and the angle at which the light
rays are inclined. Turning to Fig. 1, which
shows the effect of light on a piece of glass
striking it at various angles ; AB represents
a ray of light vertical to the surface of the
glass. In this case the light passes straight
through the glass without being bent at all
and passes out at the other side as a con-
tinuation of the same straight line along
which it entered. If, however, the original
ray of light strikes the surface of the glass
at an angle as shown by CD, on entering
the glass it will be bent towards the vertical
as indicated by the short dotted line DE ;
but on leaving the glass (if the two surfaces
are parallel) the ray of light will be bent
back again away from the vertical to its
original direction, as shown by EF. The
emerging ray is not then in line with the
original ray, which, if it remained unbent,

, would take the course CG. This pheno-
menon of bending is termed " refraction,"
and it is entirely owing to this that the lens
is able to perform its duty.

Suppose, however, that the two surfaces
of the glass are not parallel, but are inclined
to a wedge shape, as shown in Fig. 2. The
entering ray, or " incident " ray, will be
bent towards the vertical on entering the
glass ; it will then pass through the glass
and on emerging will bend away from the
vertical (i.e., the vertical of the second
surface) with the result that instead of
emerging parallel to the incident ray it will
be bent  to a different direction altogether.
The angle of the wedge and the angle of the
incident light must, of course, be suitably
chosen to give the result shown in Fig. 2.

Diverging Rays of Light
A glance at Fig. 3, which is really a

combination of Figs. 1 and 2, will show that
three rays of light diverging from the point
A are all brought together again on the
other side of the glass at the point B. The
central ray is vertical to both surfaces of the
glass and so passes straight through, while
the outer rays each pass through a wedge or
prism which bends them, as previously
explained, so that they converge to B.
The three pieces of glass may become one
piece without altering the effect, while if
the shape be altered to that shown in Fig. 4,
so that the surfaces form a smooth curve,
all rays reaching the glass from A, will be
bent back to the same point B. Further-
more, if the glass has the same shape on all
sections through the axis AB, it will be
circular in shape when viewed from A and
the whole cone of light between A and the
glass will be brought back to the point B
and the glass is then a simple lens.

Spherical Aberration
The difficulties of making a piece of glass

THOTOGclkeielPHIC
iP LENSES Hi

Although the study of photographic lenses can lead into a maze
of mathematics, the general principles can be explained in a

reasonably simple manner.

to the exact curvature required are insur-
mountable, and in practice the surface of
the lens forms part of a sphere, because the
glass can conveniently be ground to such

Fig. 2.--A ray of light takes a new path when the
surfaces of the glass are inclined.

a shape. The spherical form approximates
very closely to the theoretically correct
shape when the diameter of the lens is small

APERTURE'
IN -0-

V

Fig. 5.-A single lens with diaphragm in front.

compared with its radius of curvature, but
there remains a slight difference which
causes the rays to converge to a small disc
instead of coming exactly to a point. This
shortcoming is termed " spherical aberra-
tion " and is always present to a greater or
less degree, though it can be eliminated for
all practical purposes by careful design
in compound lenses.

Another failing of the
simple lens is due to the
fact that ordinary day
light is composed of a
-mixture of light of all
colours, and the
various colours

A1( )0. -
G as is usually expressed,

****.

they work at an aperture
of F/8. The single lens in

are bent to different extents by the glass,
so that instead of a point of light at B,
small rings of colour appear. This is called
" chromatic aberration," and this also can
be corrected, by the selection of glasses with
suitable properties for each part in a com-
pound lens.

We are only considering one point of light
at B, but the image is made up of an
infinite number of such points, and if the
point B is " fuzzy " the whole image will
also be fuzzy, i.e., it will lack sharpness.

The Diaphragm
The sharpness, or " definition " as it is

usually called, can be improved by arranging
a diaphragm in front of the lens with a
relatively small hole as shown in Fig. 5.
This, however, will reduce the amount of
light passing through the lens, and so
necessitate longer exposures, i.e., the lens
is slower but gives a sharper picture. A
small aperture also gives a greater " depth
of focus," and this is the reason why
modern rapid lenses have to be focussed
very accurately, i.e., objects a very little
nearer or further from the camera than a
certain distance will not be sharply defined.
In many cases this is an advantage, but
this effect cannot be altered by design and
a large aperture will necessarily give less
depth of focus.

Distortion
The diaphragm or " stop," as it is com-

monly called, introduces a form of distortion
when used with a single lens which results
in a square becoming somewhat barrel -
shaped as shown in Fig. 6A. If, however,
the stop is arranged behind the lens the
distortion will be opposite in effect and the
square will appear as in Fig. 6a. We can,
however, eliminate this type of distortion
completely if we use a double lens and
arrange the stop between the two compo-
nents as illustrated in Fig. 7. Such a lens
is known as a " rapid rectilinear " and it
would usually be corrected for chromatic
aberration, in which case each component
of Fig. 7 would consist of two pieces of glass
permanently cemented together. Such
lenses are very popular on cheap
cameras and work well up to an

aperture of one-
. -- eighth of their focal

length, or
000

55

B

"
"ss

- -
.   

Figs. 3 and 4.-(Left) An
" embryo " lens and (above)

a simple lens.

16, Fig. 5 works satisfactorily at about F/16,
and is used on cheapest hand cameras.

In two lenses of similar focal length,
one with an aperture of F/8 will be four
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times as fast as another at F/16, because
the F/8 stop is twice the diameter of the
F/16 and is therefore of four times the area
and admits four times as much light. The
exposure is therefore one-fourth and the F/8
lens is said to be " four times the speed " of
the other.

In lenses of greater apertures than F/8

r

L
A

Fig. 6.-Showing two forms of distortion.

astigmatism becomes objectionable. This
defect accounts for lack of sharpness because
radial lines in the image come to a focus at
a different point to tangential lines ; there-
fore both cannot be focussed sharply at one
setting and a compromise must be sought
between the two. Astigmatism is almost
completely overcome in modern " anas-
tigmat " lenses by the choice of suitable
kinds of special glass and the clever balanc-
ing of multiple lenses, with the result that

between the pair of conjugate foci in use
at the moment. For instance, if a four -
times enlargement is required the distance
from the bromide paper to the len§ must
be four times as great as from the lens to
the negative.

The actual distances may be found from
the following formula, where F = the focus
of the lens and L the ratio of enlargement.

F I -F = the shorter distance.

L(F LJ = the longer distance.

A four -times enlargement with a lens of
6 -in. focus it will be seen, for example,
requires a distance of 7i in. from negative
to lens and 30 in. from lens to bromide
paper.

There is no fundamental difference
between a wide angle lens and an ordinary
one. The wide angle lens is useful indoors
and in restricted situations where the
camera cannot be moved far enough away
from the object. It consists of a lens of
shorter focus than usual for the size of plate
covered, and is made to give a sharp picture
over a large area by using a small stop.

The Telephoto Lens
A wide angle lens gives a small image but

EQUIVALENT
FOCUS

18
:Z

Fig. 8.-The telephoto lens system, showing how the radial plane is displaced.

lenses with apertures of F/2 or thereabouts
are now obtainable ; in fact, in small lenses
for cinema work, even greater apertures can
be obtained.

Conjugate Foci
It is sometimes useful, especially when

making enlargements, to know the distance
the lens must be from the image, or the
bromide paper in the case of an enlargement.
The focus of a lens is generally stated on
the assumption that objects being photo-
graphed are a long distance from the camera,
so that all rays approaching the lens from
any one point are, practically speaking,
parallel. Any lens, however, has a multi-
tude of foci, for if the object be brought
closer to the lens the image will be brought
to a focus further away on the other side.
For instance, if a lens is nominally of 8 -in.
focus, an object 50 ft. in front of the lens
will give a small image 8 in. behind the lens.
If, however, the object is moved closer to
the lens the image will be brought to a focus
further away than 8 in., until, when it is
only 16 in. in front of the lens, the image
will then be 16 in. behind the lens and will
be the same size as the object. Every
distance in front of the lens has its corre-
sponding focus behind the lens and the two
distances are spoken of as " conjugate
foci," and the ratio of enlargement or
reduction will be the same as the ratio

z

5

z

gets a lot of the subject on the plate, but
a telephoto lens does the reverses it picks
out a small part of, let us say, a distant
view, and spreads it out to form a relatively
large image. This is merely an effect of
altering the focal length, the wide angle lens
having a short focus and the telephoto lens
a long one.

A lens of 6 -in. focus will give an image of
a distant church tower, for instance, 1 in.
high, but if we use a lens of 12 -in. focus the
church tower will appear on the focussing
screen 2 in. high. Now suppose we require
an image 6 in. high I We can get this with
a lens of 36 -in. focal length, but with an
ordinary lens this would necessitate a
camera extension of 36 in., a most unwieldy
piece of apparatus. There is, however,
another method of dealing with the
problem.

Nodal Planes
The focal length of a lens is measured

from what is called a " nodal plane," and
the situation of this is such that if the lens
were given a pivotal motion about the point
where the nodal plane meets the axis of the
lens there would be no movement of the
image on the focussing screen. Now in an
ordinary single lens the nodal plane would
be in the glass itself, but in the case of a
compound lens it does not necessarily come
within the lens mount. It may be a consi-

derable distance from it, and this property
is made use of in the telephoto lens.

(It should perhaps be mentioned that
there are two nodal planes in a compound
lens, but the second one does not concern
us here because it need only be considered
when the lens is reversed in its mount.)

If, then, we can obtain a lens of 36 -in.
focal length which has its nodal plane 24 in.
in front of the lens itself, then we can get a
six -times magnification (i.e., the church
tower will be 6 in. high) with a camera
extension of only 12 in. This is precisely
what the telephoto lens does, and the prin-
ciple is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows an ordinary lens ; the rays
approaching the lens from any point are
coming from the right and are brought to
a focus at a point on the focussing screen
at the left. In Fig. 8 the rays approach
the lens as before, but after they have
passed through it they encounter a negative
lens (which has the property of bending
light rays in the opposite manner to a
positive lens, the positive being the only
type we have considered up to now). This
makes the bundle of rays come to a focus
further back so that they reach the plate
at a different angle just as if they had
originally been bent at the plane marked

X," which is the nodal plane previously
referred to. We therefore get a much
larger image with only a slightly increased
camera extension. The distance from the

wz
0.

Fig. 9.- The
ordinary lens sys-
tem of a camera.

IZ
EQUIVALENT ,I

FOCUS

nodal plane to the focussing screen is called
the " equivalent focus " because the whole
lens system is the equivalent of a single
positive lens situated in that plane.

A feature of the telephoto lens is that the
magnification can be varied by altering the
separation between the negative and posi-
tive elements, bringing them closer together
increases the magnification and vice versa.

I
Fig. 7.-A " rapid rectilinear" lens.

A STANDARD WORK !

NEWNES ENCYCLOPAEDIA
OF POPULAR MECHANICS

By F. J. CAMM

5/- or 5/6 by post from Geo. Newnes Ltd.,
8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W.C.2.
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HOW A SYPHON WORKS

Fig. 3.-Illus-
trating the per-
petual motion

fallacy.

ASYPHON is merely a bent tube ; it
is sometimes supposed that one limb
must necessarily be longer than the

other but this has really only an indirect
bearing on the matter, for the syphon will
still work under suitable circumstances
with limbs of equal length (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 shows a syphon arranged to empty
a tank of water. If the bent tube (open at
both ends, of course) is merely put into the
tank as shown, nothing will happen except
that the water will find its own level in the
part of the tube which is immersed. But if
the tube is filled with water and then placed
in the tank as before, water will flow out of
the bottom end and continue to do so until
the tank is empty, or at any rate until the
water level gets down to the end of the tube
inside the tank.

What happens is that the water in each
leg of the syphon tends to flow downwards
at ones, but it will easily be understood that
both columns of water cannot flow away
without leaving a vacuum in the region of
the bend in the tube. There is a kind of
tug-of-war at the bend between the two
columns of water, in which the taller
column pulls hardest and flows away. The
water in the shorter column is not able to
" leave go " without forming a vacuum, so
it runs up the tube to replace the water

Fig. 4.-Another variation of the scheme shown in
Fig. 3.

A syphon may be described as a device for causing a fluid to flow upwards, but such a
remark is of course only a half-truth because it implies that the force of gravity is over-
come, so to speak. Such a state of affairs is of course absurd, but the fact that water can
actually be made to lift itself by the combined action of atmospheric pressure and the force
of gravity, hat led many ill-informed would-be inventors to see in the syphon a source of
perpetual motion. This again is, of course, an impossibility, but below is described where the
fallacy lies.

that flows away down the other side, and a
continuous flow results.

Limbs of Equal Length
Now in Fig. 2; both limbs of the actual

tube itself are of equal length, but water
will still flow from A to B until the water in
A has fallen to the level of the rising water
in B. The flow will then cease, because
although there is stil' a tug-of-war at the
bend, the pull on each side is exactly equal.
It will be seen then that the actual length
of the tube does not enter into the question ;
what really matters is that the column of
water must be of greater height on the side
towards which the water is to flow. So
although the water flows uphill for part of
the way, the final result is that the syphon
will not work unless the water flows to a
lower level than that from which it started.

The maximum height to which the syphon
action can be carried is strictly limited to
about 33 ft. in the case of water, for if the
rising column of water exceeds this figure a
vacuum will be formed at the bend of the
pipe. Continuing our tug-of-war analogy,
we might say that the " rope " breaks
when the pull becomes too great. If we
were to use mercury in the syphon instead
of water, however, we should find that the
height to which it would rise before the
vacuum appeared would be about 29 in.,
more or less, depending upon the atmo-
spheric pressure at the moment. It will be
seen that this is about the height of a
mercury barometer ; in fact, the whole
arrangement of a mercury syphon, more
than 30 in. or so high, would be equivalent
to two mercury barometers joined at the
top. The height of the two columns would

Fig. 5.-A photo washing tank with syphon outlet.

be equal when measured above the level of
the mercury exposed to the atmosphere
and both columns would rise and fall with
change of weather.

Perpetual Motion
Now to return to the perpetual -motion

fallacy. The misguided inventor might
argue thus : " If we make a syphon with a
big bulge in the shorter limb like Fig. 3,
this side of the syphon will hold much more
water than the other, therefore it will be

heavier and win the tug-of-war and water
will flow from A to B. Then all that is
wanted is a water wheel worked by the
water running back from B to A." But,
alas ! It would not work. The fallacy is
that it is not volume, or even weight of
water that matters-it is the height of the
column on each side. As a matter of fact,
water would actually flow from B to A !
Another fallacious variation of the above
scheme is to coil up the longer leg of the
syphon as shown in Fig. 4, the argument
being that there is a longer column of water
on the coiled side, but here again it is not
the length of tube that matters, but the
height of the water column, therefore the
water would flow, as always, from the
higher to the lower level.

An Application of the Syphon
An interesting application of the syphon

is that made use of by the photographic
washing tank shown in Fig. 5. The nega-
tives are held in grooves inside the tank

Fig. 2.-A syphon will still work with two limbs of
equal length.

and the whole tank placed under a tap of
running water. The water then rises in the
tank until it is level with the top bend of
the syphon tube ; it then fills the tube, the
syphon starts to operate, and water flows
from the outlet at a quicker rate than it
flows from the tap so that the tank is
emptied. Air then enters the syphon tube,
stopping the syphonic action, and the tank
fills up with water again. The tank is inter-
mittently filled and emptied until the tap
is turned off.
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A SIMPLE VACUUM PUMP

Fig. 2.-Details of the finished piece of apparatus.

ELECTRICAL experimenters who
have made a spark coil generally
acquire a collection of simple Geissler

tubes and are struck both by their sim-
plicity and brilliance when in operation.
Attempts at making these tubes are
generally unsuccessful, and many experi-
menters never attempt the work because
they are under the impression that a com-
plicated exhausting pump is required. A
pump is certainly required, but very good
results can be obtained with the following
simple piece of apparatus. Expenses have
been cut down to a minimum, as the pump
will work quite satisfactorily with only
15 c.c. of mercury.

A small Bunsen burner and a blow -pipe
giving a pointed flame are required, and
should be connected to a single gas cock
through a T -tube. Glass tubing is sold per
pound-an average price being 2s. 9d. for a
pound of odd lengths and diameters. When
purchasing the above ask for soft soda glass
suitable for blow -pipe work. The tubing
is cut with a small triangular file. Place a
length on the bench and mark round it,
just scratching the surface, then grip the
tube close to the scratch and give a sharp
pull.

To seal a tube hold it almost vertically in
the flame and rotate it slowly, and the
edges will automatically come together.

When bending the glass tube the Bunsen
must be fitted with a bat's -wing burner,
and to save the trouble of removing the
burner when the Bunsen is required for
other purposes the burner may be fitted into
a piece of copper pipe bent at right angles
and secured to a heavy wooden block by a
small metal saddle. This can be connected
into the Bunsen lead by another T -piece ;
details for making these will be given later.

A useful piece of apparatus which will enable
readers to make their own Geissler tubes.

Holding each end of a piece of tube, rotate
it in the flame and when sufficiently soft
remove and bend-don't bend in the
flame.

Making a T -Piece

One of these is required for the pump,
while the operation of sealing one tube to
another is necessary for making all but the
simplest vacuum tubes. It may be as well
here to try joining two tubes end to end.
Revolve the two ends which are to be
joined together in the flame and when they
are red-hot remove from the burner, push
together, and at the same time blow gently
down the tube, pulling slightly to remove
the large bulge of glass.

Seal one end of a 6 -in. length of tubing
and play the small pointed flame on one
spot on the side of the tube. When an
area about in. in diameter is red-hot, blow
hard down the tube, when a small hole will
result. Play the small flame on this until
it is the same diameter as the bore of the
tube and, keeping the edges still hot, bring
to redness the end of another piece of
tubing about 3 in. long. When both the
main piece and side pieces are soft, push
together and remove from the flame. Seal
the end of the main piece with one finger
and blow down the side, gently pulling at
the same time. In this way all excess glass

flame around the join a few minutes to
anneal the glass, and then remove to a
candle flame and thickly coat the joint
with soot. When cold the tube should be
cut down to a convenient length, taking
care not to put any strain on the join (see
Fig. 1).

The Action of the Pump
The action of the pump is not automatic,

and consists essentially of putting a vacuum
in communication with the vessel to be
exhausted. The barometer as shown in the
sketch is not essential, as the barometric
height may be obtained from the pump
itself.

This work is best followed by reference
to the sketch Fig. 2. Obtain a board about
6 in. wide and 48 in. long, and mount it on
a suitable base 12 in. square, with a sup-
porting piece to prevent wobbling. The
most expensive parts of the apparatus are
the two glass taps which must, of course, be
bought. These can be dispensed with if
desired, and screw clips can be used, but
the taps are far superior. As long as the
general principles are followed, readers may
vary small details of the apparatus. One
T -tube is used and all the rubber tubing is
of the pressure type, including the long
piece to the mercury reservoir. The top
funnel is made by drawing out a test tube
until the constricted portion will fit the
rubber tube ; do not pull out too far or else
the glass will break when fitting into the
tube. The mercury reservoir is made in the
same way, or a 2 -in. length of 1 in. diameter
tubing fitted with a rubber bung through
which a glass tube passes, can be used, the
glass tube being flush with the inside of the
rubber. The reservoir should be fitted with
a wire handle so that it can be hooked in
various positions on the board.

To assemble the apparatus, place the
large board (the upright piece) flat on the

bench, and lay out the complete apparatus
correctly connected up and with all the
joints wired. Arrange the whole in the
most suitable way and, with a pencil, mark
the positions of the taps and the holes for
the fixing wires. Remove and cut holes for
the projecting portions of the taps, and
with a Fin. diameter drill make holes for
the wires. Replace the apparatus, pass
loops of bare copper wire of No. 22 gauge
through the holes and with the fingers
tighten up behind the board. If you
tighten the wire with pliers most probably
too much force will be exerted and the tubes
broken, but pliers must be used when con-
necting up the rubber tubes and binding
on the wires. Those who wish to improve
the pump may do so by fusing all the glass
pieces together, thus doing away with the
rubber connecting tubes. Rubber tubes are
specified here because of the ease of con-
struction and so that the apparatus may be
quickly dismantled and the taps used for
other experiments. A further improvement
is to connect a large vessel in the form of a
tube with a large bulb blown in it, between
the T -piece and th13 tap B. More mercury
will be required to operate the pump, but
the rate of exhaustion is considerably
increased, which is very desirable when
working with a large tube.

To use and test the pump, open both taps
and pour mercury into the reservoir until
the mercury comes just above the tap. The
mercury should completely fill the tube, so

Fig. 1.-The construction of a T -tube.

tap the board gently to remove the air
bubbles. Now close the taps and gently
lower the reservoir until it is about 36 in.
below the taps, and the mercury will fall
until it is at the barometric height, the
space above it being a vacuum. Allow the
apparatus to stand for thirty minutes, and
if the height of the mercury column is the
same the pump is in good order ; if the
glass taps leak, a little vaseline may be
smeared round them.

The tube to be evacuated is connected
to B, the funnel on A is to hold excess
mercury if the reservoir is raised too high
or quickly. To evacuate a tube, open both
taps and raise the reservoir R, filling the
tubes with mercury to a height of about

in. above the taps, close A and B, and
connect the tube to be exhausted to B.
Lower R until the mercury stands at the
barometric height, now open B, and this
puts the air in the tube (which was at
atmospheric pressure) in communication
with a vacuum. Close B, raise R to its
previous height and open A, expelling the
air from the tube, close A and repeat
until the mercury does not fall on
opening B.

If a screw clip is available this should be
put on the connecting tube and fitted as
tightly as possible.
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Fig. 1.-An anvil. These are obtainable in all sizes
from 1 in. upwards. The two ends are termed

" beaks."
Anvil

ASHAPED steel block on which pieces
of metal are straightened or flattened
out. For forging work the metal parts

are first made red-hot, and then beaten to
shape, or welded together, on an anvil (see
Fig. 1).
Archimedean Drill

A hand drill used for drilling small holes
in soft metal, such as brass or gunmetal.
The drill spindle is formed with a spiral
flute, and on this a hand -piece is fitted,
having a metal bush internally fluted to
correspond with the fluted spindle. The
drills used with this type of appliance are
diamond pointed, and are held in a split
chuck attached to the end of the spindle.
In use, the drill is pressed against the metal
to be drilled, by means of the flat knob at
the other end, and the hand piece rapidly
moved up and down the fluted spindle,
which is thus caused to rotate.

Fig. 2.-Two types of hammer-the ball -pane
and cross -pane. Each is obtainable in various

weights.

Ball -pane Hammer-See Hammer.

Bench Drilling Machine
An appliance fixed on the bench and used

for drilling work outside the capacity of a
small geared hand drill (which see). Bench
drilling machines are made in a number of
sizes and patterns, and are' either hand or
power driven. Some of the machines are
fitted with two -speed gear, and have a
slotted table to which the work to be,
drilled is bolted. Many of these appliances
are also provided with automatic feed, and
a flywheel used in conjunction with gearing
which enables sufficient power to be applied
for drilling holes up to 1 in. diameter.
Calliper Gauge

measuring instrument consisting of a

AN A.B.C. OF
ENGINEERING

TOOLSThe first article of
a short series.

graduated steel rule having at one end a
fixed jaw, projecting at right angles, and a
moveable jaw, the top part of which slides
along the rule. In the pattern illustrated
in Fig. 3 the movable jaw is fitted with a
fine adjustment screw, the end of which is

Fig. 3.-The vernier. These are
obtainable marked in millimetres
and in inches. The beam of a
vernier graduated in English
measurement is marked off in
inches, tenths of an inch, and each
tenth is subdivided into four parts
equalling one -fortieth of an inch.
The slide jaw has twenty-five
divisions which equal in length
twenty-four divisions on the beam.
Thus the difference between a
division on the vernier and a division on he beam is one -twenty-fifth of one -fortieth, which equals one -thousandth
of an inch. As an example of how to read it, first note the number of complete inches, tenths and fortieths of
the nought mark on the vernier from the nought mark on the beam. Thus, if nought on the vernier indicates two
complete inches, two complete tenths, and three complete fortieths, and the third line on the vernier coincides with
a division on the beam, the distance between the jaws will be 2 in., plus two -tenths, plus three -fortieths, plus

three -thousandths, which equals 2'278 in.

markina off work, and for centring
cylindrical metal parts prior to drilling
the ends for placing between lathe
centres. There are different types of
callipers known by various names, such as
" outside callipers," " inside callipers," and

carried in a bearing piece which also slides
along the rule. To set the jaws to the
required distance apart both the sliding

parts are moved along the rule
till the index mark on the
vernier roughly
coincides with
the correspond-
ing graduation
on the rule. The
sliding part
holding the
adjusting screw
is then clamped
firmly by means
of the set screw
at the top, and
the necessary
fine adjustment
made by turning
the milled nut
provided for the
purpose. By
means of the
vernier engraved
on the bevelled
edge of the open-
ing in the mov-

able jaw, fine measurements
to 1/1,000 in. can be made.
In some patterns of calliper
gauges, the rule or beam is
graduated in English measure-
ment on one side, and metric
measurement on the other,
while in other patterns both
measurements are on the same
side of the rule, one along the
top edge, and the other along
the bottom.
Callipers

Tools used for measuring
and gauging the diameters of
rods, turned work in the
lathe, and the diameter of Fig. 4.-Three
holes. They are also used for

" jennies," or " hermaphrodite callipers."
Some callipers are fitted with a spring and
fine adjustments, by means of which an
accurate setting of the legs is obtained.
Jenny callipers are similar to inside callipers,

except that one leg
only is curved at the
end, the other con-
sisting of a straight
renewable point. In
use, the curved end

of the tool rests on
the part to be marked
out, the pointed
end acting as a
scriber (see Fig. 4).

types of callipers. (Left) outside, (right) inside and
(above) oddlegs.
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Fig. 8.-A bench
drill, breast drill,
hand drill and
Archimedean drill.

Centre Punch
Made of cast steel. Used for marking the

centres of holes in metal, for drilling, and
also in the ends of work for turning in the
lathe. For light work the angle of the
point is usually 60 degrees and for heavy
work 90 degrees.

Cold Chisels
Tools made of cast steel, and used for

many different purposes, such as roughly
shaping metal parts prior to filing, chipping
out slots or steam ports in a cylinder
casting, and cutting off pieces of sheet metal
or rod. Cold
chisels in most
common use are
made in the four
patterns shown
in Fig. 5. The
flat chisel (A),
with its broad,
straight cutting
edge, is used for
cutting off pieces
of rod or sheet
metal, and for
removing the
rough outer sur-
face of a casting
prepdratory to

Fig. 6.-A steel set square.
Adjustable universal squares and

protractors are also available.

A B C D

Fig. 5.-Various cold chisels-the flat, cross -cut, half.
round, and diamond point. (Right) The centre punch.
Automatic centre punches are also obtainable which deliver

their own blow, and do not, therefore, need a hammer

holes to Etheir correct
drilling.

Dies-See Stocks and Dies.

Dividers-See Spring Dividers.

Engineer's Steel Square
A precision tool for testing -the

accuracy of work done with a file,
and for setting work squarely on
a lathe face -plate, or on the table
of a drilling or shaping machine.
A good square should have a
hardened stock, or body, and a
thin -tempered blade, the edges of
which must be perfectly parallel
to ensure accuracy for both internal
and external angles (Fig. 6). In
some squares the blades are plain,
and in others they are graduated
in inches and fractions like an
ordinary steel rule.

Another type of square has an
adjustable stock which can be
instantly set at any position on the
blade. It is a very handy tool, and
has a range of usefulness not
possible with a square having a fixed
blade.

machining. A
cross -cut chisel
(B) is used for
cutting key-
ways, slots and
similar work.
The half -round
chisel (0), and
the diamond -
pointed chisel
(D) are used for
chipping out
corners and
other restricted
places on a cast-
ing or other
machine part,
and the last-
mentioned chisel
is also used for
" drawing over "

positions for

Files
There are many patterns of files

used for various purposes, those in
most general use being : (a) flat file,
used for work on flat surfaces ;
(b) half -round file, used for many
purposes, for which its shape makes
it specially adaptable ; (c) round
file, for enlarging circular openings,
or for use on concave surfaces ;
(d) warding file, used by locksmiths
in repairing or filing the wards in
keys, also suitable for use in narrow
spaces where other files would not
be suitable ; (e) taper saw file, for
sharpening the teeth of saws, and
for filing nicks in a piece of metal
before breaking a piece off. Files
are made of cast steel, and their
cutting teeth have various degrees
of coarseness designated rough,
bastard, second -cut smooth, and
dead smooth. As a general rule
only the larger files have rough -cut
teeth. The length of .files varies
from 4 to 14 in. (Fig. 7).

Geared Hand Drill
Used for heavier work than can

be done with an Archimedean drill
(which see). The drill shaft is
rotated by means of bevel gearing
and a hand -driven crank, an
adjustable chuck being fixed to
the end of the shaft for holding Fig. 7.-Various types of files. The round (small ones are
drills of various sizes. Where

more power is required for drilling large
holes, a breast drill is used. The drill shaft
in this tool is also driven by means of a
hand -crank and bevel gearing, and in use
the operator applies the necessary pressure
by placing the shaped rest on the end of the
shank against his chest. In some drills of
this pattern a small spirit level is attached
to the centre part of the stock, to enable the
operator to hold the drill square with the
work. Various types of drills are shown in
Fig. 8.
Hacksaw

For cutting metal of various thicknesses.
The metal to be cut is held in a vice, and
the saw applied with a straight stroke to
prevent the blade twisting. During the
cutting operation the pressure should be
applied on the forward stroke only, as with
a wood saw. The frame is adjustable in
length to take 8 to 12 in. blades.
Hammer

One of the principal tools used in engi-
neering work is known as a ball -pane
hammer owing to the small round knob at
the back of the hammer -head, which is
chiefly used for riveting. The hammer-
head is made of steel, and for ordinary work
is about 1f lb. in weight. For light work, a
smaller hammer of the same type, or with a
cross -pane, is used.

(To be continued next month.)

i=1 etMi A
called rat-tail files), warding, flat, half -round and taper -saw file.
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NEGATIVE
CATHODE RAYS CANAL RAYS

K

4" -.
ANODE CATHODE

Fig. 2.-Discharge tube showing the ordinary electron
stream E, and the " canal- rays B.

0 NE of the first things one learns in
studying chemistry is that every
true compound has a fixed chemical

composition. Strangely enough, the reverse
is not true. That is to say, substances can
be found which, when analysed, prove to
have exactly the same chemical composi-
tion by weight, though they possess
different physical properties, appear unlike
to the eye, and may even behave differently

B
so to speak, may be identical both in shape
and in number, but the architecture is
different.

POSITIVE

IS 0 effeitS @AND
ISOTOPES

The Peculiar Properties of Chemical Compounds and
Elements

Tartaric Acid
A particularly interesting case in point is

that of tartaric acid, which is built up of
two hydrogen atoms H, two hydrate
radicals (OH), and two acid radicals
(COOH). Fig. 1 shows three different ways
in which these various components can be
arranged in space to form isomeric crystals
of tartaric acid. Eaoh crystal is identical,
so far as number and content are concerned,
but the H and OH groups in A and B are
" mirror images " of each other. The
C crystal differs from either of the other

O (*00i-4

LE*
HANDED &COON

B
Fig. 1.-Stereo-isomers of tartaric acid.

in chemical reactions. Such chemical
" duplicates " are known as isomers.

One interesting example is the element
sulphur. When ordinary sulphur is heated,
it first melts into a mobile yellow liquid,
which then changes to a viscous mass of
orange colour. As the heating is con-
tinued the melt gradually turns black at a
temperature of about 440°. If the product
is now poured into water, and left to stand
for a few days, it gradually becomes
opaque, turns first lemon yellow, and then
brittle, and so reverts back into its original
form.

Under analysis each of these outwardly
dissimilar forms of sulphur prove to be
chemically identical. The various " dis-
guises " are commonly called allotropes,
though they form part of the wider phe-
nomenon of isomerism.

The same kind of behaviour occurs more
frequently in the case of compounds than
of elements. Red mercuric iodide, for
instance, changes to a yellow colour when
heated-though its chemical composition
remains unaltered. If allowed to cool,
it still keeps the same colour until it is
rubbed, whereupon it changes back to the
original red.

It is clear, therefore, that the physical
properties of a substance do not depend
solely upon its chemical make-up, but
are governed, at least to some extent, by
the arrangement in space, or the geometrical
disposition, of the atoms or molecules of
which the substance is formed. The bricks,

OH

VON

NEUTRAL*
kCOOH

C

OH

two, because both H atoms are now
arranged on the left-hand side and both OH
groups on the right-hand side.

This is an instance. of what is called
stereo -isomerism. No amount of chemical
analysis will disclose any difference between
the three. But a ray of plane -polarised
light when passed through the A crystal is
given a right-handed twist, whilst
the B crystal gives it a left-handed
twist. By contrast, the C crystal
refuses to twist the ray in either direc-
tion.

DISCHARGE
TUBE

tr.

CANAL

Isotopes
We have next to consider another curious

case of apparent " duplication," this time
only to be found amongst the elements.
They are usually almost indistinguishable
as regards chemical properties-and can
only be separated from each other with
great difficulty-yet undoubtedly they
possess slightly -different atomic weights.
These are known as " isotopes," and were so
christened by Professor Soddy. He defines
them to be elements occupying the same
place in the Periodic Table, and therefore
chemically " similar " and-save only as
regards the physical properties which de-
pend upon atomic mass-physically iden-
tical also.

The element chlorine, for instance, which
has a " text -book " atomic weight of 35.46,
is now known to consist of a mixture of
isotopes, weighing 35 and 37, with a
possible third variety weighing 39. It will
be noticed-and it is a fact of great signifi-
cance-that in each case the atomic weight
of the isotope is a round number.

The previously -accepted " fractional "
weight of 3546 was calculated with scrupu-
lous care and exactitude, but the figure was
arrived at before the existence of " iso-
topes " was even suspected. In other words,
instead of dealing with pure or homo-
geneous chlorine gas, the original tests were
carried out-in ignorance, of course-on a
mixture of the isotopes of chlorine. The
fractional number therefore represents an
" average " for the mixture, instead of being
the true atomic weight of pure chlorine.

Nearly all those elements which once
carried a " fractional " atomic weight are
now known to be " complex " in the sense
that they really consist of a mixture of
whole -number isotopes. Tin, for instance,
has no less than eleven isotopic varieties.

All this points to the truth of a theory,
first put forward by Prout, that all the

known elements are definite
multiples of a basic or primary
atom which he called " pro-
tyle." The modern view is
that the hydrogen atom is the

/CZ

Fig. 3.-Detecting the presence of " isotopes."
The deflected particles form a mass -spectrum

on the photographic plate P.

DEFLECTED
PARTICLES

M

_ - -

elementary " brick " from
which all the other so-called
elements are built up.

We owe most of our present
knowledge of isotopes to the
work done by Dr. Aston on the
so-called positive or " canal "

(Continued overleaf.)
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Things are happening to -day
which vitally affect you!

If you are about 18, perhaps you are
getting settled in your chosen work and
already feeling the strain of competition for
a better position. If you are in the 40's,
your family responsibilities are near the
peak, the necessity for money is tense-
and younger men are challenging your job.
And men of the ages between 18 and 45 face
similar problems, in one form or another.

The most valuable employment security
to -day is the security a man creates for
himself-in himself I Through training, he
is able to adapt himself to new conditions,
to utilise experience without being handi-
capped by habit 1 He masters jobs and
makes new jobs. He meets emergencies-
and is not overwhelmed by them. And
this is an age of emergencies.

For 44 years the International Cor-
respondence Schools have helped thoughtful
and ambitious men to acquire the training
they need. To -day with this need more
urgent than ever, this world-famous institu-
tion offers greater opportunities than ever.
Why not permit us to show you the way to
greater security and larger earnings ? Our
expert advice is free. Write to -day.

...COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET...

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
LTD.,

Dept. $5, International Buildings, Kingeway,
London, W.C.2

Please send me your booklet containing
full particulars of the Course of Correspond-
ence Training before which I have marked
X. I assume no obligation.

[Accountancy
DAdvertising
[Aeronautical Engineering
DArchitecture
DBookkeeping
0Building
OChemical Engineering
DCivil Engineering
DDraughtsmanship
DElectrical Engineering
['Engineering Design

DExaminations, state which

[Marine Engineering
Dalechanicel Engineering

Mining Engineering
Orator Engineering
['Plumbing
[Radio
[Railway Equipment and

Running
OSalesmanship
[Steam Engineering
DTextiles
DWoodworking

The I C,S. teach wherever the post reaches, and have
a wide variety of Courses of Study. If, therefore, your
subject is not in the above list, write it here.

Name

Address

Age

ISOMERS AND ISOTOPES
(Continued from page 239.)

rays which stream through the perforated
cathode of an electron discharge tube. In
the ordinary cathode-ray tube, we are very
familiar with the stream of electrons which
flow from the cathode towards the anode.
But in addition there is also a drift of
" positive rays " or atomic particles in the
opposite direction, namely, from the anode
towards the cathode. If, as shown in Fig. 2,
the cathode K of a discharge tube is per-
foratefi, these heavy particles stream behind
it, as shown at B, whilst the electron
stream E moves forward towards the posi-
tive anode in the ordinary way.

By using a hollow cathode C, as shown in
Fig. 3, the positive rays are allowed to pass
through the cathode where they are sub-
jected to the action of electric and magnetic
fields at M.

A " Mass -spectrum "
The result is that they are deflected

before they strike against a photographic
plate P. The extent to which they are
deflected, and therefore the point at which
they strike against the plate, depends in
part upon their atomic mass. In this way
a " mass -spectrum " is formed on the plate
and shows up clearly any small differences
which may exist in the atomic weights of
the particles comprising the stream. The
method is capable of distinguishing differ-
ences of one part in 10,000, and has resulted
in the discovery of a very wide range of
isotopes, covering practically every known
element.

Great interest is now being shown in the
newly -discovered isotope of hydrogen,
which is known in this country as Diplogen
and in America as Deuterium. It is found,
in combination with oxygen, in water which
has been electrolysed over a long period.
Whilst ordinary water is represented by the
formula I10, the corresponding compound
formed by the isotope 115 has the formula
H305, and is known as " heavy water."

Heavy Water
Heavy water is now being produced com-

mercially by a process of continual and
intensive electrolysis. It melts at 3.8° C.
and boils at 1014° C. It is slightly more
viscous than ordinary water, though its
surface -tension is smaller.

In some cases it appears to have a definite
toxic action. Tadpoles, for instances, die
quickly when immersed in it, and although
other small forms of aquatic life put up a
stouter resistance, they succumb after a
while. On the other hand, it also possesses
certain chemical and biological properties
which promise to be of great value, though
their full possibilities have not yet been
thoroughly explored.

Quite recently, M. and Mme. Joliot have
utilised the " diplogen " isotope to bombard
the atoms of other elements and have
succeeded in this way in producing " artifi-
cial " radium, or at least substances which
possess marked radioactive properties.

Finally, " heavy water " is now known
to contain a very small proportion of a
second curious isotope, called tritium, and
having a mass three times that of ordinary
hydrogen. Tritium is, however, so rare a sub-
stance, that it costs twenty times as much to
produce as the same weight of pure radium.

ORDER NEXT MONTH'S
ISSUE NOW!

Many more fascinating articles
and diagrams

BARGAINS IN HOME MOVIES
PROJECTORS

Coronet all -electric 9.5 mm. - - 30/-
Alef all -electric 9.5 mm.- - - 27/6
Bing all -electric hand -turned 9.5 mm. 17/6
Bing Battery 9.5 mm. - - - 12/6
Ensign Mickey Mouse hand -turned

16 mm. - - - - L3 I0/ -
Piccadilly 16 mm. all -electric - - 17/6

Short lengths 16 mm. Library Film
on reels 1/6 each.

Complete 9.5 mm. Film Library.
Everything for

Home Movies and Home Recording
LISTS POST FREE

THE AMATEUR CINE SERVICE LTD.
52 Widmore Road, Bromley, Kent

GOOD IDEAS-
ire often rejected because of uncon-
vincing drawings !
Let us prepare attractive Illustrations
which will convey your Idea quickly and
clearly to Manufacturers, Editors,
Agents, etc.
We specialise in Patent Ofwe and Techni-

cal drawings of all descriptions.
Write or 'phone us at

HIGH HOLBORN HOUSE,
HIGH HOLBORN, W.0.1.

fioW 863e

BE MASTER OF YOUR MIND !

Two Books That Tell You

How to Exert Your Personality : How to
Build Personal Power : How to Wring

Success from Failure
THE attainment of Psychological Power will

CHANGE your outlook on everything affecting
your personal interests and whole future-it will
instruct you how to master and use your full
mental powers-it will reveal to you the motives
of others-and give you power, especially as affec-
ting you and your interests.
Whoever you may be, you will be better for the
perusal of these outstanding works.
Aet Now , Write for these vols.

PERSONALITY :
ITS NATURE, ITS OPERATION AND

ITS DEVELOPMENT
AND

THE MASTERY OF MIND
5s. 4d. each post paid or the two yoh for 10s.

S VID practical philosophy is the keynote to
these books, which contain a complete system

of mind -training, and show how you may lay the
foundation of success, how YOU may " get there."
There are essential principles of success-these
books tell you them. There is a science of success
-these books give it you. Chief of all, they
make it plain that the secret to achievement is
open to all.

Addreu all orders to :

THORSON'S PUBLISHERS Dept.111
91 ST. MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, W.C.2
Also obtainable at W. H. Smith's shops and all book-

sellers. Complete Catalogue free on request.
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An Ideal Cork Remover
ALTHOUGH there is little novelty in

a corkscrew, that shown in the sketch
is certainly an improvement in their

design and will remove corks efficiently
without damaging them in the process.
The longer prong is first inserted down the
side of the cork, and then the smaller is also
forced down with a rocking motion. By
turning and pulling
at the same time,
the cork is easily
removed.

An ideal cork remover
and (insets) showing
how the device is used
and the case in which it is supplied.

Incorporated in the handle is a crown -
cork opener, which is operated as shown in
the illustration. Supplied complete in a
leather case, the device costs 2s. 9c1. post
free. [97.]
An Electric Torch -Pointer
THE ingenious device shown at the foot

of this column enables a lecturer, etc.,
to project the image of an arrow on any
desired point on a picture or other desired
background. It works on the principle of a
torch and is operated by pressing a button.
It is obtainable
complete in a
box with bat-
tery, and costs
15s. [98.]

ARROW
ON

PROJECTED
TO MAP

Details of the electric torch -pointer which projects the
image of an arrow on to any desired background.

The address of the makers of any
device described below will be sent on
application to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, 8-11 Southampton Street,
Strand W.C.2. Quote number at end

of paragraph.

A Cinema Screen -Box
ADEVICE that enables the home -

cinema to be used in any room without
turning out the lights is now on the market.
It makes a splendid, self-contained screen
which can be used conveniently anywhere.
The screen itself is " silver " and gives a
very bright reproduction of pictures. The
size of the screen is 18 in. deep by 121 in.
wide, and it can be folded up to a con-
venient size and be easily carried about.
It has a wide frontal opening to allow easy
projection of films and clear vision for the
audience. The dark box provides an
excellent and quick way of demonstrating
films to anyone who is interested, because
it can be erected and put away again in a
few seconds. It is low-priced, costing only
5s.,"and is a really sensible companion for
the cinema itself. [99.]

An attractively designed reading lamp.

A New Design in Table Lamps
THE lamp shown herewith is undoubtedly

an added attraction for any room,
especially a bedside table. The base, which
is fitted with a push-button switch, is of
bakelite, and is obtainable in three colours

-birch, red and
mahogany. The
glass dome has a
frosted effect with
a delicate -coloured
design. The lamp
is supplied with
4} ft. of silk flex
and a two -pin plug
and will take a
40 -watt bulb. It
is 7i in. high and
the base is 4 in.
deep. It costs
1 Is. 6d. [100.]
A Combined Hone

and Strop

TI

H E combined
hone and strop

shown on page 243
will be found ideal
for sharpening
safely -razor blades.
If used in accord -
(Continued on page 243.)

WHAT DO
WOMEN WANT

MOST---?
WOMEN want He -Men for their Husbands

and fiancés-none of this chorus man stuff
for the real girl. She wants to be proud of

hic physical make-up, proud of his figure in a
bathing suit. She knows it's the fellow that is
full of vim and vitality that gets ahead in this
world.

LOOK YOURSELF OVER!

HOW
do you shape up ? Are you giving yourself

a fair deal ? Have you got those big,
powerful muscles that mean health and strength
inside and out? The vitality that gives you
the ambition to win at everything you start?
Make that girl admire you first and foremost
for a real he-maq, and the hardest part of win-
ning her is over.

I CAN CHANGE YOU IN 30
DAYS

IN 3o days I can so alter you that she will
hardly know you. I'll put a whole inch of

solid muscle on each arm in 3o days, and two
whole inches of rippling strength across your
chest. I've done it for thousands of others,
and I can do it for you. I don't care how weak
and puny you are. I like to get them weak
and puny because it's the hopeless cases that I
work with best. It gives me a lot of real joy
just to see them develop, and the surprised
look in their eyes when they step before the
mirror at the end of 3o days and see what a
miracle I have worked for them.

YOU'LL BE A HE-MAN FROM
NOW ON !

AND
it is no temporary layer of muscle I put

on you. It's there to stay ! With those
newly -broadened shoulders, that powerful neck
and great, manly chest, you can maintain your
self-respect in any society. Every woman will
know that you are what every man should be-
a forceful, red-blooded he-man.

I WANT YOU FOR 90 DAYS
IF at the end of 3o days you think you have
+improved, wait till you see yourself at the end
of eo days. Then the friends you thought
were strong will seem like children by com-
parison. I'm not called the Man -Maker for
nothing. My system scientifically builds real
muscle faster than you ever imagined.

500 FREE BOOKS-POST NOW!

ALFRED J. BRITON (Dept. P.),
8 Broadway, London, W.6.

Please send me, absolutely FREE, a copy
of your latest book, " The Secrets of Muscular
Strength-And How to Acquire It."

Name

Full Address...

FEB.
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VklattaIP 4

APPleUSECHIPAICALS
FOR STUDENTS' LABORATORIES

Complete range of CHEMICALS in Bottles from 9d. each.-
Extensive selection of APPARATUS, including Beakers.
Flasks, Graduated Ware, Condensers, Retorts, Balances, etc.
SPECIAL PARCEL OF APPARATUS.
1 Flask. flat bottom 150 ex.. 1 Beaker, spouted 100 c.c., 3 Test
Tubes 4 in. )4 f in., 1 Thistle Funnel 20 cm., 3 ft.
Glass Tubing, 1 Rubber Cork 2 holes, 4 inches Rub.2fe Post
ber Connection Tubing, 1 Glass Stirring Rad. U Free
BECK(Scientific \ 60 HIGH STREET,

Dept. A.) STOKE NEWINGTON, N.I&
Write for Catalogue-FREE.

INCREASE YOUR
HEIGHT FOR 1935

Good Luck favours the Tall,
everyone agrees. So why not
be taller ? This is the best time
to add those vital inches that
only the Challoner Treatment
gives so quickly and readily.
No arduous time -wasting exer-
cises or appliances. One box
will work wonders. But if one
is insufficient we guarantee to
supply another FREE. E. H.
(Sutton) writes : " Results be-
yond expectations." Follow

his lead. Send rid. stamp for full details in
sealed envelope. Sample fad. Book on height
improvement 3d. P.O. or stamps only.
Overseas, Return Air Mail 6d. extra.
THE CHALLONER CO. (late Bond Street), Dept. F32,
Laboratory and Works, Hyde Heath, Amersham, Bucks.

WEBLEY AIR PISTOLS
Marvellously 4,,

accurate for 'ttl-ft-F." ' ttrtttttv
target practice. . ---: -

No license required to purchase. Visigi - ,,,
Senior 45/-, Mark 1 30/, '7111.."." "OP,.

Junior 20/-. Entirely British.
Write for List. WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.,
106 WHAMAN STREET, BIRMINCHAM, Exc.

THIN FOLK
THIS MAN GAINED 16 lbs.

IN 6 WEEKS
The Manor Farm,

28-1144 Bleclington, Bingham, Oxon.
Lear Sirs, -I am pleased to inform you

that once again your Vitaepon has proved
effective and has accomplished all you
claimed it would do.

I have just completed a 6 weeks' course
of Vitaepon, and during that period have
gained16 lbs. its weight. I weighed myset.

13 tbs., just short 0112 st. This compares
with 10 et. 11 lbs. a short while back. The
result is really remarkable, and I can
heartily recommend your product to any
anxious to effect a gain in bodily weight,

Enclosed is 30/, which I believe is the
correct sum for a further 12 weeks' course.
I shall be returning to Egypt shortly, and
want a stock in hand in roes of emerge*.
ties.-Yours very sincerely,

G. P. BIBLE'''.
Original inspected by Editor of this paper and published
under our usual guarantee of £100 if not absolutely genuine
and unsolicited.
NO MAN OR WOMAN NEED BE UNDERWEIGHT

VITAEPON (BRAND)
FOR ALL CASES OF THINNESS & NERVOUS DEBILITY.
VITAEPON IS NOT A DRUG and contains no unpleasant
Cod Liver Oil or any ingredient harmful to the digestion
or heart. Simply take two tablets with the morning and

evening meal.
Obtainable only from

WESTCOTT & CO.,
(Dept. P.M.), 37 Albemarle St., Piccadilly, London, W.1
A week's trial supply costs 3'- only, post free, and the full six
weeks' course is reduced to 15/- post free. Foreign orders
(which are -ent by registered post) should contain P.O. for 3/8
and 10,- respectively, cash with order. Sent in plain covers.
Cross all P.0 a " Westcott k Co."
A new and authoritatively written end illustrated
book entitled, " Thinness-Its Cause and Cure,"
sent free to every purchaser of the full six weeks'
Course.

A Review of the Latest Devices for the Amateur
Mechanic. The address of the Makers of the Items men-
tioned can be had on application to the Editor. Please

quote the number at the end of the paragraph.

Handy Gauges for the Fitter and Turner
THE unique test indicator illustrated

here is intended for use by fitters and
turners for testing the roundness of work,
the truth of phases, locating high spots,
and similar jobs where the micrometer or
calipers cannot be used. The fitter, of

course, would attach the indi-
cator to the arm of the scribing
block, whereas the turner mayOlt

i4
"THE UNIQUE.'

)0

/' 3

Two handy
gauges for
the fitter
and turner.

111!1,.,1111111111,

attach it to a rod secured in the tool
post. The graduation indicates thousandths
of an inch. The radius gauges supplied by
the same company are comparators for
inside and outside radii and are of great use
when fillets, etc., have to be turned to
accurate proportions. The same gauges
are supplied in a holder. The price of the
test indicator is 3s. 6d. and the radius gauges
are supplied in different sizes. Set No. 1
(.05 in. to in.), 28. 6d. ; set No. 3 (.3 in. to

in.), 28. ; set No. 5 ( if in. to in.), 28.6d. ;
set No. 6 (' in. to 1 in.), 3s. 6d. ; and set
No. 10 (1 mm. to 10 mm.), 2s. [104.]

A Useful Tool Kit
AN extremely handy portable outfit

for the handyman is shown at the
foot of this column. This tool -roll will
slip into the pocket quite easily. It
includes a screwdriver, reamer, two

gimlets, chisel, saw, file, knife blade and
corkscrew, each of which can be fixed in the
side or top of a universal handle which is
supplied with the outfit. Obtainable com-
plete in a strong leather case, it costs £1 18.,
post free. [105.]

An Ingenious Tool
APERCUSSIVE rotating drill, known as
the " Rapper," for making holes for

the accommodation of wall plugs, etc., will
be found a useful adjunct to the up-to-date
tool -kit. It is compact, handy and weighs
If lb. It works by an ingeniously designed
combination of a drill, hammer head and
worm, which raises and releases the hammer
head, at the same time rotating the drill at
a uniform speed. By the use of a very
stubborn spring moving through a short
distance, blows are imparted to the hammer
head at a high velocity. Some idea of the
effect of this may be gained from the fact
that it is equivalent to blows of a hand
hammer at the rate of 600 to 800 per minute.
The weight of the blow is adjustable for
various materials and should be heavy for
hard materials and gentle for friable
materials. All wearing parts are made of
special steel, suitably case-hardened, and
are easily renewable. Its price, including
one bit and ejector, is £1 28. 6d. [106.]

A New Type of Pocket
Knife

INGENIOUS pen -knives
of novel design make

An ingenious one -blade pocket knife which is easy to
open, and the blade is held rigid when the knife is in use.

their appearance from time to time on the
market. That shown in the sketch is

strongly constructed,
and the blade is held
perfectly rigid when
open. The blade and
guard are pivoted to
the handle, and when
the blade is opened
the guard is swung
back, thus holding the
blade rigid. It costs
28. 6d. post free. [107.]

A useful portable tool kit
for the handyman.

An Insulated Screw-
driver

NEW designs in
screwdrivers ap-

pear on the market
with utmost regularity,
and this month we deal
with a screwdriver suit-
able for an electrician.
The whole shank is
thoroughly insulated,
and it may be used for
work up to 2,000 volts.
Finished in green, red
or black, it costs 28. 3d.,
post free. [108.]
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Self -Feed, Sensitive Adjustment Drilling
Machine

THE above machine is for holes up to
in. in diameter. The feed is self-

acting and pressure can be adjusted to the
diameter of the drill in use. The end
thrust is taken up by ball bearings, and the

A well -insulated screwdriver,
which is extremely useful for

the electrician.

drill automatically rises from work immedi-
ately drilling ceases. The drill has a 3 -jaw
chuck with capacity 0 to in. The maxi-
mum height of the drill is 26 in., and the
distance from the frame to the drill is 51 in.
Its approximate weight is 40 lb. and it costs
27s. 6d. [109.]

A Combination Tool

TS numerous uses will be evident at a
glance at the sketch shown herewith,

when it will be seen that this really practical
combination tool can be used as a hammer,
hatchet, nail extractor, and case opener.
Its general handiness, low cost and general
utility make it quite invaluable and essential
for many purposes. It is English made, of
best quality heat -treated and tempered
steel, with the head and haft in one solid
piece. The tool has a well -polished wooden
handle 2 in. in length, and weighs 11- lb.
It is of exceptional build, and will with-
stand the hardest usuage for many years;
in fact, with fair use
will prove practically
indestructible. [110.]

A combination tool which can be used as a
hammer, hatchet, nail extractor, etc.

Four -in -one Rawldrill Tool Kit
N order to facilitate the carrying out of

I jobs which call for Rawlplugs sizes 8, 10,
12 and 14, a four -in -one Rawldrill tool kit
has been introduced. This outfit comprises
a No. 14 toolholder, Nos. 8, 10 and 12
adaptable Rawldrills, and a No. 14 standard
Rawldrill and ejector. All these Rawl -
drills fit the No. 14 toolholder. The com-
plete set is supplied in a strong, neat drill
case, smartly bound and divided into three
compartments. It is sold complete for
48. 3d. The tools can also be supplied
mounted on a card instead of a case for
36. 9d. [111.]

LATEST NOVELTIES
(continued from page 241.)

ante with the instructions, it will be found
to be a perfect hone and strop for all wafer
blades, for which it has been expressly
designed. Do not try to conform the
blade to the curve, but press just sufficiently
to hold the blade in position. The " New -
strop," as it is called, sharpens because of
the nature of the composition from which
it is made. The radius of the curve and the
grooving on the honing half are scientific -

Showing the method of using the " Newstrop."
This device can be used to hone or strop safety -razor

blades.

ally correct, so as to give a perfect shaving
edge. To hone, lay the blade on the
grooved half of the device and place your
fingers on the blade, covering its whole
length. Move the blade briskly from side
to side as indicated by the short arrows in
the illustration. To strop the blade, repeat
the same process mentioned above, but on
the smooth half. Best results are obtained
by drying the blade and using the
" Newstrop " immediately after shaving.
Leaving the razor wet, even for a
short time, ruins the shaving edges of
the blade. The cost of the device is
ls. 6d. [101.]

An Electric " Candle "
THE sketch at the foot of this column

shows an ingenious portable light which
remains alight all the while it is carried in
the hand, but goes out automatically when
it is stood down. If it is desired to have a
continuous light, a switch is provided on the
underside of the base which enables the
" candle " to be switched permanently
" on " or " off." The " candle " works off
an ordinary tubular pocket battery and
has a matt silver finish. It costs 5s. 9d.
post free. [102.]

An electric " candle" which lights when lifted as
shown, but automatically goes out when replaced on

a table, etc.

Photo by Ray Vaughan.

A Personal Message
from Mr. W. J. Ennever

Founder of The Pelman Institute.

" If any of my readers had occupied my
position during the last 35 years and had
seen the lives of students transformed from
mediocrity into useful, successful careers,
they would not for one moment doubt the
incalculable value of Pelmanism. And the
New Pelman Course Is incalculably better
than the old."

What

"TRUTH"
Says of the New

Pelmanism
THE well-known journal " Truth " has made a

special investigation into the merits of the New
Pelmanism and has issued a report on the subject, a
copy of which can be obtained free on application to
the address printed below. Here are a few extracts
from this important publication :-

" The Pelman Institute has for many years
studied the principles underlying the achievement
of success, and acquired a systematic knowledge
of the way in which those principles work. It
has, in fact, placed success on a scientific basis."

"Pelmanism to -day is a scientific system o
training for the purpose of developing the mind,
memory and personality. It embraces a com-
plete exposition of the technique of living."

" A well -trained mind is not necessarily an
expensively educated mind. Any person with
merely an elementary education can train his or
her mind by the Pelman system into a thoroughly
efficient instrument, splendidly equipped in the
technique of living."

" Pelmanism can be of assistance to everyone-
irrespective of age and position-excepting,
perhaps, the person who is hopelessly self-
satisfied. Though he, poor fellow, did he but
know it, is in even greater need of its benefits
than his fellows."

" Truth's " Report, together with a book
entitled, " The Science o Succe,s," will be sent
you free. Write to -day to the

Pelman Institute,
130 Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street,

London, W.C.1,
and these two Important and valuable publica-
tions will reach yot. by return, gratis and post free.
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5/- ' UNIQUE' SLIDE RN ES 3/6
BRITISH MADE.
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THE UNIQUE

LOG t.00
SLIM RUSS

1 1

1 11

Milli unalu.aaae amnion,

Ten -inch Slide Rule in polished mahogany, eel uloid faced with
log- Off scale in addition to Scales A, B, 0 and D. Flexible back.
Aluminium framed, view -free unbreakable cursor. Size of rule
lti ins. x li ins. Well made and accurate. Supplied with case
and full instructions, including Conversion Tables for Money
Calculations. Price 3/. each (Postage 3d., S post free). 5 -inch.
model 3/6 (Postage 2d.).
FREE GIFT of a set of 12 -in. Draughtsmen's Scales, with each
10 -inch rule purchased during current month.
3/A The TECHNICAL SUPPLY CO. (P), 5/./- Norfolk House, Carden Ave., Witham, Brighton

STAMMERING
AND STUTTERING
CAN BE CURED
by the simple non -operative means which have
cured thousands. The entire and complete treat-
ment is fully set out in this remarkable book,
THE CURE OF STAMMERING, STUTTERING
and OTHER FUNCTIONAL SPEECH DISORDERS
By J. LOUIS ORTON. 2/9 Post Paid
Which has been officially adopted by a large number
of Educational Bodies throughout the country. No
matter what your speech disorder this book will help
you to overcome it. The work is invaluable to all who
would Rossess perfect speech. Send your order now to:

THORSONS (Publishers), Dept. 111
91 St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2.
Send also for complete list of other Vital Books and a free copy

of " Bealth and Vigour."

Your Height increased

amazingr
money

Sta stem soon
brings 3-5 inches

increase and new energy. The first, original, and
the one GENUINE GUARANTEED Height Increase
System. Recommended by Hearth and Efficiency.
Complete Course, 5/-, or Booklet free, privately,
MIMING SYSTEM, Dept. M.P., 28 Dean Rd., London N W.I.

DON'T BE BULLIED
Learn to fear no man. The
BEST self-defence ever in-
vented, namely, JUJITSU.
Easy to learn. Send 2 penny
stamps for SPLENDID ILLUS-
TRATED LESSONS Photo
ARTICLE, Testimonials and
particulars, or P.O. .1/- for
FIRST PART of my course.
You will be more than
delighted.
Dept P., Blenheim House,Bed-
fontLane,Feltham,Middlesex.

HUMATAGRAPH
(Hygrometer)

Indicates the humidity of the
air with scientific accuracy.
Models for the home a nd Indus-
trial purposes. Matt Black,
25/-; Chromium plated, 28/-.
Pocket model in case, 14/13.
C. 1. BURDICK MFG. CO.
40.44 HOLBORN VIADUCT,

LONDON, E 0.1.

NERVOUSNESS
Every nerve sufferer should send for my interesting book,
which describes a pimple, inexpensive home treatment for
Self-consciousness, Blushing, Depression, Worry, Insomnia,
Weak Neves, Morbid Fears, and similar nervous disorders.
This wonderful book will be sent in a plain sealed envelope to
any sufferer without charge or obligation. Write NOW and
learn how to conquer your nervousness before it 'conquers you.

HENRY J. RIVERS (Dept. K.D..LondonambConduit RC,NiFiC.1

OUR MODEL SPEEDBOAT
" STREAMLINIA "

(Continued from page 211).

sq. in. This took six minutes. I then
" ran the engine up " to get rid of the
inevitable condensed steam, and warm her
up before setting her off. Having seen that
the engine was to my liking, I set the boat
in motion.

For what she is, the power of acceleration
is great.

She left me, and rapidly gained speed
till she was caught and turned at the other
side of the pond.

Her speed is about eight knots maximum.
I say " about " because it is not easy to
handle a boat and time her accurately as
well. My impression was that she was
capable of 9 knots, but I could only be sure
of eight.

Her steering is more accurate than on
any boat of her type I have handled. She

is a good sea boat, and her duration is
about 30 minutes.

Outstanding Points.
I consider that the three best points in

this boat are the hull, the engine, and the
propeller. The hull is a lovely job by
Messrs. Bassett-Lowke ; the engine is the
best thing of its kind, put on the market, and
the boiler is of copper and brazed through-
out.

The boat is a happy combination of good
parts and it is simple to build. It is cheap
to engine, and is easy to carry. In the
water it *goes where sou want it to go. It
has all the speed that can be required by
anyone outside the ranks of speed -boat
men. And since the boat is 'everyman's
boat, and not meant to be a speed boat, I
do not think one can ask any more. It is
one of the easiest boats to handle I have
met. I have a fleet of my own of some
thirty vessels (there are some tartars among
them to handle), and in all I have run and
tested some hundreds of model boats this
last twenty-five years.

MODEL SUBMARINES
(Continued from page 217.)

(Fig. 3), the torpedo is held between A and
B. A is a piece of metal moving in a slide
(not shown) fastened to the hull. A
copper wire runs from this slider to C,
which is capable of turning in a vertical
plane about a horizontal pivot D. A light
rubber band (not shown) goes round the
tubing C and around the gimp pin P
(see Fig. 9). This has the effect of slacken-
ing the wire when the rubber motor is
wound up. Its pull is far greater than that
of the rubber band and the wire becomes
taut. The slider A, then moves forward.
The torpedo is firmly gripped at the points
marked A and B, and the propellers rest
on the horizontal metal platform H (see
Fig. 3). This platform is essential, or the

propellers will grip the upper deck and the
torpedo will stick. As the motor runs
down, the copper wire becomes less taut
and finally slackens and the torpedo is
released under the combined efforts of the
" kick " of the propellers on H and the
thrust of the light spiral spring on the
slider.

One strip of A in. rubber to each pro-
peller is sufficient to drive the torpedo.

How to Start and Run the Model
Get a friend to hold the model amidships

with one hand and the two propellers with
the other, remove the rings from the front
hooks, and using the double winder, wind
up the motor. Place the prow in the
water and lower the stern until the model is
in position and then release.

The vanes or fins should be set previous
to winding up the motor.

NIGHT -FLYING KITES

(Continued from page 214.)

chassis. The brass tube is covered with
cartridge paper or celluloid, through
which are pierced a number of slots, so that
the contacts fixed to the insulating block
make and break contact with the brass as
the barrel is rotated. This is done by the
same sort of slide as shown in Fig. 2, but
the pawl is arranged to operate on teeth cut
into the side of the brass tube. The slots in
the paper should be cut, after
the barrel is mounted to
ensure clean alignment. Any
arrangements can be chosen
to give various changes of
lights. All, or only one at a
time, can be switched on. If
the switches have a tendency
to turn round the string
axially, this may be stopped
by fixing a vane to the switch
as shown in Fig. 4. This can
be made of stout paper or
thin sheet aluminium.

A Mercury Switch
Another type of switch

which indicates movements
of the kite is shown in Fig. 5.
A glass tube closed at the

ends is fitted with three pieces of wire
forming contacts. The tube is slightly
bent in the middle, the lowest part forming
a reservoir for a quantity of mercury. The
switch is taped up to the 'cross -stay of the
kite, so that as the kite sways one way or
the other, the mercury floats in that
direction and links up the centre contact
to the outer contact and lights the lamp
connected thereto. The port lamp should
be stained red and the starboard lamp green.
When the kite is flying vertically no lights
will be shown, unless additional riding lights
be added.

A fine scale model of the Graf Zeppelin made by
Messrs. Bassett-Lowke, of Northampton.
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A ROTARY MULTI -FUSE
" Re your patent advice section of your

splendid paper, Practical Mechanics,' I
would like your advice on the following :
(1) I have a design for a rotary multi -fuse.
The actual fuse container carries about six
fuses, and when one fuse blows, another can
be brought into service by turning a small
handle, thus eliminating the trouble of hav-
ing to open the fuse box and replace new
fuse wire, as is the usual method.

" Would the device be patentable, and if
so, would principle only protect the entire
article ?

" (2) Would it be permissible to use a
special type of bakelite moulding." (E. H.
Newport, Mon.)

The rotary multi -fuse as far as one can
gather from the meagre description of the
d3vice appears to form fit subject matter
for protection by Letters Patent. It is,
however, doubtful if the broad principle
involved in the invention is novel. If the
principle be not novel, it would not be
possible to obtain a basic patent covering
every means for carrying the invention into
practice. It would be advisable to have
made a preliminary search amongst prior
Patent Specifications relating to the device
before applying for protection. It is
probably doubtful if the Board of Trade
Regulations or the Fire Insurance Offices
would allow the baseplates of fuses to be
made of a phenol condensation product,
such as " bakelite," but such material could
probably be used as a casing to enclose the
parts of the fuse.
A NUMBER OF INVENTIONS

" As I have many valuable inventions
worthy of Patent Searches ' which may
then be followed by Application for
Patent ' and Sales Promotion, I cannot
afford to exploit more than one invention
at once, which takes time. Can you give
any advice as to financial assistance ? "
(W. B., Herts.)

The proposed device for protecting the
edges of chisels could probably be protected
by Letters Patent, but it is not thought
that any Patent granted on the device would
have very much commercial value. The
inventor is possibly aware that it has long
since been the practise to protect the edges
of cutting tools by guards, for instance the
employment of a grooved piece of wood
fitting over and protecting the teeth of saws,
or the use of corks or bungs for protecting
the edges of sharp and pointed tools.

With reference to the apple -corer and
slicer, the invention would appear to con-
sist in the combination of radially arranged
blades with an apple -corer of known con-
struction for the purpose of coring the apple
and cutting it into sections in one operation.
This might form the subject -matter of a
Patent, but the commercial value of the
invention would depend largely on the way
it was marketed.

Probably the best way of obtaining
financial assistance for the marketing of

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

ADVICE BY OUR PATENT EXPERT

inventions is by press advertising, but in
such case the inventor must be prepared to
forego a large share of his rights to the
person financing him. In the present cases
it would probably be better for the inventor
to concentrate his attention on a single
invention and make or have made a proper
workmanlike sample, and then submit it to
manufacturers specialising in the class of
goods to which the invention relates. It
would certainly be advisable to file a Patent
Application for the selected invention before
submitting it to manufacturers.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
" Some months ago I filed a provisional

specification containing two alternative
systems. It would appear, however, that
one of these systems is not original or
patentable,!although the other system appears
to be original.

Is it possible, then, to file a, final specifica-
tion in which only the latter system is
outlined ?

" Also, the description in the provisional
specification specifies systems.' What
should be done about this, as obviously the
description would be inaccurate as applied to
only one system ? (W. H., Northumberland.)

It is understood that the applicant has
filed an application for Patent with a Pro-
visional Specification in which the nature
of two separate inventions is described, and
has now discovered that one of said inven-
tions is not original. He can file a Complete
Specification confining the description to
the one invention he believes to be novel.
The Patent Office will allow the Provisional
Specification to be amended by excising the
matter, i.e., the description of old invention,
from the document on file, in which case no
publication of the excised matter will take
place after acceptance of the Complete
Specification.

Any amendment of the title and descrip-
tion of the documents filed will also be
allowed to render them grammatically in
order.
AN ALL -METAL HAMMER

" I have thought of the two following
ideas-namely ' An All -metal Hammer ' and
an Egg Separator.' Will you please give
me your opinion as to their commercial
possibilities." (W. B., Herts.)

If the proposed device will actually
separate the yolk of an egg from the white,
it should have a distinct commercial value
if properly marketed. The device so far as
is known from personal knowledge is novel
and forms fit subject -matter for protection
by Letters Patent.

With regard to the second invention
relating to metallic handles for hammers,
the mere substitution of metal for wood is,
of course, not a patentable invention, but
it would probably be possible to obtain a
Patent for the particular construction of the
metallic handle if novel, but the commercial
value of the invention would not be great,

The inventor is warned not to reply on
the supposed " Evidences of Invention " as
giving him any legal protection ; the only
protection which is legally recognised is that
given by filing an Application for Patent.
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PETO-SCOTT
TWO GUINEA THREE

PILOT AUTHOR KITS
KIT if A 99 Cash or C.O.O. £2 5 0Carriage Paid

KIT "A." Author's Kit Or yours for

of specified parts, less 5/..
Valves, Cabinet and atm/11m08th10

m ofentsSpeaker. pay
4/-

KIT "B." As for Hit
" .1" but including set of
3 specified Valves, but less
Cabinet and Speaker.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 13 5 9, or 12
monthly payments of 1/--

KIT "C." As for Hit
"A" but including Valves
and PETO - SCOTT
Cabinet, but legs Speaker.
Cash or C.O.D. Carr.
Paid, 24 0 9, or 12
monthly payments of 7/8

Orders over 10/- Post and C.O.D. charges paid by us. 
Any items supplied separately.

B.T.S.
HALL MARK 3 COILS

Specified and used by
Mr. F. J. Camm for the
Two Guinea Three.

None genuine without
his signature. THERE
ARE NO SUBSTITUTES.
With coloured Leads for
easy identification.

PAIR
THE g6

Postage 9d. extra.

PETO - SCOTT CO., LTD.77 Pr.M.2, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
West End Showrooms 62 "Rah Holborn, London, W.C.I.
EST. 1919

BE A MAN
I positively GUARANTEE to give
you Robust Health, Doubled
Strength and 10-25" more muscle
in 30 days or return your money
in full. The famous STEBBING
44n4 Course consists of four
great coursesin one,yetcostsonly
IP- post tree. It has been proved
a) The most effective HEALTH
and ENERGY System ever de-
vised; Olt quickly builds NOR-
MAL WEIGHT and VIRILE
MANHOOD; (8) It develops a
Strong Will, rigid SELF-CON-
TROL; and (4) It includes an
amazing SUCCESS and PER-
SONAL MAGNETISM Course.

Complete Course, 5/-
No extras, no appliances to

Pupil S. Davey (London) purchase.
Further details sent privattly, under plain, sealed cover.
LIONEL STEBBING, STEBBING INSTITUTE,

Dept. C.P., 28 Dean Road, London, N.W,2.

EnginEass' GaidE
Bright Prospects and
Big Pay Opportunities
for the trained man
Write to -day for this great Guide which
contains world's widest choice of home-
atudy engineering courses, and shows
how to °Maus a Rec gnised Qualifica-
tion such as A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A. E.E., A P.R.Ae.S., etc.
Mention branch, post or quali-
fication that interests you, to
THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTI-
TUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN,
123 Temple Bar House,
London, E. C.4. (Founded 1917,
19,000 Successes.).

To Success

ISM

156 PA
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If you are a
music lover
why have you

not acquired this enjoyable accomplish-
ment and great social asset? Doubtless
beca use the prospect of practice I praci ice I
practice I has dismayed and disconraged

yon. I AM ENROLLING 50-100 ADULT PUPILS
EVERY WEEK AND HAVE TAUGHT 40.000
DURING 30 YEARS by post, by simple methods
without mechanical practice. I have taught
over 2,000 these last 12 months and I CAN
TEACH YOU, I grade lessons to suit each
pupil at start. Ordinary musical notation only
used, no freakish methods, enabling you to
read and play at sight any standard musical
composition. Send p.c. for FREE book and form

for free advice. Say Beginner,
Elementary, Model ate or

Advanced.
SIR. H. BECKER,

(Dept. 3581.
69 Fleet Street,
London, E.C.9

a REAL eat&
MICROSCOPE

5

SPECIAL
OFFER

"WILCO"
ELECTRIC
GRINDER
200/250 volts A.C.
1/60 H.P. Complete
with heavy-duty rubber
covered flex, flue and coarse
grinding whee s and switch.
scissors, drills, chisels, etc.

Also
A similar type of motor with double
model driving, etc. 1/40 H.P. only 22/6.

These are silent and powerful induction motors,
and will not interfere with radio reception.

Complete 40 page Catalogue 4d. post free.
L. WILKINSON, 8 City Road, London, E.C.

Sharpens

Can YOU Play the
Piano ?

A drop of water becomes a
world of fas mating shapes
under this authentic little

for III 1,BRO Microscope I A
cotton wisp becomes a cable I

. but look and see for your-
self I There are hours of fascinating study
in this simple, scientific instrument. Price
only 5/-. Direct to you with 3 slides, the

MILBRO
/, Stand Microscope
/ Postage FREE. Black satin

finish. All bright parts plated.
2 -way tilting Reflector. Send your
P.O. to
MILBRO, 467, Caledonian

Road, N.7.

25/-
Cagir
knives,

pulley for

SKINNY!
New easy way adds pounds

of solid, stay -there flesh.
Improves your Personal

Appearance.
But only a short time ago be
wee skinny, run-down, weak,
nervous, and showed his b nes,
instead of healthy smooth flesh.
He was pale, too. Bat he took
"Valitone Bon -bons." Dr.
Gallinger's prescription. By eat-
ing these tasty bon -bons the
weight is increased within a
few weeks from 10 to 30 lbs.
The unsightly bones that show
become beautifully covered, the
fiat chest develops. skinny limbs
rounded out attractively and
the body weight is increased by
many pounds of firm, healthy,
beauty -bringing flesh, evenly
distributed. He is no lorwer
tired and sickly looking, and
within a few weeks his former
skinny looks have given way tea
beautifully healthy app arance.
If you really want to add many
pounds of solid weight on your
bones, increase your stamina
and nerve force, seal for.dree full
inhumation and testimonials to

The Valitone Co. (V.145)
45 Hatton Garden. London, E 1:1 1

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
TALKING MACHINE
(Continued from page 213.)

There are still, however, a few of these early
gramophones to be picked up about the
country here and there, and, as a curiosity
and even a financial investment, one of these
machines is worth acquiring whenever
possible. Their general features, of course,
have been immortalised in the well-known
" His Master's Voice " picture painted by
Frances Banal d.

About 1910 Edison's phonographs began
to disappear, the gramophone completely
superseding them. At this time, also,
hornless models became popular. Subse-
quently portable gramophones were first
placed on the market.

The progress of the gramophone from
these latter days is well known to every
reader. With the advent of wireless the
gramophone industry began literally anew
with its introduction of electrical record-
ing," a system which revolutionised the
standard of all previous recordings.

Then came the complete union of wireless
with the gramophone. It produced the
radiogram, the talking machine of modern
times by means of which sound -reproduc-
tion is so faithfully and realistically accom-
plished that it is difficult to see how much
greater improvement can be forthcoming in
this particular direction.

Between the earliest phonograph and the
most modern radiogram an interval of fifty-
seven years exists. It is a period of time
which in the matter of sound -recording and
reproduction has been packed with interest
and experiment.

THE WONDERS OF GRAVITY
(Continued from page 218.)

elastic bodies immersed in water and
made to pulsate are drawn together. If
two people hold a rope and set it vibrating
they are drawn together. If it is possible
that ether vibrations (a substance so
tenuous as to defy all our attempts to prove
its existence experimentally) can so act on
gross matter-say the earth and the moon
-in such a manner as to bind them in
invisible bonds, we are no nearer an ulti-
mate solution of the mystery. What is
gravity ? We do not know, although we
know much about what it can do and also
how it does it.

To gravity is due not only the fall of an
apple to the earth but also the daily ebb
and flow of the tides, the rotation of a
satellite round a planet and a planet round
the sun floating isolated in space, and of the
whole solar system around some grand
centre, describing an immense but purely
ideal curve. It is the mystery of mysteries.

A NEW WORK!

POWER -DRIVEN
MODEL AIRCRAFT

By F. J. CAMM

96 Pages. 130 Illustrations.

I f- from all newsagents or I /3 by post from

GEO. NEWNES LTD.,
8-11 Southampton Street, Strand,

London, W.C.2.

CYCLISTSEONS!
e

;,take PUNCTURESPUNCTURES
IMPOSSIBLE MA

1$
V

WI
/

4 _::""
HERE'S THE WAY TO "CARE -FREE" CYCLING
Prevent punctures before_you can say "Patch." Get "Care -free"
-the (w/bole solution. You simply Put it into your tubes and
keep on riding instead of walking. It will not harm your tubes
at all. We guarantee you satisfaction or your money back, so

you are SAFE with "Care -free." Testimonials available.

THE

"CAREFREEnitavi
Send one shilling P.O. for a
box, post free, to Dept. It.,

SATISFACTION CO. LTD.
NEW STREET, ANDOVER, HAMPSHIRE.

AIRCRAFT SUPER
SEND 1/6 NOW
Not a new watch but an old and
tried favourite in a modern style,
as supplied to members of Air
Force, Army and Navy. 1 6
deposit secures this watch-non-
magnetic, shock and vibration -
proof. Recoil click spring prevents
over -winding. Unbreakable glass.
Silver or ain luminous dial as
desired. Untamisbable Chrome
case and Chrome milanese adjust.
able bracelet. Not until this
watch keeps time to a minute a
month is it allowed to leave our
model factory. Guaranteed 10
years In writing. Send only 1/6. Test
for 7 days. If satisfied send 2/6 fort-
nightly until 3716 is paid in all. Cash
price 35/-. Ladies' solid silver model same price and terms.
AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS LTD. (Dept. P.M. 102),

89 New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.
(Opposite Glaves' Central Entrance.)

PHIS COMBINED ASH -TRAY AND CIGARETTE
HOLDER will be found ideal for smokers while reading or
relaxing. The tray will catch ash irrespective of the position
of the holder, its upright position being maintained by
gravity. and it will be found almost impossible to upset.
The " RELAX" is both light and strong. and is provided
with a small stand as shown. The tray is polished aluminium
and the support and stand stainless steel. The mouthpiece

is made in Black. Blue, Red and Amber.
sole Manufacturers: BRYANT BROS., PRICE

Perseverance Works,
2a Brighton Road. LONDON, E.6 Poet Free

1/9

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
CAN EASILY BE YOURS

Trades Model 25 (Br.tish Patentl
corrects all 111 -shaped noses
quickly, painlessly and perma-
nently. Over 100.000 satisfied
users. For years recommended
by physicians. RED. SHINY
NOSES. BLACKHEADS, EN-
LARGED PORES, and other
skin affections remedied by M.T.'s
Antiseptic. Bleaching and Astrin-
gent Lotion. Price 3/6. Trial
sample will be sent for 6d. OUT-
STANDING EARS corrected
by Oro, the onisersal ear -shap-
ing treatment. THICK 1:1 N.
BHA PELT, PROMINENT TIPS
reduced to normal by M.T.'s
Litoshaper and Lotion. MIN ER, -
AT ED QUINOls the incompar-
able fr.grant vanishing cream.

Ladies, gentlemen and New improved formula. Prices
children. 6d. arid 1/6. Sample 2d.

Write for Free Booklet and Testimonials
M. TRILETY, 1921, Rex House, 45 Hatton Garden, E.G.'
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REPLIES TO QUERIES
& ENQUIRIES

If a postal reply Is desired, a stamped addressed envelope must be enclosed. Every query and drawing which is
sent must bear the name and address of the sender and be accompanied by the coupon appearing on page iii of
cover. Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes Ltd., 8-I I Southampton

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

ELECTRIC MOTOR QUERY
" I have in my possession a small electric

motor. Unfortunately, it will only work off
a 6 -volt car accumulator, and I do not happen
to possess one. Could you please tell me a
way to run it ?," (H. R., Skegness.)

We are sorry that we cannot tell you how
to run the electric motor economically by
any other means than a 6 -volt accumulator.

CORRESPONDENT REQUIRED
Mr. H. F. Walker, 54 Marsh Hill, E. 9,

wishes to correspond with other readers
residing in foreign countries.

A CHEMICAL QUERY
" I would be pleased if you could inform

me on the following :-
" (1) What apparatus will I need for the

preparation of metallic sodium and potas-
sium from their fused hydroxides by electro-
lysis ?

" (2) How is the process carried out ?
" (3) Where can I obtain yellow phos-

phorus ? I have tried several chemists, but
have been unsuccessful." (W. B., Hants.)

(1) and (2) The apparatus is costly and
somewhat involved. Metallic sodium is
manufactured by the electrolysis of fused
sodium hydroxide by Castner's method.
The negative electrode projects through the
bottom of the iron vessel containing the
fused hydroxide, and here the sodium and
hydrogen are liberated. This electrode is
surrounded by a wire gauze partition to
permit circulation in the fused mass and
prevent the escape of the globules of
sodium. This is surmounted by a bell -
shaped vessel of iron. The positive elec-
trode is an iron cylinder surrounding the
gauze. The sodium and hydrogen liberated
at the cathode, being lighter than the fused
mass, ascend into the iron vessel, under the
edge of which the hydrogen escapes;
oxygen is set free at the anode ; the top is
closed to prevent the sodium from burning
and the melted sodium is ladled into
moulds. The process for potassium is
identical, although molten potassium chlo-
ride is the substance electrolytically de-
composed. The process is obviously only
practicable on a commercial scale, and
querist will be able to learn more about it
on referring to text -books on " Industrial
Chemistry."

(3) Yellow phosphorus is obtainable at
any big chemists (not fancy dealers), the
likeliest being one who furnishes laboratories.
The large London drug houses have stocks
of this substance, but I think there are
restrictions regarding its transit in post on
account of its dangerous nature.
A LIGHT - SENSITIVE TRANSPARENT

CRYSTAL
" I wonder if you could advise me on the

following conjectures ? Possibly you are
aware of developments or experiments
w .ich have been (or are being) investigated
on similar lines.

(1) Is there any transparent crystal you
know of which is light-sensitive and also a
good electrical conductor ? My idea is
this : A crystal has the properties of light
refraction and A.C. rectification to D.C.
If a crystal could be found having both these
properties, and be distributed in the form of

powder or emulsion on the surface of, say,
a glass plate, it is my belief that it would be
capable of transposing variations on an
electric current which could be transmitted
or broadcast. My idea is that an ordinary
cinema, with a contact synchronised with
the shutter and the impulse current fed
through this powder surface, would give a
momentary impression and that this could
then be collected by a receiving set and
reproduced on a similar powder -covered
plate illuminated from behind. The crystals
must obviously be of a transparent nature
(giving a frosted surface) to do this. The
point is, that if the crystals could affect the
light reception at the transmitting end,
the amplified potential at the receiving end
would equally affect the absorption or rejec-
tion of the illumination at the receiver end.
It possibly would produce a " negative "-
but there are ways of dealing with that.
Silver iodide ?

" (2) If various colours can be obtained
by the neon sign makers, why can't the
television neon lamp makers produce a
white light ? Even a combination of blue
and yellow lamps fed through a prism might
be better than a sickly orange glow.

" (3) Have any attempts been made to
deal with spectral light, e.g., passing the
image through a prism and then transmitting
each colour band and reuniting them at the
other end ? This explanation must be brief,
but I dare say you can get the idea.

" (4) Would it be possible to transpose
ordinary light on one special form (superhet),
transmit this, and restore it again at the
receiving end, e.g., filtering out all but the
violet rays ? " (A.C., S.E.10.)

(1) By your use of the term " light-
sensitive," it is presumed that you infer
the property of generating an electrical
current or changing in electrical resistance
under the influence of light. Some crystals,
such as clear Iceland spar, are light -
reactive," that is, they act on the light rays
passing through them in a peculiar manner.
Iceland spar, for instance, possesses the
property of " double -refraction."

There is no transparent crystal known
which is light-sensitive in the manner which
you infer in your query. Or, at least, if any
such crystal is known, its properties have
not been published. or is there any trans-
parent crystal which is a good electrical
conductor. Nearly all crystals, including
even isolated metal crystals, are more or
less poor conductors.

Your idea is an ingenious one, and pro-
vided that you could find a transparent,
light-sensitive, conductible crystal, there
are considerable possibilities in it. This
proviso, however, is a very formidable one.
Rochelle salt (sodium potassium tartrate)
is a crystal which has several uninvestigated
properties. It is transparent, and it might
possibly be found to be light-sensitive. But
it is a very bad conductor.

An objection to your idea is that by
powdering up the crystal you might destroy
its properties, for the properties of very
minute and partially -disintegrated crystals
frequently vary considerably from the
properties of large crystals. However, this
difficulty might be overcome by mixing the
powdered crystals with some very finely -
divided metal which, in correctly propor-

There was a young
fellow named Sid

Always practical in
all that he did ;

His hobby was Wireless-
At it he was tireless-
And using FLUXITE-

saved many a quid !

I I

'SAVINGS BANK

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the
house - garage - workshop - anywhere where
simple, speedy soldering is needed. Used for
30 years in Government Works and by the
leading engineers and manufacturers.
Of all Ironmongers-in tins 4d., 8d.,
1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the Fluxite Small -Space Soldering Set-
compact but substantial-complete with full instructions
-7/6. Ask also for Leaflet on Case Hardening Steel
and Tempering Tools with Fluxite.

THE FLUXITE GUN
(Registered)

is a handy and economical tool that enables you to
put the Fluxite where you want it on the soldering
job, and is clean and simple to use. Nothing to
remove-no mess-no trouble.

Always READY FOR USE.
Also used to project
grease into grease
cups, bearings, etc.
Just fill the nozzle portion-
half fill the cup-put to-
gether and press as required.

1116
PRICE 1/6

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. P.M.), DRAGON WORKS,
BERMONDSEY STREET, S.E.I

An Absorbing Hobby
Building a Stuart model is an
engrossing pastime, and the
result a continuous pleasure

We illustrate :

STUART
NO. 10.
High Speed
Steam Engine.

Bore -1".

Stroke r.

Each set is quite
complete- drawings
and instructions are
included.

If you have a lathe-
The rough castings 8;6

If not-
Fully machined set - - 18;'6
Ditto, with all holes drilled and tapped 25/ -

This and many other Stuart engines are fully
described in the 80 -page Catalogue No. 3.

6d. post free.

STUART TURNER LTD.
HENLEY - ON - THAMES
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PATENTS,
(TRADEMARKS ADVICE, HANDBOOK

AND DESIGNS AND CONSULTATIONS
FREE!

KINGS PATENT AGENCY LTD.
Direotor : B. T. King, ca.m.a., Reg. Pat. Agent au.,

U.S.A. te Can.
1411a Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E.C.4
and 57 Chancery lane (near Patent Odice), W.0.2.

49 Years' TELEGRAMS: Gli0L0010, LONDoN.
References. PHONE: ern, 13161.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON PATENTING
and the development of inventions.

Sent free on application.
THE IMPERIAL PATENT SERVICE
First Avenue House, High Holborn, W.0.1.

Principal: M. E. J. GHEURY DE BRAY, F.P.S.
Preliminary Tele phone: Holborn pox.
Consultation Free I grams: Imperatrix, London.

PATENTS, DESIGNS
AND TRADE MARKS
A VALUABLE GUIDE ON INTERNATIONAL

PROTECTION OF INVENTIONS.
100 Pages - - Post Free, 6d.

The TECHNICAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
253 (D) Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1

FROST & CO.
70 Old Compton St., London, W.I

Engineers, Tool and Model Makers.
Models of all descriptions.

Inventors, Scale and Advertising.
Patterns, Castings, or Finished Parts, Small

Stampings and Press Tools.
Experimental and Repetition Work

SHOWCARD AND
TICKET -WRITING
is one of the most paying occupa-
tions. Money can be easily earned
in whole or part time. Posters,
Black -and -White Caricature, Car-
toons. Story Illustrating, also
taught by a very easy system.
Lessons at our Studios or by
Post. Earn While You Learn.

Write Secretary, THE COMMERCIAL ART SCHOOL,
12-13 Henrietta St., Strand, London, W.C.2. Est. 1900.

10,000 MOTORS (Spring and Electric) for
RADIOGRAMS and GRAMOPHONES in stock.
Thousands of components: Tone Arms, Sound -
boxes, Pick-ups, Horns, Pedestal -portable
cabinets, binges, lidstays, springs,
needles, Gears, repairs. Portable-
Gramos. from 18/0. Violins, strings,
Accordeons, etc. 64 -page Catalogue
-how to make them -2d. 1935
all -Brands Radio Catalogue 70 page
El. Established n years.
THE REGENT FITTINGS 00.,

D289, 120 OLD STREET
LONDON E.O.I.

Send to FOYLES
FOR BOOKS !

New and second-hand books on every subject.
Over two million volumes in stock. Catalogues

free on mentioning your interests.
119425 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

Telephone-Gerrard 566o (ten lines).

3,000 MONEY -MAKING FORMULAS,
RECIPES, TRADE SECRETS, ETC.

(Compiled by Dr. N. T. Oliver)
You CAN pay more money, but you CANNOT get
a better book. As Indispensable as a Dictionary,

and more useful. (Fully indexed.)
Price 3/9 post paid, including Catalogue of other

Money -Making Books.
TECHNOCRAFT, 41 Longfordy1.4MANCHESTE R 14

" I DEAL -LATH ES" 3 in. S.C. L
E4.THES

3
from

in. S.C.B.G. from 0/18/6. LISTS, Stamp please.
J. WILLIMOTT & SON, Neville's Factory, Chilwell, Notts.

tioned amounts, might impart the necessary
conductivity to the screen and at the same
time maintain its transparency.

Still, your main difficulty is to find a trans-
parent, conductible, light-sensitive crystal-
and this will take some finding, we imagine.

(2) Neon lamps which give an approxi-
mation to white light are obtainable.
Enquire from The General Electric Com-
pany Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2. It must be remembered
that neon -sign lamps are crude affairs com-
pared with the delicately -adjusted neon
lamps used for television reception. Pure
neon glows with a characteristic orange
colour. A gas which, under similar con-
ditions, glows with a perfectly white light
is not known. Consequently, the problem
facing manufacturers of these lamps is to
produce a mixture of " glowable gases
which will give out a white light. This
problem, admittedly, is not yet satisfactorily
solved, but no doubt its solution will be
accomplished in the near future.

(3) Yes, one of the earliest systems of
colour television operated on the lines you
indicate. The image was scanned- thrice,
once in red light, once in green, and once in
blue light, this triple scanning being
accomplished by means of a scanning disc
perforated with three sets of scanning
apertures, provided with red, green and
blue gelatine filters respectively. Each
colour band was transmitted, and at the
receiving end a similar triple scanning disc
revolved in front of the illuminant, which
consisted of a combination of an ordinary
neon lamp (giving an orange glow) and a
helium -mercury lamp (giving a greenish -
yellow glow). By a special method of
synchronisation, the " red " impulses were
fed to the neon lamp and the other light
impulses to the helium -mercury lamp. In
other systems, a single " neon " lamp,
giving a fairly white glow, was used in place
of the duplex illuminant.

(4) This query is not quite clear. If you
mean, is it possible to transmit any par-
ticular wavelength of light, the answer is in
the affirmative. Light -cells which are
sensitive to any required wavelength of
light can now be obtained. Thus, one can
procure light cells specially sensitive to
blue, green, yellow, red or infra -red rays.
Hence, all but the violet rays could be
filtered out from light. These could be
transmitted by television methods and
received as usual. At the receiving end, of
course, they would not appear actually as
violet rays, but as electrical currents created
by the violet rays at the transmitting end.
SPOT LIGHTS FOR STAGE

" Could you let me have any particulars
about reflectors for spot lights for stage
equipment, especially for Mangin parabolic
reflectors (mirror) and lenses ? ' (L.C., Nr.
Stroud.)

If you desire to make a spot -light suitable
for a small stage, obtain a motor car head-
lamp reflector, and, if necessary, have it
replated, a small bayonet cap -holder and a
light, tight box. Mount the holder in the
reflector and adjust the lamp position, i.e.,
move it in or out, until a parallel beam- is
obtained, the whole is then fixed in the back
of the box, the opposite end of which is
removed ; thin coloured gelatines may be
placed over this, paint the inside black, and
the apparatus is complete. The above is
more suitable for operation from a car
battery rather than the mains ; in the
latter case, a far better result may be
obtained by using, in a similar but well -
ventilated box, a 500 -watt lamp and a lens.
The lens is mounted in the front of the box,
and the lamp position adjusted until a
parallel beam is obtained.

add 5 0/- WEEK LY
to you& -eat

by charging accumulators
In your spare time.

Complete plant for A.C.mains incorporating
Westinghouse Rectifiers to charge 106 L.T.
cells weekly. Price ,e4 4s., or Ss monthly.
Send for descriptive Booklet No. PM 14.

WHY NOT APPLY FOR OUR LISTS?
State your hobby and we will send you

lists that will interest you.
Model Trains (Electric and Clockwork).

Television. Wireless. Aircraft.
Short Wave Receivers. Small Engines, etc.

Utility Sales Co. FurreiteotnepaCdojinnegrt,o5n7 bl;rx2ed

BAN D
GUIDE

Giving hints on the Bugle,
Drum and Flute, also
Parade Formations, use
of Parade Cane, Staff,
etc., free and post paid.

Makers:

POTTER'S
36/38, West Street,
Charing Cross Road,

LONDON,
W.C.a

CASTING MOULDS
Make your own lead soldiers, animals,

Indians, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue free.

J. Toymoulde,18 Kenyon St., Birmingham

ROSS for HEIGHT!
RESULTS SPEAR for THEMSELVES No Apyii-
Pupil, age 191, gains 5 ins. in 6 wks. ances - No

21, 5 ins. in 5 mhs, Drugs. No
20, 31 ins. in 16 dys. Dieting.

2 ins. in 4 wks.
" ", ins. in 6 ROSS SYSTEM

Increased my own height to 6' a1. NEVER VEILS
Hundreds of Testimonials from all over the world
Pea: E2 Ts. complete. Details free. Write NOW.

HEIGHT SPECIALIST,
MALCOLM ROSS, SCARBOROUGH, ENG.*,

YOU CAN USE YOUR SPARE TIME
to start a Mail Order Business that quickly brings you a
full time income. Follow the lead of others who are
averaging £x2 per week net profits. Get away from a
drudging routine job-join the big -money class. No
previous experience necessary. Few pounds capital only
needed. No samples or outfits to buy; no rent, rates
or canvassing. New method makes success certain.

Write to -day for FREE BOOKLET to
BUSINESS SERVICE INSTITUTE, Dept. 711a,

6 Carmelite Street, London, E.C.4.

11

Sold In 6d. and 1 /- tins at all Cycle
Accessory Dealers, Tool Shops,

Ironmongers, etc.
Write for your free copy "Joining of Metals" to

BURNETT&C9i,..,r-si
GREAT WEST ROAD. k.f.'6%";:"?'

1,401INISLOW
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THE " DUPLEX TAILSTOCK "
31" B.G.S.C. LATHE

Has these refinements that cannot be had in
any other machine at anywhere near the price
of the D.T. :-

1. Rigidity and Capacity, x 3" in gap.
Weight 85 lbs.

2. Concentric adjustment to bronze
bearings.

3. All gears generated on modern plant.
4. " Duplex Tailstock " with extra lever

feed.

Price E6 10s. nett Folder with pleasure.
WARD & POLLARD,

ORCHARD WORKS, HIGH STREET, LONDON, LEA

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Private or trade announcements can be inserted in
this column at the price of THREEPENCE per word
PREPAID.
All communications should be addressed to
THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
8/x x SOUTHAMPTON ST., STRAND,

LONDON, W.C.a.

TO BECOME a Sanitary Inspector, Weights -
Measures Inspector, Woodwork or Metalwork Teacher,
School Attendance Officer, etc., write, Chambers
College, 335, High Holborn. W.C.1,

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS.-Standard size from
6d. 100 feet. Machines, Accessories. Sample Films,
1/- and 2/8 post free Catalogues free.-" Filmeries,"
57 Lancaster Rood, Leytonstone, E.11.

CONSTRUCTORS OF COILS, Chokes, Trans-
formers and Electrical Apparatus will find our lists of
great assistance. Send immediately.-Lumen Electric
Coy., 9 Scarisbrick Avenue, Lltherland, Liverpool 21.

MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS, prepared, unmounted.
Assorted packet, 2/-.-LENG, 183 Manchester Drive,
Leigh -on -Sea.

START 1935 RIGHT ! Making successful
Products from guaranteed Formulas. No machinery
needed. Profits great I I Lists and Catalogue of
money -making books, 4d., " TECHNOCRAFT,"
41 Longford Place, Manchester 14.

SPARE -TIME SALESMAN wanted. Experience
unnecessary. 20/- weekly easily earned.-Apply
"Salesman," Richfords Ltd., Snow Hill, London.

DECORATIVE COLOUR TRANSFERS for
Furniture, Novelties, Lampshades. Applicable to
wood, metal, parchment, etc. Selection 1/ -.-PM.
Axon, Jersey, Eng.

MOVIES AT HOME. How to make your own
Cinema Projector. Particulars free.-Moviescope (N),
116 Brecknock Road, London.

MAKE METAL TOYS ! Easy, profitable, with
" SUCCESS " Moulds. List Free.-LEE'S, BEN-
TINCK ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

RADIO CABINETS. Cromwell Cabinets (for set
speaker combined). Horizontal type, 23 in. wide,

8 in. deep, 114 in. high. Polished Walnut veneer,
additional battle behind speaker grille. Just secured
on terms which enable us to offer them at the astound-
ingly low price of only 7/8 each, carriage paid. Cash
with order.-Pearl & Pearl.

FREE. Our latest, fully revised Bargain List
"P.M.," now ready. Send P.C. for your copy. All Mail
Orders Direct to PEARL & PEARL, 190 Bishopsgate,
London, E.C.2. Telephone: Bishopsgate 1212.

FULLY ILLUSTRATED throughout. Mr. Ralph
Stranger, who is a master of lucidity, has produced in
this book a valuable and fully explained synopsis of
technical terms that everybody can understand.
"Dictionary of Wireless Terms," by Ralph Stranger,
Obtainable at all Booksellers, 2/6, or by post 2/9 from
George Newnes Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

" FIFTY TESTED Wireless Circuits." By F. J.
Camm (Editor of " Practical Wireless "). This hand-
book contains every modern circuit, complete with
instructions for assembling, component values, and
notes on operation. On sale at Booksellers, 2/8, or
by post 2/9 from George Newnes Ltd., 8.11
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

1.4.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON
This coupon is available until February 28th,
1935, and must be attached to all letters con-

taining queries.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, FEBRUARY, 1935a ........... . . - $ I .

Catalogues and
Publications Received

OUR FREE CATALOGUE SERVICE
To save readers trouble, we undertake to send on cata-

logues of any of our advertisers. Merely state, on a post-
card, the number (or numbers) appearing at the end of the
paragraphs below and address it to " Catalogue,"
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes Ltd., 8/11 South-
ampton Street, Strand, London, W .0 .2. Where advertisers
make a charge, or require postage, this should be sent
with applications for catalogues. No other correspondence
whatsoever should be enclosed.

MODEL AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES LTD. have just
published at 4d. post free their Green Book for

1935. This Is a handy little catalogue, well produced
in a strong cover, detailing the prices of all materials
necessary for making scale and flying model aircraft.

This firm stocks wood in all sections, blue prints,
piano wire, silks and tissues, propellers, gears, rubber,
dopes, etc., etc.

The volume also includes an official list of British
records. Readers interested in model aircraft should
certainly obtain this useful catalogue, which they will
find a handy stand-by when building any of the
models described in our own handbooks, " Model
Aeroplanes and Airships " and " Power Driven Model
Aircraft," which are obtainable from us for 18. each,
or by post for 1s. 2d. from Messrs. George Newnes
Ltd., 8/11 Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. The
Catalogue costs 4d., post free, from the above firm at
171 New Kent Road, S.E.1.

ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING POSSIBILITIES
THE continuous growth in the importance of light-

ing is already creating a demand for young men who
are prepared to make a study of this field.

In order to encourage students to take an interest in
this important work, the Council of the Illuminating
Engineering Society has decided to admit students of
either sex between the ages of 18 and 25 as " affiliated
students " of the Society for a specially reduced
subscription of 10s. 6d. a year. Affiliated students
will have the right to attend meetings, take part in
visits, and receive the Society's monthly journal,
The Illuminating Engineer.

Forms of application for membership are obtainable
from the Honorary Secretary, Mr. J. S. Dow, 32
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

CLUB REPORTS
Club Reports for inclusion in this feature should not
exceed 250 neer& in length, and should be received not
later than the 12th of each month for inclusion in the
subsequent month's isque.

STREATHAM COMMON MODEL RAILWAY CLUB
OUR clubroom at 201 Gleneldon Mews, Streatham

High Road, is open every evening for members'
use. Each night has ,been allotted to a definite

object. A card should be addressed to the secretary
requesting particulars of the fixtures.

We had a very interesting Track Night In December,
and had a very good attendance of members. We
hope to hold another soon.

We welcome new members and any friends to our
meetings. Further particulars, including a copy of
Concerning Ourselves, will be sent on receipt of an
application addressed to the Secretary, L. J. Ling,
Brooke House, Rotherhill Avenue, Streatham, S.W.18.

INSTITUTE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
ON Saturday, December 8th, a visit was paid to

Cookridge Street Baths, Leeds, where members
were shown the filtration and purifying plant for the
swimming pools, and where we also saw the Turkish,
Paraffin, Sun -ray and Zotofoam baths.

On Wednesday, January 2nd, a visit was paid to
Bryant & May's Match Works, Leeds. After seeing
crates, each containing 800,000 match stalks, imported
from Canada, we saw how the mixture with which the
matches are tipped is made, and then inspected the
wonderful automatic machines which make the match-
boxes, dip the match stalks into the tipping mixture of
phosphorus sesqui-sulphide, potassium chlorate, etc.,
allow the matches to dry, and finally insert them into
waiting boxes. We concluded this interesting visit by
having tea in the work's canteen

Owing to an unforeseen occurrence, it was found
impossible to arrange a meeting for January.

A branch has now been formed at Canterbury.
Further information may be obtained from Mr. J. H.
Potts, 26 Whitstable Road, Canterbury.

On Saturday, February 2nd, a meeting will be held,
at which Mr. P. Tyndall will give a lecture, illustrated
by experiments, entitled " Radio Control."

On Friday, February 22nd, a visit will be paid to the
Gas Apparatus Maintenance Plant, Bridge Street,
Leeds.

For further information concerning the club or its
Correspondence Section, send a stamped, addressed
envelope to the Secretary, Mr. D. W. F. Mayer, 20
Rollin Park Road, Roundhay, Leeds 8.

FREE SERVICE

FOR READERS

-READERS requiring infor-
mationt concerning goods or

services advertised in
PRACTICAL MECHANICS
should give names of Advertisers
from whom particulars are
desired. Any number of names
may be included and we will
obtain for you catalogues, lists,
and any other information you
may be wanting. THERE IS
NO CHARGE FOR THIS
SERVICE.

Readers desiring particulars from a
number of Advertisers will, by this
method, save time and postage. Half-
penny stamp only is required if your
envelope is left unsealed. If any Adver-
tiser stipulates that stamps or postal
orders are necessary before samples or
catalogues are sent, please enclose the
necessary amount with your instruc-
tions. You are cordially invited to
make full use of this Service.

Post this to

ADVERT. SERVICE DEPT.,
tri PRACTICAL MECHANICS,

8-11 SOUTHAMPTON STREET

STRAND, W.C.2

Please obtain and send to me
particulars from the Advertisers
in your February issue whose
names I give on list attached.

Advertiser I Page No. I Information Required.

Attach sheet of paper, with par-
ticulars, and your name and
address (written in BLOCK
letters), with date, to this
announcement.

All applications respecting Advertising In this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, GEORGE NEWNES Ltd..
8.11 Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Telephone: Temple Bar 7;80.
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MAKE BIG MONEY
Or Save Money

YOU

CAN

MAKE

EEE's
IN YOUR OWN HOME

The enormous profits which can be
made with the new " ADANA "
Machine are forcibly demonstrated by
the following examples :-

1,000 VISITING CARDS
Sold for
Cards cost

to/6
3/3

PROFIT 7/3

1,000 CONCERT TICKETS
Sold for ...
Cards cost ...

15/6
4/9

PROFIT 10 9

1,000 BILLHEADS
Sold for ...
Paper costs

PROFIT ...

1,000 LETTER HEADINGS
Sold for
Paper costs ...

I .2

9,9

12/6
3/-

PROFIT 9/6

FREE WITH EVERY
M ACHINE

100 -PAGE BOOK
" 85 Ways of Making Money with a

Printing Machine "

WITH THE NEW

ADANA
HIGH - SPEED AUTOMATIC

PRINTING MACHINE
CASH

OR

EASY
TERMS

A Real Automatic Machine in
every detail. Accurate Metal

Diecastings (having a tensile strength of
over 20 tons) from costly moulds have
made it possible to market this fine piece
of machinery at this remarkably low -
price. Nothing has been spared to produce
a smooth -running, high-class, fast Printing
Machine. The result is wonderful. No
words can explain what fine adjustments
can easily be made to produce a perfect
print, and which, once set, is permanently
maintained throughout the job, as the
impression is entirely mechanical.

1,000 COPIES
PER HOUR

A thousand copies per hour are easily
obtainable. Any size of paper, card, or

`made-up cartons, etc., can be printed. It
is, therefore, possible to do an unlimited
number of jobs that are in everyday use.
The inking mechanism is all that can be
desired. Standard printers' type and
blocks of all descriptions can be used, as
well as line, colour, register and half -tone
work. Adjustable lay gauge is provided
to do away with the necessity of gauge pins.

MONEY -MAKING POSSIBILITIES WITH THIS

MACHINE ARE GREATER THAN EVER

Write at once for full illustrated
Particulars and Samples of Work

D. A. ADANA
(Dept. P.M.11),

17 18, Church St., TWICKENHAM

London Depot :
1, Ludgate House, Fleet Street, E.C.4

Manchester : 60, Oldham Street

You Can Print
EVERYDAY NEEDS

Private Noteheadings
Visiting Cards
Business Cards
Gummed Labels
Showcards
Greeting Cards
Small Wrappers
Price Tickets
Entertainment Cards
Sports Scoring Cards
Card Games Scoring Cards
Small Programmes
Tag Labels
Commercial Noteheadings
Billheads

OFFICE
Commercial Noteheadings
Business Cards
Overprinting Circulars
Card Index Slips
Urging Notes
Instruction Chits
Price Tickets
Overprinting Cheques
Stationery Samples
Proofing of Blocks
Advertising Tickets
Advertising Blotters

HOTEL
Menus and Wine Lists
Writing Room Stationery
Tariff Cards
Porters' Labels
Room Notices
Suit Case Labels
Greeting Cards
Entertainment Cards
Card Games Scoring Pads
Dance Cards

FACTORY
Works Instructions
Overprinting Carded Goods
Overprinting Cartons
Chemists' Labels
Instructions for Games
Parcel Labels
Small Wrappers
Cloth Name Tapes
Printing Cloth Samples
Printing Bags
Billheads and Statements
Overprinting Drawings
Printing Wrapping Seals

Sports Printing
Competition Cards
Correspondence Cards
Christmas Cards
Wreath Cards
Mourning Notices
Advertising Blotters
Wedding Cake Cards
Wedding Invitations
Hairdressers' Cards
Scented Cards
Admission Tickets
Window Tickets
Dance Invitations
Calendars, etc.

PRINTING
Overprinting Ledger Cards
Commercial Envelopes
Motto Desk Pads
Letter Reference Slips
Account Remittance Slips
Cash Receipts
Exhibition Cards
Travellers' Cards.
Address Slips for Enve-

lopes
Book Indices, etc., etc.

PRINTING
Forthcoming Attractions
Small Programmes
Dance Invitations
Reservation Cards
Receipt Slips
Guests' Name Tickets
Tag Labels
Cloakroom Tickets
Waiters' Pads
Billheads, etc., etc.

PRINTING FOR
Special Hymn Sheets
Collection Box Labels
Church Announcements
Notices of Meetings
Bazaar Tickets
Greeting Cards
Concert Admission Cards
Small Programmes

ALSO CLUB, FOOTBALL

AND SHOP
Wrappers' Number Ticket,
Bonus Stamps
Photographers'Imoriuts
Titles on Negatives.
Snapshot Wallets.,,,,
Wage Envelopes
Jewellers' Envelopes
Seed Envelopes
Hairdressers' Cards
Window Tickets
Interior Forms
Boot Repairers' Tags
Stores Labels, etc., etc.

THE CHURCH
Pew Seat Cards
Mourning Notices
Wreath Cards
Duplex Envelopes
Wedding Hymn Sheets
Admission Tickets
Funeral Service Sheets
Calendars, etc., etc.

AND RACING PRINTING

Published by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in Great Britain by THE WHITEFRIARS PRESS LTD.,
London and Tonbrldge. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon at Gotch Ltd. Sole Agents for South Airlca-Central News Agency Ltd.
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